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It is important to get more knowledge about the impact of the use of 
technology on the learning of mathematics. Recent research shows that the 
use of digital equipment and software is related to better mathematical 
skills, but excessive use of digital resources may disturb concentration on 
learning. This special issue presents five papers on different areas of 
technology in mathematics education. 
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1 Remarks on the use of technology in mathematics education, 
particularly in Finland 

Technological tools play an important role in teaching and studying mathematics. Cal-
culators have aided straightforward computations for many decades, but nowadays 
curricula more and more demand the use of modern computer programs in school 
mathematics. However, it is not clear how and at which stage this technology should 
be implemented in mathematics education. Also, what is the impact of the use of tech-
nology on the learning of mathematics? At the latest, the covid-19 pandemic showed 
that technology and digital teaching materials are vital in education and must be de-
veloped and studied further. In this special issue we present several interesting tech-
nology related mathematics education research articles. 

Finnish national core curricula for basic and for general upper secondary educa-
tion (Finnish National Agency for Education, 2020b; 2020c) emphasize digitalization 
and the use of technology at schools. Moreover, Finnish national core curricula for 
early childhood education and care and for pre-primary education (Finnish National 
Agency for Education, 2020a; 2021) express that day care and pre-primary education 
should prepare children to the digitalized world. However, one notable and distract-
ing observation in just released PISA 2022 results (OECD, 2023) is that 41% of Finn-
ish 9th graders feel that the use of digital resources disturbs their concentration on 
learning mathematics. This is clearly more than the international average 31%. From 
the positive side, moderate and controlled use of digital equipment seems to be related 
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to better mathematical skills. Anyhow, due to PISA 2022 results (OECD, 2023) math-
ematical ability of 15-year-old school pupils is deteriorating in almost all over the 
world. 

The Finnish matriculation examination is organized digitally and the last exam to 
become digital was the mathematics exam in spring 2019 (Finnish Matriculation Ex-
amination Board, 2023). Students in Finland use computers heavily in their studies 
during the whole three-year period they spend in upper secondary school. This is com-
prehensible since learning materials are mainly digital and students are required to 
be fluent computer software users when they complete their studies and take part in 
the matriculation examination. However, the change to digital school environment 
has occurred so fast that it has been somewhat uncontrolled. Therefore, new research 
is needed to indicate strengths and weaknesses of digitalized education. 

Recently Mertala et al. (2022) made a descriptive and critical analysis of highly 
cited educational technology articles. They observed that in high impact factor jour-
nals by major publishers it is easier to publish positive than critical findings of the use 
of technology in education. This is a bit alarming since politicians and education au-
thorities base their decisions on current research. During the editorial process of this 
special issue, we noticed that articles primarily including critical findings were not 
even submitted. 

2 Papers included in the current issue 

This special issue contains five papers on different areas of technology in mathematics 
education. They provide various aspects on how the use of technological tools influ-
ences teaching and learning of mathematics. 

In the first paper, Gladys Sunzuma reviews integration of digital technologies into 
teaching and learning of geometry at the secondary school level. Due to the systematic 
literature review the most used technologies were augmented reality and dynamic ge-
ometry software GeoGebra and Cabri. Most of the reviewed articles focused on the 
effectiveness of technological tools for learning geometry, minority focused on imple-
mentation and development of technological tools. Quantitative, qualitative, and 
mixed methods research approaches were all used, but the majority of reviewed arti-
cles used qualitative methods mainly for empirical studies. 

Nadine Yılmaz examines the technology-enhanced statistical problem-solving 
task design assignments prepared by pre-service teachers who will be mathematics 
teachers in the future. Participants of the case study prepared 28 task design 
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assignments which were analyzed in terms of the characteristics of the data and the 
need of data, for example, in terms of learning goals, features of the data, being inter-
esting/suitable for the level of the students and using statistical problem solving. Sta-
tistical problem-solving components (pose, collect, analyze, interpret) of the tasks 
were described with three levels, and majority of the tasks were found to be at mid-
level which requires reading the data, reading between the data and reading beyond 
the data. 

Anneli Dyrvold and Ida Bergvall study validity of computer-based assessment in 
mathematics. Empirical data was collected in an eye-tracking analysis of grade nine 
students who were divided into two groups that received different instructions about 
how to work with mathematics items with five types of functions. The results revealed 
that students are not equally equipped for a computer-based assessment that depends 
on preparatory instructions for the dynamic functions. They conclude that students 
need to be comfortable and very familiar with using dynamic and interactive functions 
to ensure validity of tests. 

In a related article, Dyrvold and Bergvall study how students interact with digital 
teaching material including dynamic and interactive elements supplementing the 
static parts of the material. The data for this study was collected using an eye-tracking 
analysis of grade nine students from four different schools. The students worked on 
five mathematics items each of which was designed in five versions with increasing 
interactivity and dynamism. The results of the study showed that the students spend 
more time and attention on dynamic mathematical content than static content which 
can be useful to know when designing digital teaching material.   

Raimundo Elicer, Andreas Tamborg, Kajsa Bråting and Cecilia Kilhamn compare 
the integration of programming and computational thinking into Danish and Swedish 
elementary mathematics teaching resources. They analyzed 165 tasks from teaching 
modules developed for a Danish pilot project integrating technology comprehension 
into school subjects, as well as 390 tasks from Swedish mathematics textbooks. They 
found that the two countries had taken quite different approaches to integrating com-
putational thinking into school mathematics. The Danish tasks included a lot of data 
and statistics whereas the Swedish tasks emphasized patterns, sequences and follow-
ing stepwise instructions. 
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3 Future research 

There is a huge need for new research which is focused on the learning of different 
topics of mathematics when various technological tools are used. Using computer 
software like GeoGebra in geometry differs significantly from arithmetic and manip-
ulation of algebraic formulas. Therefore, one uniform scheme for the use of technol-
ogy on learning and teaching of all mathematics cannot be optimal. However, without 
targeted recommendations in curricula it is straightforward for teachers to let stu-
dents to use computers for solving all kinds of mathematical problems, even though 
learning certain topics, and solving problems would benefit using paper and pen. 
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Technology advancement provides an opportunity for helping both teachers and 
students to solve and improve mathematics teaching and learning performances. 
This systematic review aims to add to the discussion through a comprehensive 
overview of the integration of digital technologies into the teaching and learning 
of geometry at the secondary school level.  A systematic literature review was 
conducted following the preferred reporting items for systematic reviews and 
meta-analyses (PRISMA) guidelines, with a focus on publication trends, types of 
technologies used, types of contributions, learning domains and research meth-
ods. Twenty-nine articles published between 2010 and 2022 were searched from 
the ERIC database.  The findings showed that the majority of the articles were 
published in 2015 and the technologies that were used were GeoGebra, aug-
mented reality, computer animation package, video-based cooperative, graphing 
calculator, micromedia flash, Powtoon animation, learning management system, 
interactive whiteboard, digital simulations-applets, iPads and tablet. Most of the 
reviewed articles focused on the effectiveness of the technologies in geometry 
teaching and learning. The findings indicated that the majority of the reviewed 
articles used quantitative research methods followed by qualitative methods stud-
ies. It is suggested that other studies be conducted with other databases and fo-
cus on challenges of integrating technology into the teaching and learning of ge-
ometry. 

Keywords: geometry, teaching, learning, technology, systematic review 

1 Introduction 

Mathematics consists of several components such as statistics, algebra and geometry 
among others. Geometry is a vital component in mathematics that includes the na-
ture and relation between points, lines, shapes and space.  Geometry is the mathe-
matics knowledge that involves the nature of shape and space, measurement, magni-
tude as well as the relations of dots, lines, corners and surfaces (Abd Rahim et al., 
2018).  Geometry is an exceptionally rich area of knowledge, not merely for its great 
diversity and assortment, but in addition for its practical applications such as visual 
presentations, computer animation, virtual reality, and medicine (in the area of 
medical imaging, which led to substantial new results in fields such as geometric 
tomography),  robotics,  geometric modelling (including design, modification and 
the manufacture of cars and aeroplanes, in the construction of buildings, etc.) and 
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computer-aided design (CAD) (Viseu et al., 2022). According to Jones (2000), sev-
eral modern developments in mathematics are largely geometric, for instance, geo-
metric algebra (a representational and computational system for geometry that is 
entirely distinct from algebraic geometry), mathematical visualisation (the art of 
transforming the symbolic into geometry) and work on dynamical systems (a disci-
pline closely intertwined with the main areas of mathematics). Due to its multiplicity 
of applications, there is a need for schools to promote geometry learning (Septia et 
al., 2018).  Some of the reasons for including geometry in the mathematics curricu-
lum and teaching in schools are helping students to think visually, helps in solving 
problems in other mathematics-related fields, helps students who experience ab-
straction problems and that the world is built by form and space (Petrus et al., 2017). 
In many countries globally, the objective of including geometry in the school cur-
ricula is to enable students to develop skills of problem-solving, visualisation, intui-
tion, critical thinking, perspective, conjecturing, logical argumentation, deductive 
reasoning as well as the ability to produce proof (Jones & Tzekaki, 2016; Kuzniak, 
2018; Horsman, 2019). In addition, the purpose of teaching geometry in schools is 
that students can use visualization; have spatial abilities as well as geometry model-
ling skills to solve problems (NCTM, 2000). 

         However, it was noted that the desired objectives associated with teaching 
geometry could not be accomplished and the conceptual understanding of geometry 
concepts could not be developed (Gülburnu, 2022). Regardless of the importance 
and popularity of geometry, researchers (Sutiarso et al., 2018; Nursyahidah, 2016) 
noted many difficulties associated with its teaching and learning and most students 
experience difficulties in learning geometry. Furthermore, research has established 
that geometry is one of the components of mathematics that is abstract and complex 
that both teachers and students find difficult to teach and learn (Gambari et al, 
2014). Amongst the causes of the student's difficulties with geometry are misconcep-
tions of geometry (Sutiarso et al., 2018) as well as the abstract and conventional ap-
proach of teaching that makes students learn by heart without understanding the 
concepts (Bergstrom & Zhang, 2016; Abdul Hanid et al., 2022). Such approaches 
have contributed to poor achievement in geometry.  

                                        Mathematics educators have been constantly searching for innovative ap-
proaches to teach mathematics for understanding including improving students' 
achievement and performance (Mensah & Nabie, 2021). An innovative approach to 
mathematics teaching that motivates learning and promotes higher achievement as 
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well as improves the performance of students is the integration of digital technolo-
gies in the teaching and learning process (Mensah & Nabie, 2021; Tay & Mensah-
Wonkyi, 2018).  Two major purposes of using digital technologies in mathematics 
teaching are supporting the organisation of the teacher’s work such as formative and 
summative assessment of students and producing learning materials as well as sup-
port for new approaches to doing and representing mathematics (Clark-Wilson et 
al., 2020). According to Ayan and Isiksal Bostan (2016), the integration of digital 
technologies in mathematics teaching activities enables students to be actively in-
volved and be in a position to solve complex problems. According to Klančar et al. 
(2019) using digital technologies in the teaching and learning process enables the 
designing of rich learning environments through the use of varied digital materials 
and digital support tools such as simulations, animations and applets. Such technol-
ogies support different methods of teaching, for instance, experimentation, simula-
tion, modelling, and research including solving routine mathematical problems and 
non-routine problems (Klančar et al., 2019).  Digital technologies augment the 
learning of mathematics by facilitating practical, problem-solving and collaborative 
methods of teaching and learning (Žakelj & Klančar, 2022). Given such benefits of 
integrating digital technologies into the teaching and learning of mathematics, this 
study is a systematic review of integrating technology into the teaching and learning 
of geometry.  

2 Technology in geometry teaching and learning 

The teaching and learning of geometry require students to be able to imagine, con-
struct and understand the construction of shapes to relate them with associated facts 
(Praveen & Kwan Eu, 2013). Hence, digital technologies will help students in imag-
ining, and making observations and facts (Praveen & Kwan Eu, 2013). Numerous 
digital technologies are available for the teaching and learning of geometry, for in-
stance, Geometers Sketchpad, calculators, interactive whiteboards, and GeoGebra 
(Praveen & Kwan Eu, 2013). GeoGebra is a dynamic geometric software that amal-
gamates statistics, calculus, algebra, geometry, arithmetic, and spreadsheet elements 
into a solitary easy-to-use package that enables the learning and teaching of mathe-
matics at various stages (Abebayehu & Hsiu-Ling, 2021).   

                                         Research has revealed that geometry concepts taught using computer-based 
technology result in improved student achievement as compared to the conventional 
approaches that rely on the use of textbooks (Christou et al., 2006; Abdul Hanid, 
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2022). The integration of technology in geometrical learning is crucial as it enables 
students to understand the geometry concepts' problem solving process, for in-
stance, the use of various problem-solving approaches including reducing miscon-
ceptions to understand geometry concepts (Hwang et al., 2009). A study by Gutiér-
rez (1996) revealed students’ ability to solve geometry problems using software that 
helped them to manipulate 3D Geometry object essentially for the visualisation and 
mental image. Students will be attentive and actively involved in geometry concepts 
taught through the use of technology (Hollebrands & Okumuş, 2018). In addition, 
digital technologies provide students with an opportunity to use the varied technolo-
gy resources for the geometry content and solve any problem (Lee & Hollebrands, 
2006). 

                                          Regarding the current systematic literature review about integrating digital 
technologies into the teaching and learning of mathematics, studies have been con-
ducted. Mohamed et al. (2022), for instance, provides a systematic review of artifi-
cial intelligence in mathematics education.  Zhong and Xia (2020) provide a stimu-
lating learning experience with robotics in the learning of mathematics. Ahmad and 
Junaini (2020) focused on augmented reality in the teaching and learning of math-
ematics. A systematic review was also conducted by Abebayehu and Hsiu-Ling 
(2021) on the use of GeoGebra in the teaching and learning of mathematics.  Even 
though these studies focused on digital technology integration into the teaching and 
learning of mathematics, they focused on mathematics in general. The current study 
focuses on the integration of digital technologies into particular mathematics topics 
geometry at secondary school level. To direct this systematic literature review, the 
current study addressed the following research questions:  

1.  What is the trend of articles on the integration of technologies into geometry 
teaching and learning from 2010 to 2022?  

2.  What are the leading technologies that have been integrated into the teaching 
and learning of geometry? 

3.  What are the types of contributions made by the articles in terms of implemen-
tation, development and effectiveness in geometry teaching and learning? 

4.  What are the learning domains in the teaching and learning of geometry? 
5.  What are the research methods used to study technology integration in geome-

try teaching and learning? 
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3 Methodology 

A systematic search was conducted using the PRISMA specification that enables 
transparent and comprehensive reporting of systematic reviews (Page et al., 2021). 
Articles published in indexed journals are generally more systematically scrutinized 
such that they have a greater impact on the area of study (Duman et al., 2015).  In 
this study, articles were searched from Education Resources Information Center 
(ERIC) because it is a chief source of high quality indexed academic journals 
(Akçayır & Akçayır, 2018). The search function was used and input the keywords 
“Geometry” or “Secondary level” or “Teaching and Learning” or “Technology” and 
“Information Communication Technology (ICT).” 

                                                  The screening criteria excluded book chapters, books, conference proceed-
ings, systematic review articles, or books. The study focused on English-language 
journal articles to avoid complex or uncertain translations. Journal articles pub-
lished between the years 2010 and 2022 focusing on secondary school level geome-
try teaching and learning and technology integration were included. From the 
screening process, 873 articles were identified. To guarantee that all 873 articles fit 
the study's selection criteria and objectives, each article's title, abstract, methodolo-
gy, results, and discussion were scrutinized. Ten articles were removed as they were 
duplicates. 812 articles were rejected because of the following reasons; they did not 
explain how technologies were integrated into the teaching and learning of geometry 
at the secondary school level, not written in English and were books and confer-
ences.  Another 32 articles were rejected because they focused on the teachers’ use of 
technology only without the teaching and learning component.  Finally, 29 articles 
were included in the final stage of the review process as shown in Figure 1. Thematic 
analysis was carried out to classify the themes related to the research trends and pat-
terns in the study. Useful data was extracted from the 29 articles that were used to 
answer the research questions.  The 29 articles used in this study were marked with 
an asterisk in the list of references. 
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Figure 1.  Systematic literature review procedure used in the study following concepts in Page, et al. (2021). 

4 Results and Discussion  

A search performed on the ERIC database resulted in 873 journal articles. Only 29 
articles met the inclusion criteria.  The findings of the systematic review are present-
ed under the following themes: trends of article publication; type of technologies; 
type of contribution (development, implementation, and effectiveness), learning 
domain and research approaches used to carry out the studies. 
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4.1 Trends in article publication 

The trend of the 29 published articles integrating different technologies into the 
teaching and learning of geometry from 2010 to 2022 is shown in Figure 2. To com-
prehend the development of the research, the 29 articles were classified based on the 
year of publication. There were no articles published in 2012 and 2017 (Figure 3). 
There is a gradual increase in articles from 2013 to 2015 with the highest number of 
seven articles recorded in 2015. The number of published articles remained relative-
ly consistent from 2021 to 2022. The general trend shows that some researchers fo-
cus on the integration of technology into the teaching and learning of geometry. 
Such findings from the systematic review show that even though the articles were 
very few in terms of number some progress has been made in the integration of 
technology into the teaching and learning of geometry. Even though the trend is 
moving upwards and downwards there is evidence that the issue of technology inte-
gration in geometry teaching and learning is progressively becoming an area of focus 
that is getting numerous researchers’ attention. 

 

Figure 2.  Number of articles per year. 
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4.2 Types of technologies used 

Different types of technologies were used in the teaching and learning of geometry 
as shown in Figure 3. The majority of the studies used dynamic geometry software 
with GeoGebra having a total of 10 articles, Cabri had two articles, multiuser dynam-
ic geometry, dynamic geometry general, and dynamic geometry of sketchpad each 
having one article. The findings of the current review are in line with Abebayehu and 
Hsiu-Ling (2021) who found out that GeoGebra is widely used in the teaching and 
learning of geometry. Geometry is one of the most frequent mathematics topics that 
integrate GeoGebra because of its potential to visualize abstract and difficult con-
cepts through many representations. Representations help students to understand 
and make associations between geometry concepts. Visualization is not merely per-
tinent for illustrative purposes but is as well acknowledged as an essential compo-
nent of problem solving, reasoning and even proofs (Abebayehu & Hsiu-Ling, 2021).   

          Augmented Reality had the second largest number of four articles. Alt-
hough augmented reality has the second largest number of articles, a study by Ah-
mad and Junaini (2020) showed its wide use in the teaching and learning of geome-
try. Augmented reality in geometry teaching and learning provides students with an 
interactive learning environment, increased understanding and retention as well as 
enhanced visualization (Ahmad & Junaini, 2020). Computer animation package, 
video-based cooperative, graphing calculator, micromedia flash, Powtoon anima-
tion, learning management system, interactive whiteboard, digital simulations-
applets, iPads and tablet device each had only one article. The limited use of such 
digital technologies could be due to the lack of adequate and ample training for 
teachers as observed by Dockendorff and Solar (2018) who reported that a lot of 
teachers are inadequately prepared to incorporate digital technology into the math-
ematics curriculum. 
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Figure 3.  Types of technologies used. 
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review disagrees with earlier findings by Ahmad and Junaini (2020) where the find-
ings showed that the major contribution of the articles reviewed was the develop-
ment of apps. In view of the fact that most of the articles in the current review fo-
cused on effectiveness, additional research on technology integration into the teach-
ing and learning of geometry other than effectiveness should be conducted even 
more. 

 

Figure 4.  Types of contributions. 

4.4 Learning domains 

Technology integration into the teaching and learning of geometry had been classi-
fied based on Bloom's Revised Taxonomy of learning domains which includes the 
cognitive domain, the affective domain, and the psychomotor domain (Krathwohl, 
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namic geometry affords students greater intellectual independence in geometrical 
work, whilst Ibili et al. (2020) found out found that geometry teaching supported by 
Augmented Reality increased the students' 3D thinking skills. A study by Fukawa-
Connelly and Silverman (2015) focused on the development of mathematical argu-
mentation in an unmoderated, asynchronous multi-user dynamic geometry envi-
ronment. The study showed that the students made progressively more in-depth and 
mathematical descriptions of the data, developed more conceptual warrants, as well 
as progressively behaved as if giving reasons was normative in the discussion. 

             The affective learning domain involves students’ feelings about learning, 
for example, motivation and learning perceptions. Seven articles had issues to do 
with the affective domain. The integration of technology into the teaching and learn-
ing of geometry improves students' motivation as mentioned in one study.  The 
study by Doğan and İçel (2011) has shown that the use of GeoGebra improves stu-
dents' motivation with a positive impact. Five studies (Samur Turk & Akyüz, 2016; 
Gómez-Chacón et al. 2016; Gülburnu, 2022; Duroisin et al. 2015; Lin et al. 2015) 
found the benefits of various technologies in developing students' positive attitudes 
towards geometry learning. The study by Perry and Steck (2015) assessed the effect 
of integrating iPads in geometry teaching on student engagement, self-efficacy, and 
meta-cognitive self-regulation.  The finding showed that the students who used the 
iPad experienced higher levels of off-task behaviours and similar levels of self-
efficacy and meta-cognitive self-regulation as compared to the group that did not use 
the iPad.   

         The psychomotor learning domain involves the manipulation or motor skill 
area of learning such as spatial skills. The integration of technologies into the teach-
ing and learning of geometry enhances the spatial ability and visualization skills. The 
study by Yani and Rosma (2020) showed an improvement in students' spatial ability 
and visualization skills after the use of the macromedia flash. Abdul Hanid et al. 
(2022) stated that Augmented Reality enhances students' visualization skills. 
Meanwhile, technology has made geometry learning more interactive. Three studies 
explained this benefit. Gómez-Chacón et al. (2016) stated that dynamic geometry 
software affords interaction with the context that impacts learning opportunities in 
geometric proofs; whilst Gülburnu (2022) was of the idea that Cabri 3D encourages 
interaction through facilitating drawings and measurements. Duroisin et al. (2015) 
stated that the use of the interactive whiteboard encourages interactions between 
the students and has a positive effect on the efficiency of the learning sequence itself. 
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A study by Gülburnu (2022) showed that Cabri 3D encourages the association of ge-
ometric knowledge about solids volume measurement with daily life by contributing 
to conceptual and permanent learning. GeoGebra offers students an opportunity to 
experiment and explore that result in improved results (Viseu et al. 2022). 

4.5 Research Approaches used in the studies 

Different research methods were employed in the 29 articles. The research findings 
show that only three research approaches which are quantitative, qualitative and 
mixed methods were used in the 29 articles as shown in Figure 5. The analysis re-
vealed that the majority of the studies reviewed (62%, n=18), (Gambari et al. 2014; 
Doğan & İçel, 2011; Ibili et al. 2020; Praveen & Kwan Eu  2013; Gambari et al. 2016;  
Diaz-Nunja et al. 2018; Kandemir & Demirbag, 2019; Adelabu et al. 2019; Yani & 
Rosma, 2020; Mailizar., & Johar, 2021; Akmalia et al. 2021; Brito et al. 2021; 
Shaame et al. 2020; Perry & Steck, 2015; Gómez-Chacón et al. 2016; Lin et al. 2014; 
Samur Turk & Akyüz, 2016; Abdul Hanid et al. 2022) used quantitative research 
methods. The quantitative methods were mainly empirical studies. According to 
Yang et al. (2019), an empirical study is carried out to examine the cause-and-effect 
relationship between independent and dependent variables under conditions of apt 
control hence it is regarded as the most scientific method among all the experi-
mental research. The quantitative approach was mainly chosen as it put more em-
phasis on the objective measurement and analysis of numerical or statistical, data 
collected through tests, surveys and questionnaires.  

            Seven studies (24%) of the reviewed studies used qualitative research 
methods (Ng & Sinclair, 2015; Fukawa-Connelly & Silverman, 2015; Gülburnu, 
2022; Sherman & Cayton, 2015; Prasad, 2016; Baccaglini-Fran &, Mariotti, 2010; 
Komatsu & Jones, 2020). Qualitative research methods involve collecting and ana-
lyzing non-numerical data with the purpose of a better understanding of concepts, 
views, or experiences. Case studies are employed to examine a phenomenon in-
depth as well as to understand particular situations and provide an in-depth analysis 
(Olsson, 2018). For example, Gülburnu (2022) employed a case study that enabled 
the researcher to investigate students' views on geometry teaching through the use 
of the three-dimensional dynamic geometry software Cabri 3D.  

            Although mixed methods incorporate the benefits of both quantitative and 
qualitative methods, the current systematic review showed that only four studies 
(14%) used the mixed method research (Viseu et al. 2022; Kandemir & Demirbag, 
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2019; Duroisin et al. 2015; Lin et al. 2015). Mixed methods are of use in understand-
ing inconsistencies between quantitative and qualitative findings and they enhance 
the problem by comparing the findings.  For example, in a study by Viseu et al. 
(2022), the quantitative method focused fundamentally on the characteristics of the 
student's answers with regard to their level of correctness, whilst the qualitative 
method focused as well on the students' answers but the intention to analyse the 
reasons beyond such answers. Mixed method research fosters intellectual interac-
tion and flexibility since researchers would expand the distribution of data on tech-
nology integration into the teaching and learning of geometry.  

 

Figure 5.  Research approaches used. 

5 Conclusion and suggestions 

The teaching and learning of geometry are challenging because most of the concepts 
are abstract. One effective method of improving geometry learning is through tech-
nology integration into the teaching and learning process. Students can investigate, 
solve, and explain geometrical concepts in different forms in a technology-rich envi-
ronment. The current review assists to understand a systematic and comprehensive 
examination over the last twelve years of research in technology integration into the 
teaching and learning of geometry at the secondary school level. In addition, an up-
dated analysis was provided that reveals learning and technological requirements for 
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further studies to be conducted in the future. Restricted by the scope of the current 
review findings were classified into themes such as publication trends, types of tech-
nologies used, types of contributions, learning domains and research methods. 
Technology integration into the teaching and learning of geometry helps to ease the 
process of learning.  

                                 The systematic review revealed that GeoGebra is widely used in the teaching 
and learning of geometry followed by augmented reality. This review also found that 
the most observed contribution of the articles is the effectiveness of technology inte-
gration into the teaching and learning process. It is important to be acquainted with 
the extent of the effectiveness of technology integration into the teaching and learn-
ing of geometry to enable its wide application in the future if results in positive effec-
tiveness. In learning domains, the cognitive domain focused on students' learning 
achievement and 3D thinking skills. The affective domain was based on assessing 
student engagement, self-efficacy, meta-cognitive, motivation as well as perceptions. 
The psychomotor domain focused on students' visualization skills, spatial ability and 
interactive learning in geometry. The review reveals a clear outline of the often-used 
research methods employed in the articles incorporated in this study. For example, 
the quantitative research method was the most commonly used approach in articles 
on technology integration in the teaching and learning of geometry, whilst mixed 
methods had the least number of articles. 

6 Limitation and Implications for Future Studies  

The search terms used in the methodology are a limitation of this study. Only the 
articles published in ERIC database were included in this study. Therefore, further 
studies could be conducted using other databases.  In addition, there is a need to 
carry out more research on the negative side effects of using technology in the teach-
ing and learning of geometry. 
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In this study, technology-enhanced statistical problem-solving tasks designed by 
pre-service teachers (PTs) were examined. The PTs designed 28 tasks. The designed 
tasks were analyzed within the context of the Considerations for Design and Imple-
mentation of Statistics Tasks (C-DIST) components. It was revealed that the tasks 
were mostly designed within the framework of the learning goal of “statistical ques-
tions-making interpretations based on the measures that serve to represent the 
data and the forms of representation” and that mostly real, multivariate and large 
data sets were used. In addition, it was observed that the context was employed in 
order to complete the prepared tasks and the tasks mostly included the entire in-
vestigation cycle. It was determined that the prepared tasks were mostly at Level 
B, followed by the tasks at Level A and Level C. In light of the results obtained, in-
ferences were made for preparing PTs to teach statistics. 

Keywords: task design, technology, statistical problem solving, pre-service 
teachers 

1 Introduction 

Individuals need to learn how to read and analyze data, because data are encountered 
in all areas of life and it is necessary to make decisions based on data (Bargagliotti et 
al., 2020; Boaler & Levitt, 2019; Wild et al., 2018). This emphasis has found reflec-
tions in curricula (e.g., Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority 
[ACARA], 2015; Ministry of National Education [MoNE] (2018) and statistics has 
taken its place as a learning area in the curricula. Institutions giving direction to sta-
tistics teaching and curricula emphasize that students should experience statistical 
problem solving (SPS) in the teaching process (Bargagliotti, et al., 2020; Franklin, et 
al., 2005; MoNE, 2018). Undoubtedly, the tasks in the teaching process play a key role 
in helping students acquire these targeted statistical skills (da Ponte, 2011; Franklin, 
et al., 2015; Shaughnessy, 2007). 

Students often encounter statistical tasks in textbooks in the teaching process 
(Braswell et al., 2005). However, it has been observed that the tasks in the textbooks 
mostly focus on the analysis of data rather than SPS (Balcı, 2023; Bargagliotti et al., 
2020; Jones & Jacobbe, 2014; Jones et al., 2015) and take smaller datasets into their 
centre (Weiland, 2019). However, in real life, students need to work with large data 
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sets (Casey et al., 2021). At this point, the tasks prepared by teachers play a key role 
(Bakogianni, 2015; Dierdorp et al., 2011; Garfield, 1995; Shaughnessy, 2007). How-
ever, studies show that teachers have difficulties in designing statistical tasks (Bako-
gianni, 2015; Casey et al., 2020; 2021; Chick & Pierce, 2008; Rossman et al., 2006). 
In the current study, it is aimed to examine the technology-enhanced SPS task design 
assignments designed by PTs who will be the teachers of the future.  

2 Literature Review 

In this section, first, the features of high-quality SPS tasks are mentioned. Then, stud-
ies focusing on the features of statistical tasks designed by mathematics teachers/PTs 
are presented. 

2.1 Features of high quality SPS tasks 

High quality statistical tasks in teaching processes should be designed in such a way 
as to allow students to experience SPS (Bargagliotti et al., 2020; Burgess, 2011; Frank-
lin et al., 2007). SPS consists of the following stages; formulating a statistical question, 
collecting or considering data, analyzing data and interpreting the results. (see. Figure 
1). 

 

Figure 1.  The relationship between technology and statistical problem solving 
(Adapted from Bargagliotti et al., 2020). 
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At the stage of formulating a statistical question the problem is defined clearly and 
the problem is shaped in a way that pays attention to variability and real-world con-
text (Cobb & Moore, 1997; Franklin et al., 2005; Scheaffer, 2006). Collecting or con-
sidering data includes planning for the data to be collected or considered and imple-
menting this plan (Franklin et al., 2005). Another point to be considered is that the 
data sets collected or selected should reflect the nature of daily life (Bargagliotti et al., 
2020; Lee, 2019). At the third stage, analyzing data, the analysis of the data takes 
place by choosing the appropriate methods (Franklin et al., 2005). As at every stage, 
context should be taken into account when deciding on the appropriate data analysis 
method (delMas, 2004). Representing the data with different means of representation 
- in other words, transnumeration - or creating different meanings by interpreting a 
representation according to different perspectives takes place in this process (F. Cur-
cio, 1987; F. R. Curcio, 1989; Shaughnessy, 2007; Wild & Pfannkuch, 1999). At the 
last stage, interpreting the results, the results are interpreted by considering variabil-
ity and context and these results are associated with the initial research question 
(Bargagliotti et al., 2020; Franklin et al., 2005). While reading the data can reveal the 
information appearing on the graph, in reading between [or within] the data, the re-
lationships between different components or data points can be defined. If inferences 
or generalizations are to be made based on data, reading beyond the data is required 
(F. Curcio, 1987; Friel et al., 1997). Reading behind the data can be performed to re-
veal contextual explanations about the trend in the data (Shaughnessy, 2007; Shaugh-
nessy et al., 1996). In addition, attention is drawn to the use of technological software 
in order to make the SPS more effective (Bargagliotti et al., 2020) because technolog-
ical tools allow creating graphical representations and producing numerical summar-
ies of data and simulations. This paves the way for conceptual understandings to be 
placed in the centre by focusing more on statistical concepts and data (Bargagliotti et 
al., 2020; Franklin et al., 2005; 2015). Researchers working in this field have prepared 
a framework that reveals how the tasks to be used and implemented in the teaching 
process should include the SPS (Tran & Lee, 2015). 

2.2 Features of the statistical tasks designed by mathematics teach-
ers/PTs 

Tasks plays a decisive role in the conduct of statistics teaching as targeted (e.g., 
Dierdorp et al., 2011; Shaughnessy, 2007). Attention is drawn to the need for PTs to 
prepare high-quality statistical tasks in mathematics teacher education (da Ponte, 
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2011; Franklin et al., 2015). Differences between mathematics and statistics, the role 
of context in statistics and the differences in the process of interpreting data make the 
preparation and implementation of statistical tasks even more critical (Bakogianni, 
2015; Rossman et al., 2006). However, it has been revealed that there are limited 
studies on how teachers/PTs prepare statistical tasks, and in these limited studies, it 
has also been revealed that teachers/PTs have difficulties in designing statistical tasks 
(e.g., the role of context) (Bakogianni, 2015; Casey et al., 2020; 2021; Chick & Pierce, 
2008; Rossman et al., 2006). Chick and Pierce (2008) gave data sets to PTs and asked 
them to create statistical questions and a hypothetical lesson plan for sixth graders 
using these data sets. It was observed that the majority of the PTs (81%) created ques-
tions asking to simply read or interpret the information shown by a table or graph, 
while less than half (41%) of the questions they prepared were aimed at identifying 
information that is not immediately visible from the data or making inferences from 
the data. More than half of the lesson plans prepared by the PTs directed the students 
to the data set. However, few of the lesson plans (23%) included the continuous and 
effective use of the data set to reveal statistical concepts, while the other lesson plans 
did not include the data set in a meaningful way. Casey et al. (2020) examined the 
tasks prepared by PTs and concluded that most of the tasks prepared by PTs contained 
large, multivariate, real datasets and allowed making associations with the context. In 
addition, the attempts of PTs to structure the tasks in a way that allows for a SPS have 
attracted attention. Casey et al. (2021) focused on the strengths of the tasks designed 
by PTs and the aspects that need improvement. They stated that the strengths of the 
tasks designed by PTs included the use of large and multivariate data sets, constant 
connection with the context and students’ involvement in many parts of the SPS and 
their use of multiple data presentations. The aspects of the tasks that need improve-
ment were expressed as adopting a mathematical approach instead of a statistical ap-
proach, focusing on ambiguous questions or numerical calculations as well as issues 
related to statistical content. Bakogianni (2015) focused on the stages of mathematics 
teachers preparing, implementing and reflecting on statistical inquiry tasks. Statisti-
cal context has proven to be not only an elusive learning goal, but also a significant 
teaching challenge. It has been determined that teachers’ familiarity with the content 
and teaching of statistics, students’ prior statistical knowledge, classroom reality 
problems and the stochastic context of statistical problems affect the preparation and 
implementation of the tasks and reflection on them. Collaboration and interaction 
among teachers provided the opportunity for teachers to gain a deeper understanding 
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of statistical concepts and procedures, to identify specific learning objectives related 
to statistical content, and to be aware of learning difficulties associated with them. 
The results show that PTs have various difficulties in designing statistical tasks.  

3 Rationale of the study  

Targeted statistics education “depends to a large extent on the teachers who will bring 
them to life in the classroom” (Franklin et al., 2015 p.1). It is necessary for teachers to 
have many skills, such as being able to plan, conduct and evaluate the teaching of 
statistical concepts in the classroom environment (Franklin et al., 2007; 2015, Groth, 
2007; 2013). One of the important factors determining the effectiveness of students' 
learning is the tasks used (Carver et al., 2016). It can be said that teachers generally 
tend to use the tasks from various sources (e.g., textbooks, online) (Casey et al., 2020; 
Shapiro et al., 2019). However, it has been revealed that some tasks in these resources 
focus on the calculation of concepts and analyzing the data and include small data 
sets, instead of dealing with SPS in its entirety (Balcı, 2023; Jones & Jacobbe, 2014; 
Jones et al., 2015; Weiland, 2019). Another emphasis is that statistical data are inter-
twined with technology and that the tasks used and the SPS should be integrated with 
technology when feasible (Bargagliotti et al., 2020). Many studies that draw attention 
to the fact that technology is one of the important components that affect the quality 
of statistics education also support this (Garfield, 1995; Lee et al, 2014; Neto, 2017; 
Suhermi & Widjajanti, 2020; Tishkovskaya & Lancaster, 2012). Seen from this per-
spective, it becomes important for teachers to have the necessary knowledge and skills 
on how to create high-quality tasks (Casey et al., 2020; 2021). Researchers pointing 
out that the reasons for the difficulties experienced by teachers / PTs should be exam-
ined in depth state that the lack of knowledge of PTs about SPS has the potential to 
affect the structure of the tasks they prepare (Bakogianni, 2015; Casey et al., 2020; 
2021; Chick & Pierce, 2008). PTs’ design statistical question (Burgess, 2007; Leavy & 
Frischemeier, 2022), data collection (Hannigan et al., 2013; Lovett & Lee, 2018), data 
representation or interpretation (Casey & Wasserman, 2015; Hannigan et al., 2013) 
may also affect the prepared tasks. In other words, if PTs have difficulties in carrying 
out the SPS, it is likely that this will affect the statistical tasks they prepare (Casey et 
al., 2020; 2021). Seen from this perspective, the examination of the statistical tasks 
prepared by PTs has the potential to provide mathematics educators with important 
information about PTs (Casey et al., 2020; 2021; Chick & Beswick, 2018). With the 
current study, it is thought that it will be revealed which points PTs can easily deal 
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with while preparing statistical tasks and at which points they need improvement. On 
the basis of the results obtained, mathematics educators can better organize the con-
tent of undergraduate courses and more effectively conduct these courses (e.g., teach-
ing statistics and probability, statistics).  In addition, another point that should be 
taken into consideration is that limited research has been conducted in this field. The 
existing research has largely focused on the development of the content knowledge of 
PTs (Peck et al, 2013; Perkowski & Perkowski, 2007). In this context, it is thought that 
the results obtained will contribute to the literature. Thus, an answer to the following 
research question was sought: How are the technology-enhanced SPS task design as-
signments designed by PTs? 

4 Method 

4.1 Research design and participants 

Since the purpose of the current study was to examine the structure of the statistical 
task design assignments prepared by PTs within the scope of a teacher education pro-
gram, the case study design was employed. Case study allows obtaining and examin-
ing in-depth information about the case of interest in line with the research problem 
(Merriam, 2009; Putney, 2010). In the current study, it was aimed to examine the task 
design assignments prepared by PTs. To this end, the unit of analysis of the study was 
determined as 28 task design assignments prepared by 56 PTs participating in the 
study in groups of two. 

4.2 Context of the study and data collection 

This study was carried out in the Department of Mathematics at a state university in 
a city located in the Central Anatolian region of Turkey. PTs who graduate from this 
department can work as a mathematics teacher at the middle school level (11-14 years 
old) of public or private institutions. The program is a four-year program and the lan-
guage of instruction is Turkish. In the first two years of the four-year program, PTs 
mainly take content knowledge courses (e.g., Analysis, Algebra) and in the last two 
years, they mainly take pedagogical content knowledge courses (e.g., Teaching prac-
tice, Teaching numbers). This study was conducted within the scope of the “Probabil-
ity and Statistics Teaching” course, which is a compulsory course to be taken in the 
sixth term of the mathematics teaching program. The course mainly focused on the 
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teaching of probability and statistics concepts and aimed to improve PTs’ knowledge 
and skills about these concepts and how this knowledge could be reflected in the class-
room environment. The course also placed the SPS into the centre of the subjects 
taught (Bargagliotti et al., 2020). In addition, approaches to teaching statistics and 
how to implement an effective statistics teaching (Ben-Zvi, 2011; Cobb & McClain, 
2004) were discussed with the PTs. In the following weeks, each stage of SPS (formu-
lating a statistical question, collecting or considering data, analyzing data and inter-
preting the results) was handled. In addition, the technological software that supports 
the teaching of statistics and how this software could support the teaching process 
were discussed. Common Online Data Analysis Platform (CODAP) (http://codap.con-
cord.org), web-based educational software, was preferred because it is free and acces-
sible, and students were informed about how to use this software. Furthermore, sam-
ple tasks were examined (Concord Consortium, 2019). In the 10th week of the lesson, 
the PTs were asked to design a statistical task design assignment using CODAP in such 
a way as to develop students’ statistical thinking as a group. This task design assign-
ment was requested to consist of two main parts (Figure 2).  

 

Figure 2.  Task design assignment  
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These parts are defined as (1) task summary, target audience, required time, materi-
als, learning goal, CODAP link and (2) Component of a Statistics Task (data, context, 
SPS). The PTs were left free to use whichever dataset they wanted to use while design-
ing their tasks.  It was stated that they could create the data themselves if they wished, 
or they could use ready-made data sets. The PTs were also said that they could benefit 
from various websites (e.g., Turkish Statistical Institute (TUIK), Sample CODAP Da-
tasets). In addition, it was explained to the PTs that they could get support from vari-
ous sources (e.g., curriculum, academic resources) while preparing task design assign-
ments. The PTs designed a total of 28 tasks. 

4.3 Data analysis 

The task design assignments developed by the PTs were analyzed in the context of C-
DIST components developed by Tran and Lee (2015, p.1–2). The PTs focused on pre-
paring the tasks, they did not engage in task implementation. Therefore, the task de-
sign assignments prepared by focusing on the components in the framework of “Con-
siderations for Written Task” were analyzed. These components are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1.  Considerations for written task framework (Tran & Lee, 2015 p.1–2) 

Component of a Statistics 
Task 

Questions to Consider 

Learning Goal What learning goals does the task aim for students to accomplish? Does 
the task focus on answering questions that are statistical or 
mathematical? e.g., Does the task ask students to use computations or 
graphs? Are these in support of analyzing data to make a decision? or is 
the use of an algorithm or creation of a graph the focus? 

Data Does the task call for the use of data (either to collect or use already 
collected data to answer)? Does the data appear to come from a real 
source? 

Context Is context a salient part when solving the problem? Is the context likely to 
be of interest to the students engaging in the task? 

SPS 
 
 
Pose 
 
 
Collect 
 
 
 
Analyze 

Does the task address only one phase of a SPS, some phases, or all phases 
of the cycle? Consider the appropriate phases below as applicable to the 
intent of the task: 
Is the question already posed (by teachers, or curriculum developers) or 
do students have opportunities to pose statistical questions based on their 
interest? What type of variability does the task attend to?  
Does the task offer opportunities for students to plan to collect data: 
sampling, sample size, attribute, and measurement? Do students conduct 
the data collection? Does the task provide a context so that students are 
aware of the measurement issues and how data were collected?  
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Interpret 

Does the task offer opportunities for students to decide on the types of 
graphical representation and or numerical statistics to use when analyzing 
data? Does the task afford students to use alternative representations to 
shed light on the trends of data?  
Does the task ask students to incorporate context when making 
claims/inferences about the data? Does the task expect students’ claims 
to account for uncertainty?  

 
Each component in Table 1 was detailed within itself and criteria were created. 

First, two main criteria were determined for the first component, the learning goal. It 
was questioned which learning objectives the prepared task aimed to make students 
accomplish. If the learning goal focused only on graphing (e.g., represent this data 
with a line graph) or just doing calculations (e.g., what is the mode of this data?), it 
was coded as a mathematical question. Learning goals where a context was used and 
statistical situations were required to be evaluated were coded as statistical questions. 
Statistical questions, on the other hand, were evaluated within the framework of two 
subcomponents. If the question asked for interpretation by using the measures and 
types of representation that serve to represent the data, that question was coded as 
“Interpretation based on the measures and types of representation used to represent 
the data-statistical question”. If the question asked for making inferences by using the 
measures and types of representation that serve to represent the data in the question, 
that question was coded as “Making inferences based on the measures and types of 
representation used to represent the data-statistical question”.  

The prepared tasks were analysed in terms of the characteristics of the data and 
the need for data in the context of the data component. If the data used were directly 
collected from a real source, they were coded as “Data come from real source-primary 
data”. If the data were obtained from a real source (e.g., websites, OECD), they were 
coded as “Data come from real source-secondary data”. If the data were fabricated by 
PTs, they were coded as “Data come from hypothetical”. Another point examined was 
whether data were needed to complete the prepared task design assignments. In this 
context, the “Use of data to complete the task” code was created. 

In terms of the context, what the context addressed contains was analyzed. In this 
connection, based on the contexts provided in the task design assignments prepared 
by PTs, components such as “Contexts related to the students themselves”, “science”, 
“health”, “social” and “education” were created and the task design assignments were 
examined within this framework. In order to determine whether the contexts in the 
task design assignments were contexts that could capture the attention of students, 
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contexts found in the textbooks and reference books commonly used by students were 
taken into account. In addition, the contextual information contained in the contexts 
was also examined in order to reveal in more detail how the tasks are related to the 
data’s context. Contextual title, contextual attribute names, multivariate nature of da-
tasets were discussed in this regard. In addition to this, task design assignments were 
analyzed according to including/not including information about the source of the 
data. In other words, it was analyzed whether the source of the data was included in 
task design assignments. Each task design assignment prepared by the PTs was eval-
uated according to these criteria. While evaluating the tasks in terms of SPS compo-
nents (pose, collect, analyze, interpret), the framework created by Bargagliotti et al. 
(2020, p.16–19) was adopted. This framework described each component at Level A, 
B and C. The analysis also included the examination of the shared CODAP link asso-
ciated with the task design assignments. In this way, the types of data representations 
involved in the link and whether information on how to use CODAP or the data source 
was included were determined. After the data were coded, another researcher was 
asked to code the data independently. After the two codings, the researchers came 
together and analyzed the task design assignments in the context of the components 
and the points of disagreement were discussed until a consensus was reached.  

5 Findings 

5.1 Learning goal 

The task design assignments prepared by the PTs were evaluated in terms of learning 
goals and Table 2 was created.  

Table 2.  Learning goals of the tasks   

Learning goal Frequency Percentage 
Mathematical calculation/graph construction-mathematical question 1            4% 
Interpretation based on the measures and types of representation  used to 
represent the data-statistical question  

23 82% 

Making inferences based on the measures and types of representation  
used to represent the data-statistical question 

4 14% 

 
It was observed that the prepared task design assignments mainly included the 

learning goal of “statistical questions- Interpretation based on the measures and types 
of representation used to represent the data” (82%). For example, the learning goal in 
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one of the tasks was expressed as “determining whether the use of the left or right 
hand is related to gender”. Only in one task, the learning goal of “mathematical ques-
tions-mathematical calculation/graph construction” was at the forefront. The learn-
ing goal of this task was determined as “calculating the average lifespan of mammals”. 
In four of the tasks prepared by the PTs, the learning goal was “Making inferences 
based on the measures and types of representation used to represent the data-statis-
tical question”. For example, the learning goal in one of these tasks was stated as “es-
timating the foot length according to the height of individuals”.  

5.2 Data 

The task design assignments prepared by the PTs were evaluated in terms of learning 
goals and Table 3 was created.  

Table 3.  Features of the data in the tasks    

Data Frequency Percentage 
Data come from real source-primary data  13            46% 
Data come from real source-secondary data 14 50% 
 Data come from hypothetical 1 4% 
Need for data   
Use of data to complete the task 28 100% 

 
In half of the task design assignments prepared by the PTs, data collected from 

real secondary sources were preferred. These data sets were obtained from TUIK data, 
sample data sets in CODAP, and various internet sites. In 46% of the tasks, the data 
consisted of primary sources collected by the PTs themselves. In only one task, it was 
determined that the PTs created the data themselves, that is, they obtained hypothet-
ical data. In addition, it was observed that all the designed tasks required the use of 
data. Then, the number of data used in the tasks was analyzed. In the tasks, while the 
minimum number of cases was 27 the maximum number of cases was 900. The mean 
of the number of cases was 274, and the median was 218. Based on these results, it 
can be said that they preferred to use large data sets in most of the tasks. It was also 
noted that both categorical and quantitative (numerical) variables were included in 
task design assignments. 
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5.3 Context 

The contexts of the task design assignments prepared by the PTs was evaluated in 
terms of their being interesting/suitable for the level of the students and the consid-
eration of the context in the process of solving the problem and Table 4 and Table 5 
was created.   

Table 4.  Features of the context in the tasks    

Data Frequency Percentage 
Contexts related to the students themselves (height, favourite subjects, num-
ber of siblings..)  

15 54% 

Science (atomic radius, mammals...) 5 18% 
Health (Covid 19, heart attack..) 4 14% 
Social (seasonal workers, population, tobacco use...)  3 11% 
Education (budget in education…) 1 3% 

 
It was determined that all the task design assignments prepared by the PTs were 

interesting and could attract the attention of students. About half (54%) of the tasks 
prepared by the PTs were found to include contexts related to the students them-
selves. This was followed by science (18%) and health (14%) contexts. Social context 
(11%) was preferred in one of every ten tasks prepared. The least preferred context 
was found to be education in the task design assignments prepared by PTs (3%).    

Another point analyzed was the need for context in order to solve the statistical 
question. In this connection, Table 5 was created.  

Table 5.  Using the context to solve the question in the tasks    

Data Frequency Percentage 
Including contextual information (e.g. contextual title, contextual attribute 
names)  

28 100% 

 
When evaluated in terms of the sub-components showing that context was used to 

solve the statistical question, it was remarkable that all of the task design assignments 
included contextual information. An example of this is the title “the number of sea-
sonal workers in the provinces of...“ in a graph created for a statistical question focus-
ing on how the number of seasonal workers changes across different provinces. In a 
table containing the data in another task, the 10-letter figure refers to the sum of the 
letters in the name and surname of one of the students. When evaluated in terms of 
multivariate nature of datasets, it was revealed that there are approximately 4 (mean 
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4.1) attributes per case. The obtained results allow the interpretation that multivariate 
data sets were used in the tasks. When the designed tasks were evaluated in terms of 
the source of data, Table 6 was presented. 

Table 6. Using the context to solve the question in the tasks    

Data Frequency Percentage 
Including information about the source of the data  24 86% 
Not including information about the source of the data  4 14% 

 
Table 6 was revealed that explanations were made for the data obtained from the 

primary sources (for example, we wanted to measure the foot length and height of the 
university students who wanted to be at the university for a week), and in the data sets 
obtained from the secondary sources, the source was included, except for 4 tasks. On 
the other hand, in the task constructed from the hypothetical data, it was stated that 
they created these data themselves, since they could not be accessed from any source. 

5.4 SPS 

The task design assignments prepared by the PTs were evaluated in terms of SPS and 
Table 7 was created. 

Table 7. Using SPS in the tasks    

SPS Frequency Percentage 
Including one or more stages of SPS  3 11% 
Including the whole SPS  25 89% 
SPS levels   
Level A 8 28% 
Level B 16 58% 
Level C 4 14% 

 
While it was observed that the majority of the tasks (89%) prepared by the PTs 

included the whole SPS, 11% did not include the stage of interpreting the results. The 
majority of the tasks prepared by the PTs were found to be at Level B (58%), followed 
by Level A (28%). Only four of the tasks prepared by the PTs were found to be at Level 
C. 

Level A tasks 

Although statistical questions related to the tasks prepared at this level included small 
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groups (e.g., PTs in a classroom, students in a classroom, some cities), it was observed 
that these groups were well defined. Some sample questions in these tasks are “What 
kind of sports do the students in our class like?, What is the distribution of the colours 
of the sweaters worn by the PTs?, Did the Black plague or Covid-19 cause more deaths 
in the cities of Moscow, Venice, London, Beijing, Paris and Warsaw? What is the av-
erage lifespan of mammals?”.  In addition, it was noted that the contexts used were 
chosen in a way that would attract the attention of students.  

It was observed that the data sources used to answer these questions in the tasks 
were obtained from both primary and secondary sources. For example, the PTs col-
lected data from their classrooms to answer the research question about what kind of 
sports the students in our class like, while they used the CODAP sample dataset to 
answer the question about the average life span of mammals. They noted down the 
data they collected/used in excel files or papers. It was observed that the PTs used 
both categorical (e.g., sports) and numerical (e.g., weight) variables. In addition, it 
was seen that they were aware of how the variable (e.g., the sum of the number of 
letters in the names) in the tasks they prepared was distributed, that is, how many 
times a certain result occurred.  

It was observed that the PTs used different representations such as tables, bar 
charts, picture graphs, and dotplots while analyzing the data they collected in order 
to answer the research question they prepared, as well as taking into account the 
measures of central tendency (e.g., arithmetic mean). 

It was seen that the PTs interpreted the data they analyzed by taking into account 
the group they dealt with. For example, “In the city of Moscow, the number of deaths 
caused by Covid 19 is higher than the number of deaths caused by Black Plague. How-
ever, the number of deaths caused by Black Plague in Beijing city is higher than the 
number of deaths caused by Covid 19”. The mean was calculated in a task but it was 
observed that no comment was made on what this mean meant. Below are presented 
two sample tasks for this level.   

In the first task, the PTs created the following research question to be answered 
on the basis of their own classroom “A sports tournament is planned to be held at the 
end of the year for PTs. For this purpose, it should be determined which sport is liked 
by the PTs. What kind of sports do the PTs in our class like?”. To collect data for this 
purpose, they created the following survey question “What is your favourite sport?”. 
The questionnaire prepared to collect data is given below in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3.  Data collection tool in the task  

Here, it is seen that the data in the data collection tool are categorical data. It can 
be said that since the survey question asked to choose between four options, it became 
easier to organize and analyze the data. However, a limitation can be pointed out here. 
The fact that sports branches are limited to four options will make it difficult for PTs 
who do not like one of these sports and like another sport (e.g., athletics) to choose. 
Below in Figure 4 are given the raw data collected by the PTs.   

 

 

Figure 4.  Raw data collected for the task 
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Based on these collected raw data, the PTs created horizontal and vertical dotplots 
to represent the data and they also represented the data with a table.  

 

Figure 5.  Types of representations used in the task 

The PTs interpreted the data they analysed in the tasks they prepared as follows; 
“The numbers of the sports branches that the PTs like are very close to each other, the 
PTs preferred tennis the most, we can say that when one of the PTs is chosen ran-
domly, his/her probability of liking volleyball is less than his/her probability of liking 
tennis.” These interpretations can be considered as an indicator of what they are doing 
is reading the data and reading between the data.  

Another sample task prepared by the PTs at Level A was about the lifespan of 
mammals. In the task they prepared, the PTs asked the question “What is the average 
lifespan of mammals?”. The data set used was a sample data set in CODAP and re-
trieved from https://codap.concord.org/app/static/dg/tr/cert/index.html. 
 

https://codap.concord.org/app/static/dg/tr/cert/index.html
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Figure 6.  Raw data and related context for the task  

The PTs calculated the average lifespan of mammals here. They found the average 
as 24.85. However, they did not make any interpretations on this result. Here, the PTs 
were expected to make evaluations about which mammal lifespan is closer to the av-
erage and which mammal lifespan is farther from the average because such interpre-
tations are also evaluations of variability across the data set obtained.    

Level B tasks 

In the tasks prepared at this level, it was observed that statistical questions were 
formed for comparison (e.g., do the types of music that students like differ between 
classes?) and association (e.g., is using right or left hand related to gender?) between 
variables based on a larger sample. It was also seen that they included questions that 
required examining the change of a variable over time (for example, how the average 
life expectancy of women in Turkey changed by years). In addition, PTs designed 
questions that would include two categorical (do students who like bananas tend to 
like/dislike strawberries?), two numerical (Is the height of students related to their 
jumping height?) variables and one categorical and one numerical variable (Is using 
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a computer program effective on students’ statistical exam grades?). In addition to 
collecting first-hand data, they created research questions using data sets obtained 
from online sources and websites (e.g., TUIK). It was noted that the collected/ob-
tained data were recorded in the Excel program. They also made arrangements to per-
form random assignments to control certain traits. For example, a research question 
“Does going to the support course affect the number of words that students read in 1 
minute?” was asked. In this context, students studying in ….primary school 1/A, 1/B, 
1/C and 1/D classes were determined. Although the students in these classes were not 
randomly selected, the students were randomly assigned while conducting the rele-
vant experiment.  

It was revealed that various representations (e.g., bar graph, scatterplots, two-way 
graph, dot plot, mosaic plot, a time series plot) were used to analyze the collected data, 
measurements (e.g., mean absolute deviation (MAD), measurements of central ten-
dency) were used to describe the distribution and measurements (e.g., correlation co-
efficient) were used to elicit the relationship between two variables.  

It was seen that while interpreting the analyzed data, they used expressions to look 
at reading beyond the data as well as reading the data and reading between the data. 
It was also observed that they made comments to compare the results for different 
conditions in an experiment (e.g. how using/not using a computer program affects 
statistical grades). In addition, it was observed that they stated that although the se-
lected samples were larger than the samples at Level A, they still might not represent 
the population (for example, although we evaluate the average life expectancy of 
women in Turkey, we cannot say that the average life expectancy of women all over 
the world is like this). A sample task is presented below.  

In the sample task, the PTs focused on the periodic table of the elements. Based 
on the various properties of the elements in the periodic table, they prepared research 
questions to reveal the relationship between these properties. For example, they 
posed the following research question; “Is there a relationship between the melting 
points of the elements and their boiling points?” To this end, they obtained the data 
from a secondary data source. The data were obtained from https://codap.con-
cord.org/app/static/dg/tr/cert/index.html. An example of the data they handled is 
given below in Figure 7. 

https://codap.concord.org/app/static/dg/tr/cert/index.html
https://codap.concord.org/app/static/dg/tr/cert/index.html
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Figure 7.  The data set obtained for the task  

They created scatterplots to analyze the data they obtained (See Figure 8).   

 

Figure 8.  The scatterplot used for the task  

Based on this graph, it was noted that the relationship between the melting point 
and boiling point of the elements was close to linear, that is, they made interpretations 
that the melting point of the relevant element would increase as the boiling point of 
the related element increased.  
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Level C tasks 

It was noted that the statistical questions asked by the PTs in the activities they pre-
pared at Level C included two or more variables and focused on causality and predic-
tion. For example, the following questions can be given as examples to the questions 
at this level; “What is the relationship between the time of having a heart attack and 
its being fatal?, Is there a relationship between the height of individuals and the length 
of their feet? Can height be estimated from the foot length?, How has the working 
population in Turkey changed over the years?”. They preferred to use primary or sec-
ondary data sets to answer these questions. They were able to determine the appro-
priate method (e.g., survey research, observational studies and experiments) accord-
ing to the research question. They became aware of the role of random selection when 
selecting samples and the fact that the random assignment in experimental assign-
ments influenced cause-and-effect interpretations.  

It was seen that they used high-level statistical concepts (e.g., population propor-
tion (p), Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r), Quadrant Count Ration (QCR)) and 
high-level analysis methods (e.g., Chi-squared tests) when analyzing the data. In ad-
dition to making interpretation on what the estimation of a variable’s property means, 
they also used expressions to understand how the variables affect each other. Here, it 
can be said that PTs could make advanced interpretations (reading between, beyond 
and behind the data). Below is given a sample task. 

In the sample task, the PTs formulated a statistical question; “Is there a relation-
ship between the height of the individuals and the length of their feet? Can height be 
estimated from foot length?”  In order to answer this question, PTs preferred to collect 
data themselves and prepared a questionnaire given below in Figure 9.  

 

Figure 9.  Data collection tool for the task  
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Here, the PTs were aware that they could not reach all students in every faculty. 
Thus, they asked various eager students to fill out the questionnaire. They were also 
able to define and record the obtained variables.  

As an example, regarding the problem of estimating the height from the foot 
length, the PTs measured and recorded the height and foot length of 100 university 
students randomly selected on the campus.  

 

Figure 10.  Raw data collected for the task  

They transferred the collected data to the CODAP program and calculated Quad-
rant Count Ratio (QCR) by drawing a scatterplot. They also included calculating the 
Pearson correlation coefficient (r), which takes into account the distance of the data 
from the mean lines. The results obtained showed a strong positive linear correlation 
between height and foot length. Based on this correlation, they wrote the equation for 
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the least-squares line, with the help of technology to estimate the foot length from the 
height.  

Foot length=0.1639*(height)-2.5 

They evaluated whether the model prepared here was suitable and had a good fit 
and showed the positive and negative deviations in the data by drawing the fit line.  

For example, the foot length of a student whose height is 185 cm   

Foot length =0.1639*(185)-2.5=27.82 

 

Figure 11.  Residual plot and least-squares line  

By analyzing the data, they argued that there was a linear correlation between foot 
length and height and that foot length could be used to predict height and they sup-
ported this argument with examples.  

6 Discussion and conclusion 

The current study aimed to examine SPS tasks prepared by the PTs using the CODAP 
dynamic statistics software tool. One of the motivations of the study was that many 
other studies (Casey et al., 2020; 2021; Langrall et al., 2017; Shaughnessy, 2007) drew 
attention to the difficulties experienced by PTs in this regard. In this connection, the 
PTs held various discussions on how to prepare SPS tasks within the scope of a course, 
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and made examinations about the preparation of appropriate tasks and the selection 
of appropriate technological software. Then, the PTs prepared task design assign-
ments. The prepared tasks were analyzed within the context the C-DIST framework.   

When the task design assignments are evaluated in terms of learning goals, it can 
be said that the pre-service teachers tended to prepare statistical questions. From 
among the learning goals, interpretation based on the measures and types of repre-
sentation used to represent the data was largely adopted. Making inferences based on 
the measures and types of representation used to represent the data was a less pre-
ferred learning goal by PTs in their task design assignments. Only one task focused on 
calculating the arithmetic mean, but this measure was carried out by taking the math-
ematical calculation into the centre. These findings can allow the interpretation that 
the PTs determined the goals of statistical tasks with a statistical approach. However, 
in a designed task, it was focused on calculating the arithmetic mean by adopting a 
mathematical approach. Casey et al. (2021) stated that contrary to the findings of the 
current study, the PTs mostly structured the tasks they prepared with a mathematical 
approach. When Chick and Pierce (2008) examined the lesson plans of the PTs, they 
observed that the majority of them made plans with the aim of simply reading or in-
terpreting the information shown by a table or graph, and less than half of the ques-
tions they prepared were aimed at identifying information that was not immediately 
visible from the data or making inferences from the data.  

When the data used in the tasks were examined, it was seen that in half of the task 
design assignments, the data came from the real source and the secondary data source 
was used, while in 46% of the tasks, the data came from the real source and were col-
lected by the PTs themselves. The PTs’ use of mostly real but secondary data can be 
evaluated under several headings. The first of these may be to provide information 
about various websites in the course so that PTs can access the data sets. The PTs, who 
gained knowledge about how to access the data sets, may have preferred secondary 
data sets for the tasks they prepared. It was observed that a hypothetical data set was 
preferred in only one task. The fact that the PTs could not reach the appropriate data 
set may have caused them to prefer the hypothetical data set. When the tasks were 
evaluated in terms of the number of cases, it can be said that the PTs preferred to use 
large data sets. In addition, it was observed that the data were multivariate and dif-
ferent attributes were taken into consideration. The use of large, multivariate and real 
data sets for effective statistics teaching is a point that has been emphasized in many 
studies (Bargagliotti et al., 2020; Casey et al., 2020; 2021; Franklin et al., 2015). In 
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addition to studies that have reached similar results (Casey et al., 2020; 2021), there 
are studies that draw attention to different results (Chick & Pierce, 2008; Weiland, 
2019). For example, Weiland (2019) revealed that small, univariate and bivariate 
tasks containing imaginary data are included in high school textbooks. In addition, 
another finding is that the task design assignments created by PTs were structured in 
such a way as to need data in order to be completed successfully. Parallel to this result, 
Chick and Pierce (2008) examined the lesson plans prepared by PTs in their study 
and stated that more than half of the lesson plans directed their students to the data 
set.   

It was revealed that the PTs mostly tended to use the contexts related to them-
selves in the designed task design assignments, followed by the contexts in the field of 
science. It was observed that health and social contexts were preferred by PTs in ap-
proximately one out of every ten tasks. In the task design assignments prepared by 
PTs, the least preferred context was found to be education. The efforts of PTs to in-
clude information about the context to solve the questions prepared in the task design 
assignments were also remarkable. Giving a contextual title, context-based attribute 
names can be given as examples to this. However, although information about the 
source of data was given in most of the tasks, no information was given about the 
source of the data in four tasks. In general, it can be said that the PTs considered im-
portance of creating connections with the context in the tasks they prepared. While 
this result concurs with the results of Casey et al. (2020; 2021), it differs from the 
results of Bakogianni (2015). While Casey et al. (2021) stated that one of the strengths 
of the tasks designed by the PTs is the constant connections made with the context, 
Bakogianni (2015) revealed that statistical context is not only a difficult learning goal 
to reach but also an important teaching challenge for mathematics teachers. Although 
calculating statistical measures and constructing representations are important skills, 
it is emphasized that students should be given the opportunity to conduct research 
within contexts in order to gain statistical skills (Bargagliotti et al., 2020; Casey et al, 
2020; Franklin et al., 2007).   

When the prepared task design assignments created by PTs were examined in 
terms of the SPS, it was observed that most of the task design assignments included 
the entire SPS, and only three tasks did not include the stage of interpreting the re-
sults. When the designed task design assignments were examined in terms of their 
SPS levels, it was revealed that the tasks were mostly at Level B, followed by Level A. 
The number of the tasks prepared at Level C was found to be the lowest. It can be said 
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that the prepared task design assignments contained statistical questions and pro-
vided guiding information about data collection. Preparing survey questions and 
questionnaires on how to collect data can be given as an example to this. In different 
studies (Casey et al., 2020), attention was drawn to the paucity of tasks that prompted 
one to consider how data were collected or how the collection method might affect 
their interpretation. However, it is emphasized that teachers should support students 
to understand the data collection process (McClain & Cobb, 2001). In addition to en-
abling the exploration of different forms of representation, the CODAP program may 
have supported PTs in the process of analyzing the data by allowing them to perform 
calculations to visualize relationships between variables (e.g., the equation for the 
least-squares line). Many studies (e.g, Casey et al., 2020; Prodromou, 2015) have 
drawn attention to the convenience that different technological software provides in 
the statistics teaching. 

In the process of interpreting the obtained data, interpretations were made on the 
basis of reading the data and reading between the data in Level A tasks, in addition to 
these interpretations, reading beyond the data was also performed in Level B tasks 
and in Level C tasks, reading behind the data was also performed. In general, reading 
the data, reading between the data and reading beyond the data interpretations were 
mainly performed in the task design assignments. In studies (Casey et al., 2020; Chick 
& Pierce, 2008), it is pointed out that the interpretations made by PTs are at a simpler 
level (reading the data, reading between the data) and that more advanced levels 
should be included. In this sense, recent results (Casey et al., 2021) and the findings 
of the current study can indicate that there are improvements in the quality of statis-
tical tasks.  

The fact that PTs mainly prepared task design assignments at Level A and B shows 
that they are limited in preparing task design assignments at Level C. There might be 
two reasons why PTs are limited in preparing tasks at Level C. Lack of knowledge of 
PTs may have caused them to have difficulties in preparing task design assignments 
at Level C. Studies (e.g. Burgess, 2007; Casey & Wasserman, 2015; Hannigan et al., 
2013) draw attention to the fact that the lack of knowledge of teachers and PTs affects 
their task preparation skills. Another reason for the difficulties they experienced in 
preparing tasks at Level C may be the objectives in the curriculum in Turkey. It was 
explained to PTs that while preparing task design assignments, they could receive 
support from the curriculum as well as academic resources. Studies conducted (Batur, 
et al., 2021) have determined that the curriculum in Turkey mainly includes Level A 
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objectives, followed by Level B objectives. There are no objectives at Level C. Further-
more, Balcı (2023), who examined textbooks and curriculum in Turkey, concluded 
that the step of interpreting findings in the curriculum is only limited to making in-
terpretations and decisions based on evidence obtained from data analysis and does 
not explicitly include making inferences.  

The results showed that although the PTs had some difficulties in the preparation 
of task design assignments (for example, asking mathematical questions, having few 
tasks at Level C), in general, their efforts to consider SPS task preparation components 
attracted attention. It can be thought that the PTs’ discussions on how effective sta-
tistics teaching should be during the course they took, as well as their examining sam-
ple tasks, led to such a result. The fact that the CODAP software allows for the creation 
of multiple and various graphs and the calculation of various measurements (e.g., cen-
tral tendency, dispersion) easily may have helped the PTs focus more on other com-
ponents of the tasks (e.g., context, interpreting the results). Recent studies (Gorman, 
2017) have shown that teachers tend to create their own teaching materials rather 
than using textbooks. When evaluated in this context, it is seen to be important for 
effective statistics teaching that PTs, who will be the teachers of the future, make pro-
gress in preparing SPS tasks.  

The current study focused on the PTs’ preparation of task design assignments. 
What was done in the tasks was based on guessing the thoughts of the students and 
the tasks were not implemented in the classroom environment. This can be consid-
ered as a limitation of the study. In future studies, it can be discussed how these tasks 
are reflected in the implementation process. Moreover, opportunities can be provided 
for PTs to work on large, multivariate and real data to design higher-order tasks and 
to experience a SPS by using software such as CODAP (Casey et al., 2020) so that they 
can prepare tasks at Level C. 
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1 Introduction 

The use of computer-based assessments is continuously increasing, in mathematics 
education as well as in other subjects. Computers can be used in tests to simplify data 
collection or because computers offer practical tools in the test situation (e.g., lan-
guage editing) but the purpose can also be to test aspects of digital competence. The 
discrepancy between merely using computers as a data collection tool or to, more or 
less, also assess digital competence has implications for the kind of preparation or 
training that is needed before a test. In both cases it is crucial that the test-taker is not 
disadvantaged due to misunderstandings that prevent them from using a particular 
digital component in the test, something that can threaten the validity of a test.  

There are many reasonable arguments for digitization of tests and an increase in 
digital tests are expected. Bennett (2015) points out that the evolution from paper-
based assessments to electronic ones is substantive. Currently, different assessments 
are at different stages in this evolution. In the mathematics part of PISA (Programme 
for International Student Assessment), digital items are included based on the argu-
ment that “a level of competency in mathematical literacy in the 21st century includes 
usage of computers” (OECD, 2013, p. 44). It is emphasised in the PISA framework 
that the digital environment provides opportunities to include more interactive and 
authentic items, for example with drag-and-drop and with real-world data (OECD, 
2013). The benefits of a dynamic environment have also made an imprint on the 
mathematics assessment in TIMSS (Trends in International Mathematics and Science 
Study). It is argued that computer-based assessments enable the incorporation of new 
and better assessment methods, through the use of digital components (Mullis & Mar-
tin, 2017).  

The variety of skills demanded to navigate in a digital environment risk to be un-
derestimated, in particular if familiarity with such an environment is taken as a guar-
antee for a broadly applicable digital competence. The younger generations have more 
or less lived their whole lives using digital devices as natural tools in their everyday 
lives, which is why these generations are called “digital natives” (e.g., Prensky, 2001). 
Digital natives are perceived as possessing advanced knowledge of the use of digital 
equipment and technology. This generalisation has however been questioned by many 
researchers (e.g., Bennett et al., 2008a; Helsper & Enyon, 2010) who highlight the 
great variation within the generations and that there are no direct differences between 
digital natives and older generations, even if digital natives use digital technology to 
a large extent. The use of digital devices in leisure time and professionally, or in 
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schooling can be very different things and it cannot be taken for granted that the use 
of digital tools, for example in an assessment context, is problem-free.  

In terms of test validity, it is crucial that students are comfortable using the digital 
functions offered in a test, which is not guaranteed even if they belong to a younger, 
“digital native” generation. It is of interest to explore what kind of familiarity with 
digital materials is needed for students to make us of use different kinds of digital 
functions in tests, because with such an understanding we can better prepare test tak-
ers, and thereby diminish threats to validity. Accordingly, this study addresses validity 
in relation to computer-based tests, with a particular focus on different digital func-
tions and which kind of instructions that are sufficient before a test.  

1.1 Aim and research question 

The aim of this study is to contribute to understanding the role of students’ acquaint-
ance with digital functions for how they encounter digital teaching materials and tests. 
The research question is: In a digital environment, are there any differences between 
which dynamic functions students are prone to undertake and use in the face of dif-
ferent instructions proposed? 

2 Background 

2.1 Utilising affordances of the digital media in assessments and in 
teaching materials 

Many tests in mathematics that previously have been offered in print are successively 
replaced by digital counterparts; for example recent versions of PISA mathematics as 
well as TIMSS mathematics are offered both in paper and in digital format (OECD, 
2021; Mullis & Martin, 2017). There are a variety of reasons for using computer-based 
assessments. For example, digital resources have the potential to enrich items in tests 
by inclusion of new multimodal resources such as video explanations, hints or worked 
out answers, or mathematical software for manipulating objects like, graphing, draw-
ing or solving equations (e.g., see Usiskin, 2018). Digital resources also provide op-
portunities to organise mathematical information in new ways, for example by linking 
to explanations and definitions that can be shown or hidden (O’Halloran, Beezer, & 
Farmer, 2018). Computer-based assessments may also facilitate formative assess-
ment (e.g., Aldon & Panero, 2020; Barana et al., 2021) or contribute benefits related 
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to the implementation itself, such as simplification of distribution, reduced working 
time for assessment and grading, automatic reporting of test results, increased usa-
bility and accessibility for students with disabilities through technical solutions (e.g., 
Regeringen, 2017; College Board, 2022). Results from comparisons between paper-
based and computer-based mathematics tests have revealed that computer-based 
tests are significantly harder than the paper-based test (Bennett et al., 2008b) but 
there are also contradictory results. A study contrasting paper-based and computer-
based tests in Korean language, mathematics, social sciences, and science revealed 
higher results on all paper-based tests, but only with a significant difference for Ko-
rean language. Furthermore, for female participants, the difference was significant 
also for mathematics (Hanho, 2014). The difference between modes (paper or com-
puter) is also evident in students’ choices of mode for responses. An analysis of which 
format students prefer to use when responding on tests reveal that the paper format 
is preferred by 71 percent (100 participants) when contrasted to digital pen or type-
written response format (Davis et al., 2021). The mean results were also highest for 
the paper format and lowest for type-written response, but these differences were not 
significant. Accordingly, the occurrence of a mode effect seems to be dependent on 
the subject, but contextual factors such as familiarity with the hardware can also affect 
performance (Dadey et al., 2018). 

There undoubtedly are numerous assets to computer-based tests, enabling a valid 
assessment of students’ mathematics skills, but it is important to keep in mind that 
the opportunities provided by digital media are likely to place new demands on stu-
dents’ ability to read and navigate the digital environment and to work with the digital 
resources. It has been shown, for example, in a study of students’ work with GeoGebra 
in ordinary teaching situations, that students with lower achievement levels in math-
ematics but used to working with GeoGebra outperformed high-performing students 
who were not used to working with GeoGebra (Baccaglini-Frank, 2021). This probably 
applies to assessment situations as well. Even when simpler tools such as a ruler or 
protractor are integrated digitally, using them demands other skills than if the physi-
cal tools are used. If such tools are integrated in tests, students must be accustomed 
to using them to perform well (Lemmo, 2021). Harris et al. (2021) showed that stu-
dents’ performance on interactive tasks was lower than on static tasks in the digital 
environment. The reduced performance may be due to increased cognitive demands 
on the students as they need to work with several different mental processes simulta-
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neously in interactive tasks. The vertical order in which text elements are usually ar-
ranged on ordinary sheets also works less well on a screen with its proportions, and 
tasks may therefore need to be structured differently, for example in columns. This 
restructuring may complicate reading because the student needs to coordinate infor-
mation from different parts of the text in a way that they may not be used to (Lemmo, 
2021).  

2.2 The relation between experience with digital teaching material 
and performance on computer-based tests 

A relation between whether digital teaching material is used in training and perfor-
mance on a test in digital form is much expected, but exactly which kinds of digital 
features test takers need experience of is not self-evident. In a context where test tak-
ers are accustomed to digital devices both in school and at home, a proficiency in nav-
igating in the digital environment might be expected due to the familiarity with digital 
devices. There are previous studies pointing to the connection between experience of 
being taught with digital learning materials and success in computer-based tests. For 
example, Hamhuis and colleagues (2020) explored potential differences in perfor-
mance of Dutch primary school students on the TIMSS test, depending on whether it 
was paper based or conducted on a tablet. The result revealed no significant differ-
ences between the paper and the tablet tests, which can be explained by the fact that 
Dutch students are used to the digital format. The picture is somewhat complicated 
by other studies such as Smolinsky et al. (2020) showing that university students who 
were taught with paper-and-pencil have slightly better results on computer-based 
tests compared to students who were taught entirely computer-based. This result 
speaks against the fact that general digital habits make it easier for students when 
working with computer-based tests. Within another research project (Hoch et al., 
2018), an interactive mathematics teaching material for the introduction of fractions 
was designed and evaluated. The material consisted not only of digitised text, but also 
of three key interactive features; interactive exercises, adaptive demands and auto-
matic feedback. A result that emerged from the study was a negative relationship be-
tween the time students spend on the tasks and performance (Hoch et al., 2018). Hoch 
and colleagues suggest that an explanation to the result is that the students did not 
use the exercises only to acquire new knowledge, but did also spend time practising 
rational number concepts. Time was therefore not a good measure of proficiency, even 
though practising is of course a desirable activity. 
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Students who are used to working with digital teaching materials and various types 
of dynamic resources in their daily lessons are likely to have advantages when encoun-
tering new types of resources in test situations in contrast to those using print mate-
rial. Research has however shown that in contemporary teaching material comprising 
whole courses, the utilisation of highly dynamic elements is still rather limited (e.g., 
see Dyrvold, 2022; Ilovan et al., 2018). Students who study with digital textbooks can 
therefore also meet unexpected demands in computer-based assessments.  

2.3 Validity in computer-based assessments 

A crucial question in relation to computer-based assessment is of course what the test 
aims at assessing. It can be argued that digital competence is part of a comprehensive 
mathematical competence (e.g., see Geraniou & Jankvist, 2019) and tests can accord-
ingly aim at assessing also mathematical digital competence. However, such an aim is 
not the goal in all digital mathematical assessments, but even if that was the case, it 
needs to be scrutinised which kinds of digital demands are wanted in tests and not. 
This issue relates to Messick’s (1995) argumentation concerning the essentiality of 
construct validity, and in the design of computer-based tests, it is decisive whether 
the ability to handle digital tools is part of the construct or not. Messick highlights the 
complexity of capturing the construct a test aims at assessing. A test measure is only 
one indicator of the full construct, and it is fundamental that this indicator constitutes 
a good representation of this construct; that is, whether task responses are solely de-
pendent on the processes, knowledge, and strategies utilised in the performance. If 
the intention is not to assess digital competence, the test should not reward digital 
abilities, nor should the test result be affected by unwanted digital difficulties.  

Another potential threat to validity is construct irrelevant variance, which can be 
due to construct irrelevant easiness or construct irrelevant difficulty. An example of 
irrelevant easiness is when the possible answers in a multiple-choice question provide 
25 percent chance of answering correctly by guessing, and irrelevant difficulty might 
be if dynamic resources in a task are difficult to undertake, so that students fail on 
tasks that they would otherwise be able to solve. Computer-based assessments in-
crease the potential sources of construct irrelevant variance because the digital envi-
ronment may entail skills not demanded in paper-based tests. Crucial for validity is 
therefore whether digital skills needed in the digital environment, is regarded as a 
part of the construct, or not. In this paper, we intend to contribute to understanding 
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validity in computer-based tests by investigating the role of students’ acquaintance 
with digital functions for how they encounter digital teaching materials and tests. 

Regarding the mathematics content included in the construct of a test, Ripley 
(2009) distinguishes between computer-based tests designed based on a migratory 
strategy (keeping the test similar to the print version) or on a transformative strategy 
(inferring demands of new digital skills in the test). Depending on strategy, different 
validity issues arise. In assessments designed with a migratory strategy, effort is laid 
on ensuring the assessment is kept as similar to the print version as possible and sev-
eral studies have proven a high validity in this type of assessments (Junpeng et al. 
2019; Hamhuis, 2020). These studies indicate that digitalisation can be made without 
decreasing validity, but if many new functions are used in a computer-based test the 
risk of validity issues increases. Assessments based on a transformative strategy, for 
example, that are designed to bring innovation in curriculum design and learning in-
troduces many elements that may be new to the test takers. An innovative assessment 
can provide rich opportunities to assess comprehensive mathematical competences 
that would be harder to capture in a paper-based test. The test taker can for example 
be offered dynamic materials (Yerushalmy & Olsher, 2020) and the tasks can contain 
real-world datal and present students with an authentic, simulated environment (e.g., 
see OECD, 2013). Bennett (2015) distinguishes assessments with a transformative 
strategy in a second and third generation. The second generation of assessments use 
new item formats including for example multimedia or constructed response options 
and may aim at assessing new constructs. The third generation is defined as assess-
ments that uses complex simulations and interactive features and serves both indi-
vidual and institutional purposes. These kinds of assessments are integrated with in-
struction with repeated sampling, and accordingly new skills are assessed in more so-
phisticated ways. Bennett concludes that challenges in relation to the third most ad-
vanced step in this evolution of digital tests is large and that the need for a cautious 
development process is essential. The current study addresses features that are prom-
inent in the second and third generation of assessments; the inclusion of multimedia 
as well as interactive features. The many benefits of the third generation of assess-
ments are addressed by Bennett but some important challenges are also highlighted. 
In particular he points out that the most important challenge to address in research 
is validity and fairness of the third generation of assessments for all individuals, in 
especially for students at risk. 
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The need for awareness of potential threats to validity when using innovative as-
sessments is essential. For example, if the functions used are novel to the test taker 
there is a risk for construct irrelevant difficulty and the integration of several types of 
skills in the construct being assessed can probably make it difficult to distinguish con-
struct irrelevant variance. Messick (1995) exemplifies how demand of communication 
skills can be judged either as irrelevant in an assessment of mathematical knowledge 
or considered as parts of mathematical proficiency and therefore relevant to the con-
struct. For assessments that are complex in the sense of subsuming multiple pro-
cesses, awareness of construct irrelevant variance is of particular importance. The 
sources of variance need to be thoroughly evaluated in relation to the construct being 
assessed, judging how compelling the evidence for the relevance of some variance is. 
It is apparent that the risk for construct irrelevant variance increases as new af-
fordances of the digital media are used but the threats to validity can also decrease if 
for example the option to write with digital tools increases a test taker’s ability to rep-
resent their knowledge. In addition, there are many affordances of the digital media 
to take advantage of besides distribution, central grading and curriculum innovation. 
Other possibilities could be to include certain dynamic functions, such as possibilities 
to write more detailed answers, to use digital functions or to include, for example, 
GeoGebra, but without aiming at curriculum innovation. Especially if computer-
based tests would be designed in accordance with digital learning materials, the po-
tential for meaningful and valid assessments is substantial.  

The current study addresses validity issues by putting the focus on how test takers 
are prepared for a computer-based assessment; whether barely instruction is suffi-
cient or if the test takers might need to try features that they are expected to utilise in 
the test.  

3 Method 

The current study is part of a larger project about digital teaching material in mathe-
matics. In this study we focus on students’ encounters with different dynamic ele-
ments in mathematics items after receiving one of two kinds of instruction about the 
different elements. At the core of the study is differences between types of dynamic 
elements and between two kinds of instruction given to the students before problem 
solving. Thorough descriptions about the elements and the instruction are therefore 
given in this section. Elements are defined as a coherent part of a text that may include 
both words, symbols, and images, where the constituents can be static or dynamic. 
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Some of the elements are also interactive. The types of dynamic elements focused in 
this study (Table 3) is utilised in the Facts in an item, see Figure 2. 

3.2 Data 

Empirical data in this study was collected in an eye-tracking analysis of 77 grade nine 
students from two different schools in Sweden, during work with mathematics items. 
Both schools used printed mathematics textbooks for regular teaching. Each partici-
pant took a survey with questions about digital habits before working with the items. 
Information about the participants’ grades were also collected. Data from three par-
ticipants were excluded due to bad calibration or missing data from the eye-tracking. 
One participant rushed through all items in four minutes and data from this partici-
pant was also excluded. Data from three students were excluded because these stu-
dents had not reached the first level (grade E) in Swedish as a second language. The 
participants were divided in two groups, referred to as Show and Try because in ad-
dition to verbal instructions one group was shown information before doing the items 
whereas the other group also tried dynamic features such as to start a film. Six stu-
dents studied Swedish as a second language and had reached at least grade E (pass). 
Data from these students were also analysed because they were equally distributed 
between the Show (7%) and Try group (8%). All students who had reached the age of 
15, gave a written consent to participate in the study (or their guardians otherwise). 
The students were informed that the overall purpose of the study concerned work with 
digital teaching materials in mathematics, and that the analysis would be carried out 
using eye-tracking analysis to monitor the participants’ work on five mathematical 
items. The students were also informed that all participants are de-identified and that 
they could withdraw their consent at any time. 

Ideally the selection of participants in the Show group and the Try group would 
have been matched pairs, which was not the case because during data collection the 
two types of information presentation were used on different occasions in two differ-
ent schools. Because the study was designed ad hoc within a larger project data for the 
Show group were collected first and for fewer participants. Information about the par-
ticipants experiences of digital teaching material in mathematics were gathered 
though a survey that teachers at the schools completed (Table 1). The survey is de-
signed to capture a generalised view of classrooms in the two schools, and the fre-
quency the resources were used could be ticked at three levels. A guide defined “never” 
as never or at one occasion, “seldom” as a few times per semester, and “often” as 
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several times per semester, maybe every week. The results reveal differences between 
the groups for questions 4, 5, and 7.  

Table 1.  Use of Digital Teaching Resources in Mathematics in the Show Group and the Try Group. 

 Show group 
(n=24) 

 Try group 
(n=46) 

If teachers use particular digital resources in classroom:   

1. Smart board or similar seldom  seldom 

2. Digital quizz often  often 

3. Software to dynamically present mathematics (e.g. GeoGebra) seldom  seldom 

If students use particular digital resources in math:   

4. Computer or padlet seldom ≠ often 

5. Watch short film individually often ≠ seldom 

6. Software to dynamically present mathematics (e.g. GeoGebra) seldom  seldom 

7. Mathematics apps (e.g. for repetition) seldom ≠ often 

Note. The teachers chose between alternatives: never, seldom, often. 

 

Comments given in the survey explains the differences. Regarding question 4: In 
both show and the try group all student have a personal computer or padlet but com-
puters are not used often in mathematics. The try group explains that ”often” refer to 
the use of computers to look up solutions online or to use a particular app (Magma, 
see https://www.magma.se/). Regarding question 7: The choice ”often” for the try 
group is explained by the use of one particular app (Magma) on a regular basis: ”at 
least all students have access to the app”. In summary the differences between the 
groups are explained by one group’s more frequent use of short films and the other 
group’s use of one particular app; therefore it can be concluded that the two groups’ 
experiences of digital teaching materials are fairly similar. The results from the survey 
only give a general view of the participants experiences of digital teaching material, 
but at least the results assures that the two groups are not offered very different expe-
riences of digital teaching materials at their schools.  

Background information and information from a survey the participants com-
pleted was also used to ensure that the two groups were not too different regarding 
qualities that may play a role for their ability to learn from the instruction and to do a 
computer-based test. The experimenters followed strict protocols during the data col-
lections and the experimenters had the same role throughout all data collection to 
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avoid differences else than those intended (Show vs Try). The background infor-
mation about the participants is presented in Table 2. The information about activities 
students do more than 7 hour a week is based on options in a Likert scale: “not at all”, 
“1-3h”, 3-6h”, ”7-14h”, “more than 14h”. The participants answered the questions “On 
your leisure time, approximately how many hours per week do you spend” … “on com-
puter games?” and “on other digital activities?”. An experimenter was available to an-
swer questions. The two options with at least 7 hours a week are included in the share 
presented in Table 2. 

One difference between the groups is that there is a larger share of girls in the Try 
group, but we have no reason to believe gender plays a large role in interpretation of 
information before solving the tasks. A comparison between the Show and the Try 
group reveals that a larger share in the Show group states that they spend more time 
on computer games and a larger share in the Try group does other digital activities. 
For the digital activities together, however, the share of students is for the two groups 
.74 and .77 respectively. These numbers of added fractions must be interpreted with 
caution because the same student can be represented in both the share who plays 
computer games and the share who does other digital activities. 

Table 2.  Information About Participants in the Two Groups of Students. 

 
Show group 
(n=24) 

Try group 
(n=46) 

Fraction of girls in group .36 .52 

Fraction who plays computer game ≥7h/week .39 .30 

Fraction who does other digital activities than gaming ≥7h/week .36 .47 

Mean grade in mathematics (lowest 0, highest 5)  2.43 2.71 

Mean grade in Swedish (lowest 0, highest 5) 2.64 2.43 

 
In Sweden a scale F–A is used in grading. F represents to not pass and E-A in-

creasingly higher grades. A comparison of grades in the subjects Mathematics and 
Swedish revealed fairly similar mean grades between the groups. The Show group 
have slightly higher grades in Swedish and the Try group have slightly higher grades 
in mathematics. 
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3.3 Mathematics items with different dynamic features 

Five different mathematics items were used. All students were presented these items 
in the same order: Item 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. All items have some essential Facts that is 
needed to solve the task, at the right-hand side of the item (Figure 2). The Facts are 
designed in five versions for every item, based on a typology of elements designed to 
mirror an increasing interactivity and dynamics from type I to type V (Table 3). Ac-
cordingly there are five versions for each item. A counterbalanced combination of 
items in different versions was used, which ensured each student was offered all five 
items, and all five types of elements used in presentation of the Facts but in counter-
balanced order. Thus, the same timelines with the counterbalanced order of items 
were used in the Show group and the Try group. 

Table 3.  Typology of Elements Used in Facts.  

Element 
type  

Dynamic and interactive characteristics  

I the constituents are presented similar to a printed counterpart, but on screen 

II the constituents appear after a click on a button 

III the constituents are presented in a film with a voice 

IV has constituents where the reader needs to choose options by clicking to receive a re-
sponse and if needed try again and finally make use of the feedback 

V has constituents that change continuously over time when the reader drags or grab 
and move objects with the mouse 

 
For all element types except the static (type I) and the film (type III) there are 

labels or instructions that inform the test taker about what is expected. In the static 
version no actions are needed by the test taker and the film is presented in a very 
familiar format with a triangle  as the start button. In type II the button has the 
inscription “Click to open” and in type IV there were options to click on, a button 
“Check” and another button “Try again”. In type V there is a sign “Drag” with an arrow 
pointing to a coloured dot that should be dragged. Examples of the design of dynamic 
facts of element type IV and V are given in Figure 1.  
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Type IV Type V 

 

 

Drag the point P 

 

When an option is chosen and “Check” is clicked on, 
“True” or “False” is displayed. After clicking “Try again”, 
the user can start over, trying to find the correct option.  

The blue dot can be grabbed and dragged 
with the mouse. 

Figure 1.  Examples of Facts Expressed by Dynamic Element Type IV and Type V. 

The items were chosen to be new to the participants so that the tasks could not be 
solved based on previous knowledge only; in particular the intention was that to solve 
the tasks the participants would need the information provided in the Facts. The 
mathematical content in five items is: 1) the inscribed angle theorem, 2) maximum 
and minimum of quadratic functions, 3) set theory, 4) the relation between power and 
roots, and 5) permutation and factorials. As an example, the item about the inscribed 
angle theorem and all five versions of Facts are presented in Figure 1. The exact same 
image and wording is used in Facts type I–III but in Facts II the Facts are displayed 
after a click on the button and in the film the text and image with arrows appear suc-
cessively accompanied by a voice reading the text. 
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Item with Facts type I 

 
Facts type II Facts type III Facts type IV Facts type V 

 

   
Note. The font of the different Facts is the same in all versions, here displayed in different sizes. In Facts V, the value 

for u disappears for u > 90 

Figure 2.  Example Item with Five Different Versions of Facts. 

The development of the typology of elements and further examples of elements 
Type I–V can be found in Dyrvold (2022). This typology as well as the items were 
developed within a larger project and accordingly, the dynamic and interactive ele-
ment types were not chosen to be demanding and test whether the participants chose 
to use them. In fact, the current study was developed ad hoc when participants choice 
to not use some Facts were identified. This omission was not expected and accordingly 
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the current study was deemed important in an era with expansive use of digital as-
sessments. 

3.4 Implementation: Information to test takers 

To diminish distractions caused by the eye-tracking equipment and to diminish ex-
traneous cognitive load, all participants were individually informed about the setting 
and about the items before the test. This information was given just before they en-
tered the room where they worked with the items. The information about the eye-
tracking was very brief and the purpose was to answer questions and to cope with 
potential worries. The information about the items were strictly about the visual ap-
pearance of the items and about digital functions of the items. Both student groups 
received the same information about the eye-tracking and about the visual appear-
ance of the items. 

All students were shown a test item (Figure 3) on a screen and were told that the 
particular item also would appear as the first item in the test setting, before the five 
items included in the study. They were also told that the test item was intended to be 
easy and that it only played the role of an example. While looking at the item the stu-
dents were informed that all items that should be solved had the same main arrange-
ment. Thereafter the students were informed about the main parts in the items. This 
information was accompanied with gestures pointing at the parts on the screen. In-
formation was given that all items have: 

•  a title, 
•  an introduction, 
• some facts that are essential to solve the task, 
•  a task, 
•  answers to choose from, and 
• a button that takes the student to the next item. 
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Figure 3.  Test Item About Algebra with Facts in Static Form. 

The use of a practice item as a first item in the test setting means data from the 
participants first minute, when getting comfortable with being tracked, do not affect 
data intended for analyses. Because all items have the same parts (Figure 2) present 
in the same spot on the screen, the reader does not need to grapple understanding the 
information flow, which is likely to reduce some extraneous cognitive load. The train-
ing with a very easy test item also contributes to making the setting more similar to 
the use of a digital teaching material that is familiar to the reader, as in the school 
setting. 

After receiving the first information about the main parts in the items, the students 
were informed that different element types were used to present the Facts in the five 
items and that these Facts offered information essential to solve the task. Five versions 
of the test item, about algebra, were used to illustrate all different element types. This 
information was presented differently to the two groups. The Show group received the 
visual information from a PowerPoint presentation on a laptop. The Try group re-
ceived the visual information from html files on a laptop, and for the four items with 
Facts that had some dynamic element the Try group were asked to try the dynamic 
element by clicking/dragging or likewise. The spoken information was given based on 
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a list of information and was therefore the same for the Show and the Try group, with 
exception of information related to the different settings. 

• For the first element type in static form, the information was the same for both 
groups. They were informed that these Facts were in static form, visible directly. 

• For the second element type both groups were informed that one item had a 
button that must be clicked on to “open” the Facts. The Try group clicked on a 
button and the Facts appeared whereas the Show group was shown where the 
button would appear. For both groups, the button had the inscription “Click to 
open” as in the test setting.  

• The third element type was in the form of a video. Both groups were informed 
that they could start the video and look many times if needed. They were also 
informed that headphones were used so no one (i.e. the experimenter) would 
reflect over whether they looked many times. The Try group was also encour-
aged to try and start a film.  

• For the fourth element type both groups were informed that this type of presen-
tation of the Facts was a bit like a task because they should choose an option and 
thereafter click “Check” to see if the option was correct. They were also informed 
that they should try again if they choose the wrong option. Finally, they were 
instructed not to think of this activity as the task but as contributing to make 
the Facts complete. They should still do the task. The Try group clicked on one 
option and then on “Check”. The Show group were only shown a static page dis-
playing the layout of the options and were informed that they were supposed to 
try different options, check whether it was correct and retry if needed (Figure 
1). 

• For the fifth element type both groups were informed that there would be some 
content that can be dragged or moved (Figure 1). The Try group moved a slider 
and saw a number appearing whereas the Show group were informed that there 
would be a prompt to drag and were shown how it could look visually. The ex-
perimenter showed a grab-drag gesture in front of the screen visualising how to 
drag a slider.  

The participants were asked if they had any queries and some students asked ques-
tions, for example whether they should use a mouse or a trackpad. 
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3.5 Eye tracking 

The participants’ activities while working with the practice item and the five mathe-
matics items with Facts expressed using five different element types were captured 
with an eye-tracking camera. The results from the eye-tracking data are mainly used 
in other studies, only a minor part of the data is used in the current study. Based on 
participants’ mouse-clicks and eye-fixations on the Facts it was coded whether a par-
ticipant used the Facts or not. The static Facts was coded as used if the participants 
had fixed their gaze on the constituents in the Facts at least once. For the Facts that 
have a dynamic component all items were first coded (tentatively) as used if the stu-
dent had clicked on any button in the facts. To ensure that the participants for which 
the Facts were coded as used actually had used the Facts, screen recordings where 
students’ gaze were displayed were also examined for all participants. Based on the 
recordings, all cases where participants that had clicked on a button or dragged a dot 
in the Facts were coded as “used”. All participants that used the Facts like this, also 
spent time reading the Facts, which could be seen by the gaze-path on the Facts. The 
difference between the measure gaze fixation (for Fact I) and used (for Facts II-V) 
means that the static Facts have the role of a reference. 

3.6 Transfer as a theoretical frame of analysis 

Understanding information and being able to use the information in new situations 
means that the information needs to be correctly interpreted but also later retrieved 
and related to a new context (i.e. transfer). In the current study oral explanations are 
given to all participants whereas one of the two groups also had the opportunity to try 
and use the dynamic features themselves. Potential differences in outcome between 
the two groups are therefore likely to be related to the opportunity to learn by trying 
the different dynamic elements. The hypothesis is that trying supports the ability to 
transfer information from one situation to another. Theory about transfer provides a 
frame for the analysis in this study. 

Transfer has traditionally been defined as the application of results from prior 
learning in novel situations (e.g., Gass & Selinker, 1983). At the core of the historical 
transfer perspective is Thorndike’s identical elements (Thorndike & Woodworth, 
1901). Identical elements refer to overlapping features between the learning situation 
and the new transfer situation. This narrow focus on identical elements has been crit-
icised. One reason is that this focus implies that abstracted rule-like processes define 
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successful transfer of the overlapping features and perceptual richness, for example 
when different forms of representation are used, is assumed to hinder transfer (e.g., 
Kaminiski, Sloutsky, & Hecksler, 2013). The concept of transfer has however been de-
veloped. Lobato & Hohense (2021) describes that the original, somewhat narrow, cog-
nitivist perspective has been complemented with several other perspectives. For ex-
ample, the actor-oriented transfer (AOT) perspective has been developed in response 
to limitations of previous conception of transfer. AOT includes the students’ experi-
ence prior to the learning situation (e.g., see Lobato, 2012). Taking the actors view on 
transfer puts the lens on instances where prior experiences shape the students’ activ-
ities in a transfer situation (Lobato, 2012). This means that this perspective is partic-
ularly useful for qualitative studies of how learners interpret situations and make con-
nections (Lobato & Siebert, 2002). Despite the quantitative take in the current study, 
the AOT perspective is used to elucidate and discuss students’ activities in the transfer 
situations and relate them to the students’ previous experiences regarding gaming and 
other digital activities.  

Furthermore, the AOT perspective puts focus on how contextual sensitivity can 
play a role for transfer (Lobato, 2012). Contextual sensitivity is defined as students’ 
ability to utilise knowledge from previous experiences and based on the context adapt 
the knowledge to a variety of new transfer situations. In the current study, the transfer 
situation entails students’ work on digital items on their own, items designed to min-
imise superfluous contextual factors. Thus, contextual sensitivity entails adaptation 
to a stringent context where the dynamic functions are the same as in the learning 
situation and a test situation where the students work on the digital items inde-
pendently on their own. 

In accordance with Nathan and Alibali (2021) and Goldstone et al. (2008) the role 
of perception and interactive processes are included as experiences that play roles in 
transfer. These processes are valuable to include because of the reciprocity between 
cognition and action (Nathan and Alibali, 2021). In the current study, students in two 
groups are offered different opportunities for perception and interactive processes 
when receiving instructions in the learning situation. The students receive instruc-
tions with or without the opportunity to try the dynamic functions and thereby expe-
rience rich perception and interactivity. In this way, the learning situations offer dif-
ferent modes to the two student groups. Due to the differences offered in the instruc-
tions in the learning situation, the ability to form and maintain connections between 
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the learning and transfer situation, are supposed to be dependent on different de-
mands on sensitivity to context.  

For the analysis in this study, we use the notion of transfer to understand the pro-
cess when students retrieve and transfer information from one context (the examples 
that the students were shown or offered to try before the test situation) to another 
context (the test situation). In this study, information refers to the function of the dy-
namic elements, not to the mathematical content in the items. Thus, successful trans-
fer is expected to show by participants use of a particular element. It is assumed that 
the Try group is advantageous because the interactive preparation offered to this 
group facilitates the transfer and the students’ contextual sensitivity, as well as it pro-
vides advantages depending on the relation between action and cognition. 

3.7 Statistical analyses 

Chi square tests were used to test whether the proportion of students who use the 
element types differ significantly depending on the kind of instruction given before-
hand. Fisher’s exact test was used in analyses where at least one cell in the chi square 
test had an expected count less than 5 and Pearson chi square with continuity correc-
tion was used if not. The reported p-values are for two-sided tests and p<.05 is used 
as significance level. The phi coefficient is calculated to analyse effect size and Cohen’s 
criteria for effect size is used as a rule of thumb (Cohen, 1988).  

4 Results and analysis 

The analyses in this study were conducted to contribute to understanding the role of 
students’ acquaintance with digital functions for how they encounter digital teaching 
materials and tests. The results reveal differences in the participants’ actions depend-
ing on which instruction they had received. In particular, students tend to more fre-
quently miss elements that are both dynamic and interactive, if they are not given the 
opportunity to try similar elements as part of the instruction. Analyses of the partici-
pants’ interactions with items including the different dynamic functions are displayed 
in Table 4. 
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4.1 Results 

In summary, because all participants used Facts presented using element type I 
(static), they appear to have understood that the role of the Facts was to offer infor-
mation essential to solve the task. Very few participants missed the opportunity to use 
Facts presented with elements of type II-III. For Facts presented with element types 
IV and V on the contrary, there were many participants who did not use the Facts. 
There were significantly more participants in the group who only received instruction 
(Show) that missed the opportunity to use Facts presented using element type IV and 
the effect size was large. For Facts presented using element type V there was no sig-
nificant difference between the groups; several participants in both groups did not use 
the Facts. Recall that element type I is in static form, element type II has a click to 
open function, element type III is presented as a film, element type IV is in the form 
of choices to click on options and retry until correct facts are presented, and element 
type V has a drag option that reveal continuous changes in the presented information 
(Figure 1).  

Table 4.  Whether Participants Use (No/Yes) Facts Presented With Different Element Types. 

           Show group N=24       Try group1 N=46 Fisher’s exact test 
  no yes no yes p-value Phi-coeff. 
Facts I 0 (0%) 24 (100%) 0 (0%) 46 (100%)   
Facts II 2 (8.3%) 22 (91.7%) 3 (6.5%) 43 (93.5%) 1.00 .033 

Facts III 2 (8.3%) 22 (91.7%) 0 (0%) 46 (100%) .114 .237 

Facts IV 9 (37.5%) 15 (62.5%) 0 (0%) 46 (100%) <.001 .532 

Facts V 10 (41.7%) 14 (58.3%) 7 (17.9%) 32 (82.1%) 
           Pearson chi square2 
.077 . 259 

1 Data from seven participants were excluded from the analysis of Facts V because they could not see these facts or 
because no data were collected due to technical issues. 

2 Pearson chi square with continuity correction is used in this test because no cells in the chi-square test have an ex-
pected count less than 5. 

 
Based on these results it can be concluded that students are not equally equipped 

for a computer-based assessment if they are only presented with information in con-
trast to if they also are given the opportunity to try the dynamic functions that are 
utilised in the assessment and use them themselves. It can also be concluded that the 
more interactive and dynamic functions that are included in an assessment the larger 
is the risk of missed opportunities to fully understand the offered information. 
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4.2 Analysis 

An analysis of the results in relation to actor-oriented transfer elucidates the role of 
both previous experiences and of modes in the instruction, for the ability to utilise 
affordances of the dynamic elements in an item. The results differ between items with 
elements type I-III and type IV-V. No substantial differences between the groups 
(Show and Try) previous digital experiences or grades have been identified and it can 
therefore be assumed any differences in use of the elements are related to the two 
types of instruction. The element type I (static) plays the role of a standard type to 
contrast the results against and 100 per cent of the participants used that element. 
Elements type II-III (click to open, and film) are very similar to elements it can be 
assumed all participants have experiences of using. These elements are used by almost 
every participant in the study (95%). This result indicates that previous experiences, 
presumably from both leisure time and teaching, has provided the participants with 
sensitivity to context in use of these elements. Because there are no differences be-
tween the groups tendency to use the dynamic elements, it is likely the instruction in 
the learning situation plays a minor role for the use of the element type in the transfer 
situation, or at least that rich perception and interaction in the instruction is not 
needed. From a validity perspective this implies that in computer-based tests there is 
no substantial difference in the students’ achievement due to instructions or previous 
digital experiences when element type II and III are being utilised in the test. This 
means that in environments similar to the Nordic school context these kinds of digital 
elements do not threaten the accuracy by which the test distinguishes between test 
takers based on their mathematical proficiency. 

The largest threat against validity is however identified in relation to dynamic el-
ements type IV and type V. For element type IV there is a significant difference in the 
use of facts (p<.oo1, Phi coeff.=.53) between the groups and for element type V the 
difference is nearly significant (p=.077). The conclusion is made because the results 
indicate that a thorough instruction that includes an opportunity to try the element is 
essential to assure transfer related to the use of those elements. The need for instruc-
tion is apparent for these elements and even with instruction (Show or Try), as many 
as 20 percent of the participants miss the opportunity to use at least one of the ele-
ments (IV & V). It can be assumed that the participants intend to make connections 
between previous experience and the transfer situation, but because the demands of 
interaction with the dynamic environment is large, knowledge from previous experi-
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ences may not be sufficient for successful transfer. Experiences from previous situa-
tions including dynamic and interactive elements likely differ both in features of the 
elements, and in the context they have been met, which can make transfer harder. 
Accordingly, when utilising dynamic elements that differ from those used in previous 
situations, the design of the instruction is eminent, and our results reveal that this is 
particularly important when the elements are highly dynamic and interactive as ele-
ments type IV and V. 

The only element type that was used to a significantly different amount between 
the two instruction groups was type IV, the element where students are supposed to 
click, check, and potentially retry, to compose a correct mathematical statement and 
use that to solve the task. All participants in the Try group used the element in the 
transfer situation which means that the perceptually rich and interactive instruction 
were sufficient for successful transfer. On the contrary, 37.5 percent of the partici-
pants who did not get the opportunity to try elements in the instruction abandoned 
the option to use the dynamic element. This may be caused by differences between 
modes offered in the learning situation and the transfer situation, which can put too 
large demands on students’ sensitivity to context in the target situation (the test). This 
result highlights a threat to validity and a reasonable source to it, namely instruction 
that does not provide a learning situation sufficient for the test takers to form and 
maintain connections between the learning situation and the transfer situation. An 
unwanted consequence of such instruction is construct irrelevant variance, leading to 
wrong inferences from an assessment. 

5 Discussion 

Computer based tests in mathematics are becoming more and more common as 
schools and teaching in general becomes more and more digitalised. Computer based 
tests make it possible to take advantage of features unique to the digital media, for 
example the inclusion of real-life data and various dynamic features (e.g., see 
Yerushalmy & Olsher, 2020; Ripley, 2009). Thus, innovative and computer-based 
tests can be used to assess other skills than those possible to test in paper-based tests; 
for example modelling competence may be easier to test accurately in a digital than a 
paper-based test. One purpose of the PISA-test for example, is to assess digital liter-
acy, but most often the assessment is carried out with other intentions; an example is 
Swedish national tests where one aim is to ensure equal grading between different 
teachers, schools and principals. For high-stake assessments validity is, of course, of 
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utmost importance, and an important issue with relevance for a sustainable mathe-
matics education is how validity can be ensured. 

We can assume that it is crucial that the students master the digital environment 
to ensure validity in a computer-based test and there is also evidence that experience 
with the digital medium can lead to better test results (e.g., Baccaglini-Franck, 2021; 
Dadey et al., 2018). There is also evidence that students must be accustomed to using 
dynamic functions to perform well (Lemmo, 2021; Harris et al., 2021). The current 
study contributes by highlighting the substantial risk to overlook or underestimate 
the need for apt instructions as preparation for a computer-based assessment. The 
use of a digital dynamic interface leads to an enormous increase in options about tools 
to use and accordingly options for the reader. The dynamic elements used in the cur-
rent study had labels which informed the students about the use of the dynamic func-
tions and the participants also received instruction before the test. Despite these in-
structions many participants still did not use the dynamic functions. Part of the ex-
planation to the unwillingness to explore the digital environment can be due to unfa-
miliarity with the digital frame. As shown in previous research (see e.g., Dyrvold, 2022 
and Ilovan et al., 2018) dynamic functions are relatively sparsely used in contempo-
rary digital teaching materials. This means that even students who are used to work-
ing with digital textbooks during mathematics lessons, can be assumed to be inexpe-
rienced in using dynamic functions. Everyone who as a user has experienced a transi-
tion from one familiar digital platform to another, or the need to orient in a new digital 
administrative tool, likely recognise the frustration and lack of grit that may lead to 
abandoning to even try to grasp the new functions. When students choose to answer 
tasks on paper instead of digitally (Davis et al., 2021), the choice makes sense because 
the risk of misunderstanding how to present a solution using a pen is minimal, 
whereas missing a digital option is something that can happen. Bearing that in mind, 
the large share of students who missed the opportunity to use the highly dynamic and 
interactive elements type IV and V despite information just before the test situation, 
is less surprising.  

As the use of computer-based assessments are spreading, we see a substantial risk 
for an increase in validity issues stemming from unfair demands of digital skills or of 
willingness to explore the media. If computer-based assessments are used as diagno-
sis tools or as part of formative assessments the risk is not as alarming because in a 
less stressful situation, it is more likely the test taker during the test develops a sensi-
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tivity to context and thereby manages to benefit from using the offered dynamic ele-
ments as expected. What we learn from this study is therefore applicable predomi-
nantly for assessments used for grading or to rank participants.  

In retrospect, follow up interviews with the participants who did not use the dy-
namic elements would have contributed to the study. More participants in the Show 
group would also have strengthened the reliability of the results and there is a chance 
that more participants would have explored the content and eventually used the dy-
namic elements if the test was part of their mathematics course. These circumstances 
are important to address, and it is possible the results of a follow up study would differ 
to some extent. Despite these development areas however, the differences in use be-
tween more or less dynamic and interactive elements and between students who get 
the opportunity to try the dynamic elements beforehand or not, are convincing. Ide-
ally the study would have been designed with matched pairs in the Try and Show 
group. The results from the survey to teachers and to the participants (Table 1 & 2) do 
however reveal that the participants in the two groups have fairly similar experiences 
of digital teaching materials and grades in mathematics and Swedish and it is there-
fore likely that the differences between the groups stem from differences in instruc-
tion. 

5.1 Conclusion 

Based on the statistics and the analysis according to the AOT perspective two main 
conclusions are drawn. Firstly, if dynamic elements utilised in a test are present in 
different contexts in several digital devices that students have used earlier, it is likely 
that these experiences can be transferred to the test situation. Because the layout of a 
test is likely to differ from students’ previous experiences it is however suggested to at 
least show how the elements appear in the digital environment and make room for 
possible questions. Secondly, there is a substantial risk to overestimate students’ ca-
pability to successful transfer from previous digital experiences and their capability to 
be sensitive to the new digital context (a test). If the capability to correctly use a dy-
namic element is not part of the construct being assessed, it is therefore recommended 
the students are given the opportunity to use all dynamic and interactive elements in 
a digital environment similar to the test before the test. The first conclusion is based 
on results where dynamic elements where click to open (type II) and film (type III) 
are used, and the second conclusion is based on results for the more dynamic and 
interactive elements (type IV-V). It is stressed that the options and buttons used in 
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element type IV are very similar to response options used in online formulas or mul-
tiple-choice questions that are used very frequently in today’s society. Despite that, 
many participants who did not try using the element in a similar context as in the test 
were not able to transfer previous experiences and thus missed opportunities in the 
test situation. This result highlights mode effect as a potential threat to the validity of 
an assessment, in particular when the demand for interaction is of a different kind 
than what is experienced by most citizens. 
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1 Introduction 

Computational thinking (CT) is a term coined in the scientific literature and first in-
troduced by Papert (1980) as an educational construct. It roughly refers to a set of 
knowledge and skills necessary to frame problems in such a way a computer can carry 
out its solution without creating new problems (Wing, 2006). As a developing con-
cept, it has a myriad of connotations that range from an attempted precise definition 
(Shute et al., 2017) to a collection of practices (Pérez, 2018; Weintrop et al., 2016). 
Some scholars argue for CT being more of a way of thinking, rather than being related 
to computing (Li et al., 2020), a conceptual foundation demonstrable ‘with or without 
the assistance of computers’ (Shute et al., 2017) and thus denoting program ming as a 
separate skill. In general, CT is a highly ambiguous term. Palts and Pedaste (2020), 
for example, recently identified 65 distinct definitions of the term. In this article, we 
regard computational thinking as a set of constructs empirically observable in human 
productions particularly in school curricula1. CT constructs include programming 
knowledge and skills, data-handling practices, computational problem solving, mod-
elling, algorithms and simulations. Rather than being guided by a specific definition 
of CT, this paper takes an outset as what is being referred to as such in Danish and 
Swedish curricula, which we unfold in the following subsections. It is worth noting 
that although Wing (2006) emphasized that computational thinking cannot be re-
duced to programming, many definitions include programming as a sub-element 
(Bocconi et al., 2022). Therefore, we consider programming to be sub-component of 
computational thinking. 

Since Wing (2006) revived the concept, CT has come to be seen as a teachable 
competence beyond the domain of computer science, and curricula in many countries 
have expanded to include elements of CT (Bocconi et al., 2022). However, there are 
tremendous differences in the implementation strategies adopted by countries, and 
while some have established new subjects to address CT, e.g., Computing in England 
(Department for Education, 2013), other countries have revised existing subjects to 
include elements of CT, such as Sweden and France (Modeste, 2018). In the case of 
the latter, the CT elements have often been included in the mathematics curriculum. 

 

1 In this article, following Remillard (2005), we refer to the term curriculum as formal curriculum, namely the ‘goals 

and activities outlined by school policies or designed in textbooks’ (p. 213), distinct from the curriculum in-

tended by teachers’ aims and enacted in actual classroom practice. 
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The question of how to establish and exploit synergies between CT and mathemat-
ics education is a topic that has been subject to much research and unresolved discus-
sion (see, e.g., Kohen-Vacs et al., 2020). An increasing amount of literature has pro-
posed ways of framing how relationships between CT and mathematics are or should 
be (e.g., Benton et al., 2017; Gadanidis, 2017). This need for a better understanding 
has become increasingly important because a growing number of mathematics cur-
riculum resources that include CT have begun to emerge. Yet, more attention has been 
given to developing ways in which mathematics and CT could or should be combined 
than to studying how they in fact are combined in available teaching resources (Tam-
borg et al., 2023). This study focuses on the Danish and Swedish cases, which are of 
particular interest as they are two neighbouring countries with shared traditions on 
the aims and approaches to school mathematics (Dahl & Stedøy, 2004). Yet, they have 
chosen two different ways of implementing CT on a policy level (Helenius & Misfeldt, 
2021), whereby CT and mathematics competence descriptions and learning goals tend 
to be juxtaposed in the Danish case and integrated in the Swedish case (Tamborg et 
al., 2023). However, it is well known that curriculum policy does not correspond 1:1 
to textbook material (Bråting & Kilhamn, 2022). The aim and contribution of this 
study is to investigate how CT and mathematics are represented and combined in text-
book material in Denmark and Sweden and to engage in a discussion of the possible 
implications of such differences and/or similarities. We conduct this analysis as a 
comparative quantitative study of curriculum resources available in Denmark and 
Sweden by investigating what characterises them and how they differ. 

We conduct this characterisation building from the suggested computational con-
cepts (know-what) and practices (know-how) by Brennan and Resnick (2012). Alt-
hough we expect the presence of CT and mathematical concepts in the curriculum 
resources, we aimed at pinpointing how they are represented and combined. Further-
more, based on Benton et al.’s (2017) framework for actions to embed CT in mathe-
matics, we sought to identify the types of activities students should engage with. Thus, 
we operationalise our aim by addressing the following research question: What are 
the combinations of CT and mathematical concepts and actions involved in Danish 
and Swedish curriculum resources, and how do they differ? 

We find this research question important and timely because CT is still a new 
component of mathematics education, which has become mandatory in many places 
and few teachers are trained in. Curriculum resources are likely to play a pivotal role 
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in CT teaching in the mathematics classroom. Thus, mathematics teachers’ experi-
ence of teaching CT is likely to be heavily rooted in the teaching resources that are 
available (Børne- og undervisnings ministeriet [BUVM], 2021b).  

Since Denmark and Sweden are taking different strategies, we begin by briefly 
describing how CT is related to their mathematics curriculum and the type of curric-
ulum resources that are available. 

1.1 Programming as part of the mathematics curriculum in Sweden 

In the work leading up to the revised K–9 national curriculum implemented in 2018, 
the Swedish National Agency of Education undertook the task of strengthening what 
was referred to as students’ digital competence, described as an overarching compe-
tence area with no fixed content (Olofsson et al., 2021). The idea was that the content 
of the national curriculum should be successively renegotiated to include the digital 
competences that were relevant in the surrounding society. Consequently, this led to 
revisions of all major syllabi, in which the responsible use of digital media and its so-
cial, ethical, and legal aspects was categorised within social science and controlling 
objects by means of programming became part of the subject technology, while learn-
ing programming as such was integrated into mathematics throughout all grade levels 
(Heintz et al., 2017). In the mathematics syllabus, described in the national curricu-
lum, programming was incorporated under the core content of algebra at all grade 
levels, described in the following ways2 (Swedish National Agency of Education, 2018, 
pp. 56–59): for grades 1–3 (age 7–9): ‘How unambiguous, step-by-step instructions 
can be constructed, described, and followed as a basis for programming. The use of 
symbols in step-by-step instructions.’ For grades 4–6 (age 10–12): ‘How algorithms 
can be created and used in programming. Programming in visual programming envi-
ronments.’ In grades 7–9 text-based programming is also added.  

Helenius and Misfeldt (2021) emphasise that programming itself is in focus in the 
Swedish syllabi, and that the curriculum does not describe how programming can be 
used as a mathematical tool. Another characteristic of programming in the Swedish 
curriculum is that it primarily specifies a number of practices that students should be 
able to perform, whereas programming concepts are more or less absent. 

In Sweden, teaching resources are primarily produced by private publishers, not 
by the National Agency of Education. Since 2018, several textbook producers have 

 

2 This is the official English translation. 
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made efforts to include CT by developing teaching resources that address program-
ming in mathematics. For grades 1–6, publishers have mainly done so by incorporat-
ing CT into the ordinary mathematics textbooks (Bråting & Kilhamn, 2022). 

1.2 Technology comprehension in the Danish mathematics curriculum 

Denmark has not yet made the final decision on revising the curriculum to include 
CT. In 2018, BUVM, however, launched a pilot project in which 46 schools across the 
country were to implement a new subject called Technology Comprehension (BUVM, 
2018). The Danish approach sought to gain initial experiences with two different mod-
els of implementing technology comprehension to systematically research the effects 
of these approaches and, ultimately, inform a future, national-scale curriculum revi-
sion. The two strategies were 1) technology comprehension as a subject and 2) tech-
nology comprehension as an integrated part of existing subjects, such as Danish, 
mathematics, social sciences, science, physics/chemistry, craft and design, and the 
arts (BUVM, 2018).  Both implementation strategies began with developing a curric-
ulum for a subject in its own right. The individual components of this curriculum were 
then distributed among the subjects into which it should be integrated. The purpose 
declaration of technology comprehension emphasised a critical mindset and demo-
cratic values, reading ‘students shall develop competencies and obtain skills and 
knowledge so that they constructively and critically can participate in the develop-
ment of digital artefacts and understand their importance’ (BUVM, 2019, authors’ 
translation). This broad focus was also reflected in the four competency areas de-
scribed: Digital empowerment, the critical exploration and analysis of how technol-
ogy shapes our lives; Digital design and digital design processes, framing problems 
and generating solutions through iterative processes, which can lead to prototypes; 
Computational thinking, the ability to develop solutions to complex problems, the 
ability to make abstractions regarding phenomena and relationships, and computers’ 
ability to process information; and Technological agency, the ability to understand 
and use digital technology to develop digital artefacts. 

The two countries typify and classify aspects that can be considered part of CT 
differently. In Sweden, programming is the explicit manifestation of digital compe-
tence in the mathematics curriculum. In Denmark, CT is considered a competence 
area, while programming is left as a skill within technological agency. Therefore, we 
use CT as an inclusive term that gives justice to what programming entails in the Swe-
dish curriculum and makes an explicit addition of programming into CT in Denmark. 
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In the following section, we briefly outline existing research on CT and mathemat-
ics to position the contribution of this paper in relation to the described body of 
knowledge. 

2 Perspectives on relationships between mathematics and CT 

During the past decade or so, an increasing body of knowledge on the relationship 
between CT and mathematics has emerged. This research follows several strands. One 
perspective has focused on unfolding the theoretical differences between mathematics 
and CT from an educational perspective and, in addition, developing arguments re-
garding how they could and why they should be connected. Along these lines, Pérez 
(2018) has argued that an essential difference between mathematics and CT is their 
orientations. In his view, mathematics tends to be inwards-oriented in the sense of 
being abstract and predominantly focusing on understanding disciplinary concepts 
and terms. In Pérez’s (2018) view, CT is, on the contrary, more outward-oriented in 
that methods, concepts, and ways of thinking always are taught, learned, and applied 
in relation to practical problems in the real world. He argues that one powerful poten-
tial of integrating CT and mathematics is that it allows mathematics education to ap-
peal to a broader and more diverse group of students, without favouring mathematics-
advantaged students. 

Gadanidis (2017) makes a similar proposition by arguing that, while mathematics 
and CT share a focus on logical structures and modelling, they operate within distinct 
epistemological frames. In his view, the frame of mathematics is associated with being 
a mathematician and engaging in mathematical practices, while the frame of compu-
tational thinking emphasises productive actions and their role in task optimisation. 
Gadanidis (2017) argues that CT can support mathematics education by, among other 
things, increasing students’ agency, supporting abstraction, and enabling automation. 
Research however also found the overlap between mathematical and computing lan-
guages overlap to be a potential source of confusion. For example, Bråting and 
Kilhamn (2021) showed that symbols from the two domains can carry different mean-
ings (e.g., the equal sign) and that different symbols carry the exact same meaning 
(e.g., modular arithmetic).  

While these contributions indicate both good reasons to integrate CT into mathe-
matics education and the potential pitfalls, they offer only a little advice regarding 
how to achieve such integrations. Weintrop and colleagues (2016) took this a step fur-
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ther and developed a taxonomy of four computational thinking practices for mathe-
matics and science teaching. These practices are classified into data, modelling and 
simulation, computational problem-solving, and systems thinking (Weintrop et al., 
2016). Each of these practices is described in terms of their taxonomical levels, from 
their most basic components to more advanced ones. 

The work described above primarily develops arguments for why and how CT and 
mathematics should and could be combined. Fewer studies have conducted empirical 
descriptive work that investigates and compares what in fact is done in curriculum 
resources from different contexts, here among our recent work. Bråting and Kilhamn 
(2022) developed an analytical tool to analyse Swedish textbook tasks, adapting Bren-
nan and Resnick’s (2012) and Benton et al.’s (2017) frameworks for action. Analysing 
CT tasks designed for the Danish mathematics curriculum, Elicer and Tamborg 
(2022) took a grounded approach without any a priori defined categories by means 
of open, comparative, and iterative coding. A corollary to this study is that the catego-
ries can be approximated by identifying whether a task includes CT or mathematical 
concepts and actions and combinations thereof. We build on this work to further char-
acterise and compare these teaching resources at a more systematic level. 

3 Methodology 

In what follows, we describe and justify the analytical strategy we will use to address 
the research question. Because the study takes available curriculum resources for el-
ementary school (grades 1–6) as a point of departure, we first describe the sources of 
data and the selection process, leading up to specifying the unit of analysis. Second, 
we describe and argue for the analytical tool and its connections to existing theoretical 
frameworks. Finally, we display the strategies used to process and summarise the data 
analysis in light of the research question. 

3.1 Data sources and selection of tasks 

In Denmark, the subject Technology Comprehension has not yet become part of 
the mandatory curriculum.  However, as part of the pilot project, expert groups devel-
oped a series of teaching modules oriented toward each of the two strategies for tech-
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nology comprehension (as a subject in its own right and integrated into existing sub-
jects), which are publicly available.3 These modules include a declaration of compe-
tency areas and learning goals, an overarching scenario and problem statement, a se-
quence of tasks and resource banks. These resources were initially developed in 2019, 
and some of them were updated in 2021 as a result of the pilot project (BUVM, 2021b). 
We take these materials to be included in our analysis, since the resources constitute 
the only teaching materials that integrate technology comprehension in mathematics 
in compliance with the pilot curriculum. 

In principle, there are 18 teaching modules developed for mathematics in grades 1 
to 6, but four of them only cover technology comprehension areas related to digital 
empowerment, digital design and design processes, and sub-areas of technological 
agency outside of programming (Elicer & Tamborg, 2022). Therefore, a total of 14 
teaching units include CT learning goals embedded into mathematics.  

The modules are designed to be approached during several lessons, and they fol-
low a general structure consisting of three phases: introduction, challenge and con-
struction, and outro-phase (BUVM, 2021a). In turn, these phases are subdivided into 
tasks signposted with numerals and headings, sometimes subdivided into parts inter-
preted as separate tasks. We took these tasks as units of analysis in order to have fair 
ground of comparison to the Swedish curriculum material, which are mainly orga-
nized in smaller tasks.  A total of 165 tasks were analysed in the Danish material. 

In Sweden, since CT is an integral part of the mathematics curriculum, a fairly high 
volume of digital and printed resources are already available. In this study, we have 
chosen to restrict our analysis of the Swedish resources to printed mathematics text-
books because the programming content is then included in a well-known mathemat-
ical context and can be expected to be in use for a longer time as compared to digital 
resources, which are revised more often. We screened 56 Swedish mathematics text-
books for grades 1–6, of which 33 did not contain any tasks explicitly or implicitly 
labelled as belonging to CT (Bråting & Kilhamn, 2022). The resulting 23 textbooks 
included CT as chapters or sections titled ‘programming’ and ‘programming and pat-
tern’, amounting to a total of 390 tasks, which are treated as units of analysis. The 
books belong to the following four series: 

  

 

3 www.tekforsøget.dk/forlob 
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• Favorit matematik, grades 1–6, published by Studentlitteratur. 
• Mondo matematik, grades 1–6, published by Gleerups. 
• Singma matematik, grades 1–5, published by Natur & Kultur. 
• Prima matematik, grades 1–6, published by Gleerups. 

We explained the relevance and timeliness of comparing the curriculum resources 
from Denmark and Sweden. We acknowledge that the status of the curricular reforms 
and genre of their resources differ. However, the selection of tasks deals with these 
issues to a large extent. For both countries, the sources of data include relatively stable 
CT curriculum resources explicitly embedded in a mathematical context. All tasks are 
explicitly or implicitly related to CT, either by including CT concepts and actions or by 
appearing under a heading that relates them to CT. They are developed for grades 1–
6 and contain a handleable number of signposted tasks, available for teachers to make 
use of in class without further instruction. Thus, we deem our data reasonable for 
comparison. 

3.2 Theoretical underpinnings and analytical tool 

Addressing our research question requires identifying CT and mathematical content 
in tasks that are included in Danish and Swedish mathematics curriculum resources, 
as well as how CT is combined with mathematics in these two contexts. In order to 
achieve this, we must identify the domain-specific aspects in the units of analysis. 
Based on the description of CT practices and concepts in the work of Brennan and 
Resnick (2012) and design principles for programming activities in mathematics de-
veloped by Benton et al. (2017), Bråting and Kilhamn (2022) constructed a framework 
suitable for analysing textbook tasks. In the following, we describe how we have ap-
plied these theoretical underpinnings to support the identification of the domain-spe-
cific actions and concepts involved in the selected tasks. 

3.2.1 Concepts 

In order to characterize CT resources for mathematics, we need to identify aspects of 
CT and aspects of mathematics that came to the fore in the tasks. Our analysis is partly 
based on identifying and distinguishing between two types of concepts, CT concepts 
and mathematical concepts. All of these are identified via the explicit and meaningful 
use of words in the context tasks. That is, we identify the occurrence of a signifier in 
the form of an explicit term, with the occurrence of the signified concept. Although a 
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concept is much more than the words used to represent it (Wedman, 2020), in an 
analysis of written text, it is only through words, symbols and images that the in-
tended concepts are available.  

CT concepts are those that do not pertain to school mathematics in its traditional 
sense and belong to the task with the purpose of exploring and learning a computa-
tional idea (Li et al., 2020). Aside from programming concepts — e.g., code, algorithm, 
and condition — we consider concepts from CT, namely those related to (computer) 
modelling, data practices, and structures. This first step in identifying CT concepts is 
inspired by Brennan and Resnick’s (2012) framework for CT, whose first dimension 
consists of a closed set of computational concepts: sequences, loops, parallelism, 
events, conditionals, operators, and data. However, while these predefinitions of CT 
concepts are helpful, they are not necessarily exhaustive. In our analysis, we follow a 
grounded approach in which the concepts described above serve as an important 
source of inspiration. The Danish teaching resources include a list of technological 
disciplinary concepts. For example, the task in Figure 1 comes from the module ‘Con-
cept of chance’, which declares two competency areas from CT, namely programming 
and user studies and redesign. Therefore, data is not a CT concept in this context but, 
rather, a mathematical one. In Swedish textbooks and syllabus, computational con-
cepts are referred to as programming concepts. For example, the concept code in the 
task displayed in Figure 2 is unambiguously a CT concept. 

Mathematical concepts are those traditionally belonging to school mathematics, 
with an emphasis on the mathematical ideas to be learned in the particular context, 
including the mathematics sub-area and learning goals. For example, Figure 1 dis-
plays a Danish task that instructs students to play a dice game in pairs, register the 
results and winner of each play, and discuss whether the game is fair. Here, the math-
ematical (statistical) concepts highlighted are fairness and data. In the Swedish task 
shown in Figure 2, geometrical figures are represented in order to be identified. The 
one mathematical concept involved is pattern. 
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Figure 1.  Task belonging to the Danish course ‘Concept of chance’ 

 

Figure 2.  Programming task from Swedish textbook Singma 3B 

3.2.2 Actions 

In addition to the invoked concepts, we classify the CT-related activities students are 
explicit asked or expected to engage in when doing the task as actions. Though Bren-
nan and Resnick (2012) defined computational practices as their second dimension 
in framing CT, these practices do not highlight CT’s relationship to mathematical 
learning. As part of the ScratchMaths project, to answer the question of what pro-
gramming in Scratch can do for students’ mathematical learning, Benton et al. (2017) 
delineated five such activities. These five activities formed what they refer to as the 5E 
pedagogical framework. One caveat regarding this framework is that it was developed 
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to design programming activities in Scratch, as opposed to analysing tasks at face 
value. In other words, it is a framework for action, which includes ‘prescriptions for 
pedagogical strategies’ (diSessa & Cobb, 2004, p. 81) and can provide effective heu-
ristics for designing and teaching. We have adapted the action framework of Benton 
et al. (2017) into six actions suitable for analysing the Swedish data. Detailed examples 
of each action can be found in Bråting and Kilhamn (2022). The actions are:  

a) Follow, i.e., follow a procedure, follow stepwise instructions, or repeat or con-
tinue a pattern.  

b) Figure out, i.e., work out a procedure, a rule, or a pattern  
c) Debug, i.e., find mistakes in a pattern or debug a code  
d) Program, i.e., form and create, give instructions, create a pattern, write code, 

or represent with symbols. 
e) Explain, i.e., using words/natural language to explain or describe a procedure, 

a rule, a pattern, or a concept. 
f) Envisage, i.e., predict what will happen or reflect on potential outcomes when 

conditions or values are changed. 

For example, in Figure 1, students should follow (a) instructions to play a game 
and register its outcomes. Although the task includes a discussion and plenum about 
the game’s fairness based on its results, it is not the instructions for the game that 
must be figured out (b) or explained (e). The task in Figure 2 is coded as figure out (b) 
because students should work out the pattern that the figures follow. Although the 
concept of code is present, the task only asks them to describe the pattern with a code, 
not to create an original program or pattern (d). 

The analytical tool described above could be seen as a compromise between the 
open, face-value coding of concepts and predefined practice-oriented categories. It 
has previously been successfully used to analyse Swedish textbooks (Bråting & 
Kilhamn, 2022). For comparison’s sake, this is the analytical tool of choice to provide 
an initial characterisation and overview of tasks in the Swedish and Danish resources. 
However, addressing our research question requires us to further process these find-
ings in the analysis. 

3.3 Data processing and analysis 

As stated, our research question focuses on investigating the characteristics of the 
concepts and actions included in the Danish and Swedish tasks, as well as how these 
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were combined with mathematical content in these two contexts. In order to address 
this question, we began by coding the tasks to identify what concepts from mathemat-
ics and CT the tasks address and what types of programming actions they include. Our 
coding of concepts from mathematics and CT was based on the concepts explicitly 
mentioned in the tasks (e.g., triangle, area, addition, etc. and algorithm, loop, and 
bug). Next, we coded each task according to what type of actions it included. We con-
ducted all coding manually in a spreadsheet. For each country’s case, two researchers 
coded the tasks — concepts and actions — following three stages: 1) joint coding, 2) 
parallel coding with a later settling of eventual disagreements, and 3) the separate 
coding of the remainder. We remained in Stages 1 and 2 for approximately one-third 
of the total data for each country. This process left us with a descriptive account of the 
CT and mathematical content addressed in the tasks. After coding the material, we 
conducted four aggregations or summaries, which we report in the results section. 

The first two aggregations result after counting the number of tasks that contain 
CT and mathematical concepts for each country’s material. For comparison’s sake, we 
report the percentage relative to the total number of tasks from each country; 165 from 
the Danish material and 390 from the Swedish material. The most frequent CT con-
cepts are reported and compared in Table 1. Mathematical concepts are more diverse, 
and thus, we classified them into arithmetical (operations, number systems), geomet-
rical (polygons, coordinate plane, angles) and statistical (probability, data) concepts. 
Given the strong emphasis on patterns and number sequences in Sweden, we desig-
nated these as a separate category. Mathematical concepts are reported in Table 2. 

The next two data processing steps address combinations. First, we compare the 
co-occurrence of CT and mathematical concepts. For this, we count the number of 
tasks containing combinations of the CT and mathematical concepts reported in Ta-
bles 2 and 3. For example, the task in Figure 1 only refers to data in its mathematical 
(statistical) sense, namely as registered instances of a random process. Therefore, that 
task does not report such a co-occurrence. However, the task in Figure 2 includes a 
mathematical and a CT concept, pattern and code, respectively, so it is counted as a 
co-occurrence. This summary and comparison are reported in Table 3. 

Finally, we compare the distribution of actions involved in tasks that include 
mathematical concepts. After filtering out those tasks that do not include mathemat-
ical concepts, we count the number of tasks, for each country, that involve each of the 
six actions of our analytical tool. These are reported in Figure 3 as percentages, for the 
sake of a fair comparison. It is important to note that tasks may include more than 
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one CT or mathematical concept, as well as several actions. For this reason, the total 
does not always add up to 100%. We will return to this matter in the discussion. Below, 
we describe the results of our analysis described above. 

4 Results 

4.1 CT concepts 

As described above, the first analysis concerns the number of tasks containing differ-
ent CT concepts. Table 1 below represents the results of this and the relative distribu-
tion of CT concepts in the resources from the two countries. 

Table 1.  Overview of CT concepts and their distribution in Danish and Swedish tasks, absolute numbers and 
relative percentages. 

 Danish tasks Swedish tasks 
Instruction, command 12 7% 189 48% 
Algorithm 19 12% 74 19% 
Loop, iteration, repetition 0 0% 101 26% 
Rule 1 1% 51 13% 
Code 14 8% 59 16% 
Condition 0 0% 37 9% 
Bug, debugging 1 1% 17 4% 
Data 20 12% 2 1% 
Program, programming 33 20% 10 3% 
Totals 165  390  

 
In Table 1, we see that the CT concepts of programming, algorithm, and data are 

the most frequent in the Danish tasks. The least represented CT concepts in Danish 
tasks are loop/iteration/repetition and condition, none of which are present at all. 
Rule and bug/debugging each appear in 1% of the tasks. As the reader may notice, the 
sum of the percentages in the Danish column does not add up to 100. This is because 
the percentages are computed against the total number of tasks, some of which may 
include more than one CT concept. However, 63 (38%) Danish tasks do not include 
CT concepts at all. 

In contrast, only 34 (9%) of the Swedish tasks analysed include no CT concepts. In 
these materials, the most frequently occurring CT concepts are instruction/command, 
loop/iteration/repetition, and code. Instruction/command stands out by appearing 
in nearly half of the Swedish tasks. Approximately one quarter of the Swedish tasks 
include the concept of loop/iteration/repetition (the three terms are in here seen as 
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representing the same concept). The least represented CT concepts are data, pro-
gram/programming, and bug/debugging. The low representation of data stands out 
when compared to the Danish case, where it was the second most frequent concept. 
Moreover, program/programming is the second least represented CT concept in Swe-
den, while in Denmark, it was the most frequent CT concept. 

4.2 Mathematical concepts 

The second analysis concerns the mathematics concepts in the tasks. The result of this 
analysis is summarised in Table 2, which also shows the relative distribution of the 
mathematical concepts. 

Table 2.  Overview of mathematical concepts and their distribution in Danish and Swedish tasks in absolute 
numbers and relative percentages. 

 Danish tasks Swedish tasks 
Pattern, sequence 0 0% 131 34% 
Geometrical concepts 56 34% 61 16% 
Arithmetical concepts 17 10% 26 7% 
Statistical concepts 35 21% 2 1% 
Totals 165  390  

 
In Table 2, we see that patterns and sequences by far are the most frequently oc-

curring mathematical concepts in the Swedish tasks and that geometrical concepts are 
the second most frequent.  

Regarding the Danish tasks, Table 2 shows that geometrical concepts are the most 
frequent and that statistical concepts are the second most frequent. Patterns and se-
quences are absent, although it could be argued that several of the Danish tasks ad-
dress patterns implicitly. One example of this is the task entitled ‘Design the class’s 
new clock’, in which students are to develop pattern-like figures in GeoGebra, which 
they can use as the background for a watch. The tasks, however, focus on design pro-
cesses and do not deal with patterns in the mathematical sense of the word. 

It is worth mentioning that, in both cases, the share of tasks that do not engage 
with mathematical concepts is similar. 150 (38%) of the analysed Swedish tasks and 
71 (43%) of the analysed Danish tasks do not contain any explicit terms referring to 
mathematical concepts. 
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4.3 Co-occurrence of concepts 

Overall, 44 (27%) of the Danish tasks contain both CT and mathematical concepts, as 
compared to 195 (50)% of the Swedish tasks. This feature is reflected in the structure 
and pace of the teaching resources. Several tasks in the Danish teaching modules are 
meant to focus on a particular concept, either mathematical or CT, leaving the con-
nections between disciplines to a later wrap-up task (Elicer & Tamborg, 2022). 

In relative terms, 53% of the Danish tasks that include CT concepts also contain 
mathematical concepts compared to 63% of the Swedish tasks. In other words, when 
tasks introduce or draw on CT concepts, they are, to a larger extent in Sweden than in 
Denmark, combined with mathematical concepts within them. 

In what follows, we can see how these co-occurrences appear to be disaggregated 
by the type of CT and mathematical concepts. 

Table 3.  Co-occurrence of mathematical and CT concepts in both countries. Percentages are relative to the 
total number of tasks from each country. 

 Pattern,  
sequence 

Geometrical  
concepts 

Arithmetical  
concepts 

Statistical  
concepts 

Country DK SE DK SE DK SE DK SE 
Instruction, 
command  0% 12% 3% 7% 1% 3% 1% 0% 

Algorithm  0% 3% 7% 8% 1% 2% 0% 0% 
Loop, 
iteration, 
repetition  

0% 18% 0% 4% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Rule  0% 12% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Code 0% 4% 4% 1% 1% 2% 1% 0% 
Condition  0% 0% 0% 2% 0% 0% 0% 1% 
Bug,  
debugging  0% 3% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Data  0% 0% 2% 0% 2% 0% 9% 0% 
Program, 
programming  0% 0% 5% 2% 2% 0% 3% 0% 

 

The mathematical and CT concepts that most often co-occur in Denmark are data 
+ statistics, algorithm + geometry, and program + geometry. The CT concepts of loop, 
condition, and bug and the mathematical concept of pattern are absent from the Dan-
ish tasks. The most frequently co-occurring mathematical and CT concepts in the Swe-
dish data are loop + pattern, instruction + pattern, and rule + pattern. The only CT 
concept that is absent from the Swedish tasks is data. An observation that stands out 
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from a comparative perspective is that the most frequent co-occurrence in Denmark 
(data + statistics) is completely absent in the Swedish material. Likewise, the three 
most frequent co-occurrences in Sweden are completely absent in the Danish mate-
rial. 

4.4 Actions 

Figure 3 below illustrates the distribution of actions in the tasks from the two con-
cerned countries. Each task can include more than one action. 

 

Figure 3.  Distribution of the six different actions. Percentages are computed relative to each country’s total 
number of tasks with mathematical concepts: 94 Danish tasks and 250 Swedish tasks. 

The first thing to notice from Figure 3 is the difference in the share of tasks that 
include following a procedure and explaining it. The follow action is more than three 
times as frequent in the Swedish tasks as compared to the Danish tasks. With regard 
to tasks that include the action explain, we see that the Danish tasks include this ac-
tion more than four times as often as the Swedish tasks. The reasons for this could 
potentially both be found in the format of the Danish tasks and in the content of the 
Danish technology comprehension curriculum. The template for the Danish teaching 
modules consistently includes time allocated to ‘setting the scene’ and ‘wrapping up’. 
Activities in these sections predominantly consist of open questions for students and 
teachers to address, either in groups or, more often, in plenary classroom discussions. 
Particularly in the wrap-up sections, students are often asked to present and explain 
the outcome or process in which they were engaged. The high proportion of the action 
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explain in the Danish tasks is also consistent with the emphasis given to democratic 
participation in digital contexts in the curriculum. For example, the goal of the tech-
nology comprehension content area modelling specifies that after grade 3, the student 
must ‘be able to describe the reality represented by a model4.’ Addressing this goal is 
likely to include the use of natural language to describe a procedure, rule, pattern, or 
concept, which is how the action explain is defined in the analytical tool. 

5 Discussion 

In what follows, we discuss the findings presented in the results section in light of our 
research question and earlier research within the field. 

5.1 Insights on concepts, data sources and analytical tool 

Our results reveal that there are notable differences between what CT concepts are 
included in tasks designed for elementary school mathematics in the two countries 
and their relative distribution. To some extent, these differences can problematise the 
choice of data sources and analytical tool. 

A significant share (38%) of Danish tasks do not include CT concepts, compared 
to a 9% of Swedish tasks. Such a sharp difference is consistent with the different way 
our data sources embedded CT into mathematics. On the one hand, the Danish re-
sources cover combinations of mathematical, CT and other technology comprehen-
sion competency areas throughout the modules, which are declared on the front-
matter of each material. For this reason, they do not necessarily cover exclusively CT 
areas nor do so throughout all the tasks in them (BUVM, 2021a). On the other hand, 
the selected Swedish mathematics textbooks included CT allocated as specific chap-
ters or sections (Bråting & Kilhamn, 2022). It makes sense that a majority of the tasks 
within them are much more focused on CT. 

The absence of mathematical concepts is significant in both cases, respectively 
43% of Danish tasks and 38% of Swedish tasks. This feature reflects back on the cod-
ing of only explicit terms, as we argued for in section 3.2.1. Although both sources of 
data come from explicitly mathematics curriculum resources, our decision to code 
only for explicit terms in the tasks can hide many concepts implicitly involved in their 

 

4 https://emu.dk/sites/default/files/2019-02/7568_STIL_M%C3%A5l_Matematik_web_FINAL-a.pdf 

https://emu.dk/sites/default/files/2019-02/7568_STIL_M%C3%A5l_Matematik_web_FINAL-a.pdf
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interpretation and solution. However, the fact that the share of tasks with no mathe-
matical concepts is fairly similar makes the comparisons in sections 4.3 and 4.4 more 
grounded. The coding of explicit terms may also explain why the CT concept pro-
gram/programming is prominent among Danish tasks in comparison to code, while 
the opposite is true with Swedish tasks (Table 1). One could argue that these terms are 
interchangeable in one or both contexts, but we deem these terms to represent differ-
ent concepts. A program (e.g., a function or algorithm) and the act of programming 
(closer to generic modelling) can be done with different codes and languages (Caeli & 
Yadav, 2020). More importantly, their synonymity would be an assumption we can-
not make strictly based on the data. A limitation of this study’s basis for comparison 
is the fact that, despite being updated after the pilot study, curriculum resources in 
Denmark are not yet massively used. Therefore, one necessary extension of this work 
includes analysing Danish textbooks once the reform rolls out, so that the massive 
use, stable status and number of tasks are more fairly comparable. 

5.2 Co-occurrence and the significance of syllabi 

We also see notable differences in how actions and CT concepts are combined with 
mathematical concepts. In the Swedish tasks, actions are highly skewed toward fol-
lowing a procedure (Figure 3) while following stepwise instructions, along with the 
concepts of loop, iteration, and repetition, as the most frequent CT concepts (Table 
1). These CT concepts and actions are most frequently combined with mathematical 
content related to patterns. The Danish tasks, on the other hand, most frequently in-
clude the actions explain and program (Figure 3) and CT concepts related to pro-
gramming and data (Table 1), which most frequently co-occur with statistical concepts 
(Table 3). 

To some extent, these characterisations resemble the curricular decisions made 
reforming the mathematics curriculum to include CT in the two countries. In the Swe-
dish mathematics syllabus described in the national curriculum, following stepwise 
instructions is explicitly mentioned in grades 1–3, and for grades 4–6, students must 
be able to program and use algorithms in visual programming environments. This is 
reflected in our results, in which loop, iteration, and repetition are all essential com-
ponents of developing algorithms5. Based on the high frequency of mathematical con-
cepts related to patterns in the Swedish data, we can speculate that decisions made at 

 

5 See, for example, https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zg46tfr/revision/1  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zg46tfr/revision/1
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the national curricular level influences paths taken at the level of textbook designers 
and, consequently, perhaps also in the classroom. When CT was incorporated into 
mathematics in the Swedish curriculum, a choice had to be made. Either a new subject 
matter area could have been added, which would have given CT the same status as the 
traditional subject matter areas, or CT could be inserted into one of the existing sub-
ject matter areas. For some reason, algebra was pinpointed as the best place for CT in 
grades 1–6, not statistics or geometry, which are the most frequent content areas in 
the Danish tasks. Hence, in the Swedish resources, programming became tightly con-
nected to patterns, a topic already present in algebra. 

Similarly, we see a relationship between the Danish tasks and the technology com-
prehension syllabus. This syllabus has a strong emphasis on students’ ability to, e.g., 
critically explore how technology shapes our lives, frame problems, and use digital 
technology to develop digital artefacts, all of which are integral to the four technology 
comprehension competency areas (BUVM, 2019). Such curriculum aims seem to align 
well with tasks in which students are to program, explain what they have accom-
plished, and combine data and statistics to inquire into societal phenomena from a 
mathematical and CT perspective. 

This alignment between tasks and the mathematics curriculum in the two coun-
tries suggests that the curriculum documents are indeed significant for how curricu-
lum resource developers have engaged in the integration of CT. This may seem obvi-
ous, but the alignment has significant implications. It points to important limitations 
of previous theoretical work on potential ways of establishing synergetic relationships 
between CT and mathematics. The taxonomy of CT practices in the mathematics 
classroom developed by Weintrop et al. (2016) and Pérez’s (2018) arguments for the 
usefulness of an orientation toward real-world problems in CT for mathematics edu-
cation are, no doubt, important contributions. They have broadened our understand-
ing of the fundamental differences between mathematics education and CT and pro-
vided tools for navigating this new landscape. However, the results of this study re-
mind us that curriculum resources are often developed to comply with curriculum 
policy, and the implementation of research into curriculum guidelines and resources 
may be influenced by a diversity of political factors (Aguilar & Castaneda, 2022). In 
such contexts, theoretical ideas and suggestions regarding synergetic relations be-
tween mathematics and CT are likely to be thought of as useful only to the extent that 
they align with decisions in the mathematics syllabus. Despite the fact that, for in-
stance, data practices can theoretically constitute an obvious boundary object for 
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mathematics and CT (Weintrop et al., 2016; Gould, 2021), this is of little to no rele-
vance in the Swedish mathematics syllabus for elementary grades where program-
ming is a mandatory part of algebra. If the analysis had been extended to resources 
for grades 7–9, the results may have been different because the Swedish curriculum 
does include the ‘assessment of risk and chance based on computer simulations and 
statistical material’ in the area of probability and statistics for these grades. 

The mathematics curricula for elementary grades in Sweden and Denmark point 
to two ways in which curriculum policy may constrain the integration of CT into teach-
ing resources, namely content itself and the level of specificity in relation to mathe-
matical content. The two contexts differ in that the CT elements in the Danish math-
ematics curriculum are rather generic and not content-specific, while in the Swedish 
mathematics curriculum, CT components are more technically narrowed, leaving 
other issues to other subjects and educational levels (Helenius & Misfeldt, 2021). This 
could help explain the perhaps most outstanding result of our study: the most fre-
quently co-occurring CT and mathematical concepts in the Danish resources (data + 
statistics), completely absent in the Swedish resources, are not as dominant compared 
to other frequent co-occurrences (Table 3). At the same time, the most frequently co-
occurring CT and mathematical concepts in the Swedish resources (instruc-
tion/loop/rule + pattern), completely absent in the Danish case, standout drastically 
from other combinations (Table 3). 

5.3 Bridging and resource structure 

As our results showed, the available Danish resources tend to have a more even share 
of tasks involving mathematical concepts (Table 2). However, Swedish textbooks dis-
play a larger overall share of tasks that combine CT and mathematical concepts than 
Danish resources (Table 3). In fact, according to Figure 3, the same can be said re-
garding actions when mathematical concepts are involved. Although Danish teaching 
modules always included tasks combining concepts from both domains of knowledge, 
there were multiple instances in which smaller sub-tasks only included concepts from 
either mathematics or CT. These dissimilarities between Danish and Swedish tasks in 
the way they combine CT and mathematics can also be explained in terms of how they 
are situated in the structure of teaching resources, beyond the data sources we dis-
cussed in section 5.1. 

At a structural level, the Danish tasks are organised as teaching sequences divided 
into several smaller steps, slowly progressing toward an end-goal. For example, the 
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task in Figure 1 — with only mathematical (statistical) concepts — is one of many in-
troductory activities about the notion of chance in the module. Later, the idea of the 
fairness of a game is connected to the difficulty of a game that students should pro-
gram and adjust. This is different from the Swedish tasks, which are smaller and more 
independent. They are not, as such, embedded in the context of a larger inquiry. The 
task in Figure 2 — with co-occurrent mathematical and CT concepts — is self-suffi-
cient and not at all interdependent with those in the same textbook chapter. In that 
sense, the results may reflect two distinct approaches in terms of connecting mathe-
matics and CT, either between tasks or within tasks. 

In our use of the term actions, we refer to CT actions in the context of mathematics 
teaching resources. We have thus not distinguished between mathematical and CT 
actions. Identifying such connections between domains within a task could be labelled 
as a CT and mathematical action simultaneously. In their study, Bråting and Kilhamn 
(2022) acknowledge that the analytical tool does not account for some tasks in which 
the actions’ fields of origin are ambiguous. Benton and colleagues (2017) call this ac-
tion ‘bridging’ computational and mathematical ideas. Some Danish tasks also pertain 
to this overarching category, which Elicer and Tamborg (2022) call ‘operational inte-
gration’. In a few words, they represent a missing category of tasks in which opportu-
nities to link mathematical and computational concepts become clearer. In a sense, 
such tasks seem to justify the integration of CT and mathematics by necessitating con-
cepts from both fields within the same action. 

6 Conclusion 

Our research question aims to characterise the analysed resources by identifying CT 
and mathematical concepts, combinations thereof and actions involved in the tasks.  

In terms of disciplinary concepts, at the K–6 level, resources illustrate a contrast 
between a notion of CT that focuses mostly on programming and algorithms and an-
other that takes a broader view, one including the handling of data and computer 
modelling. Danish tasks involve a relatively even distribution of mathematical — 
arithmetical, geometrical, and statistical — concepts, while Swedish tasks are highly 
skewed toward patterns and sequences, which are absent in the Danish tasks. 

As for combinations of mathematical concepts with CT concepts and actions, what 
is roughly most available in one is absent in the other. Danish tasks rely on the inter-
play between data as a CT and a statistical concept in its mathematics curriculum re-
sources. This aspect is in line with the recent trend on developing a common data-
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scientific literacy as a merge between statistical, mathematical, and computational 
thinking (Gould, 2021). In turn, Swedish tasks focus on the combination of stepwise 
instructions, patterns, and number sequences; a strong focus on programming and 
early algebra as per the first wave of CT (Clements & Sarama, 1997). 

In the introduction, we argued for the need of studies of curriculum resources that 
not only consider how CT and mathematics could and should be integrated, but how 
the two subjects are actually integrated in available resources. Given the novelty of 
CT’s integration into mainstream curricula, tasks are what is available for teachers to 
implement the potential synergies this innovation may bring and, in turn, for students 
to make use of. On that line, our study provides two main contributions. 

First, we have documented that two neighbouring countries with an otherwise 
shared tradition of mathematics teaching integrate CT into mathematics quite differ-
ently; a contrast that permeates its curriculum resources. From a comparative point 
of view, these empirical findings can inform future discussions about shortcomings 
and potentials in both approaches when policy decisions are translated into teaching 
materials. Therefore, our results can be sources of awareness and inspiration in the 
search for alternative curricular strategies than the ones currently adopted to inte-
grate CT into mathematics. 

 Second, we constructed an analytical tool to conduct the first contribution build-
ing on the state of the art. Despite its acknowledged limitations, it has proven appli-
cable in two highly different contexts with regards to implementation strategies and 
status, and types of curriculum resources. Considering that the interest in CT is a 
global trend, we envision our analytical tool as suitable to characterise and position 
curriculum resources from other contexts in relation to one another. The main focus 
of this paper has been devoted to curriculum material, thereby leaving out teachers’ 
enactment of the resources in the mathematics classroom. This delineation implies 
constraints in terms of what this study can offer as insights on the implications for 
classroom practices. As argued previously, the novelty of CT in K-9 and teachers, lim-
ited knowledge of its associated concepts is likely to mean that they will largely lean 
on curriculum material. However, there remains an empirical question and, as more 
resources on CT and mathematics will continue to emerge, it is an important direction 
for future research to study how teachers choose and enact CT curriculum material in 
the classroom and with what learning outcomes for students.        
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Contemporary comprehensive mathematics teaching material covering whole 
courses has developed substantially from the early versions that roughly were 
‘books as pdf’ with some complementary online material. In teaching materials that 
are offered in online web portals (digital teaching platforms) a variety of dynamic 
and interactive elements can be utilised, offering new ways to engage with 
mathematics. Despite this recent development, the variety of affordances of the 
digital environment are utilised to a surprisingly small extent. The pros and cons 
with digital teaching materials in mathematics are debated, and publishers 
advertise with arguments about algorithms that lay out an ideal learning path and 
about joyful content. Critical for students’ learning while working with teaching 
materials is however that they find it meaningful to use the materials, a persistence 
in the interaction with the materials, and furthermore that the willingness to 
explore mathematics remains. In this study students’ interaction with digital 
teaching material with various kinds of dynamic and interactive elements 
supplementing the static parts in the presentation of new content is explored. 
Differences in students’ attention to mathematical facts, essential in the problem 
solving, is captured using an eye-tracker. Analyses of differences in attentive 
behaviour depending on the kind of digital element that are used for presentation 
reveal that the type of digital element that students attend the least to is static 
elements. Differences in what is offered to and what is demanded from a reader 
when mathematical facts are presented using various digital elements is discussed 
and potential implications from the results are suggested. 

Keywords: feedback, dynamic, attention, film, eye-tracking 

1 Introduction 

The purpose of using teaching materials of different kinds is to support learning. From 
a student perspective however, this purpose is sometimes blurred by goals such as to 
get the right answer or to finish a section fast. Such goals can hinder learning, not least 
in a digital environment where active choices to ‘open’ or ‘start’ a particular part of 
the teaching material is needed to access all parts of the material. From this perspec-
tive teaching materials in print are beneficial because all content is displayed on the 
pages. A page-based layout, as in print, does however not surpass all affordances of 
the digital media. The digital media provides opportunities to visualise mathematics 
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in new ways and to invite the reader to experience dynamic change (Dyrvold & 
Bergvall, 2023). Every learning opportunity does thus necessitate that students inter-
act with the material, that they invest the required time, and make an effort to under-
stand. Because of the particular features of digital teaching materials, knowledge 
about how students choose to use different dynamic features, and to navigate between 
different elements, is valuable to understand the potential these materials have to 
support learning. 

The purpose of this study is to contribute to the understanding of what the pres-
ence of different dynamic elements in mathematics text means for students’ interac-
tion with the material. The current study focuses particularly on elements that are not 
static, that is dynamic elements that invite to interaction and/or present content that 
change over time (as e.g. films). The categorisation of different element types ad-
dressed in the research questions is presented in Table 1 in Method.  

RQ1.  How does students’ interaction with mathematics differ depending on the 
dynamic element type used for presentation? 

Not all parts of digital teaching materials are dynamic. In fact, a large share of the 
materials offered in digital teaching materials utilize static elements like text in print, 
but on screen. The second research question do therefore explore reading of static text 
in a context with included dynamic elements. 

RQ2: Is there any difference in how students read static parts of an item due to 
presence of dynamic element types in other parts of the item, and if so, how? 

1.1 Digital teaching material – in contrast to material in print 

Teaching material in print has successively been complemented and partly also re-
placed with digital material. The use of digital teaching material is an intrinsic part of 
digitalization in schools (e.g., see European commission, 2021) and digital teaching 
material adds functions not possible to offer in print material. The potential of digital 
materials is particularly prominent in mathematics because of the possibilities to pre-
sent relations between concepts and their representations dynamically. Besides the 
affordances of the digital media enabling interaction with and experience of mathe-
matics in new ways, students’ willingness to engage with dynamic material can also 
be beneficial in a learning situation. On the other hand, however, dynamic material 
may be distracting and can therefore potentially disrupt reading if displayed together 
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with other material on screen.  
The current study focuses on how students interact with digital materials that uti-

lises different dynamic and interactive functions. Teaching materials, in print or dig-
ital, are supposed to offer rich learning opportunities to students and it is a reasonable 
argument that digital teaching material should in some manner offer better learning 
opportunities if the print material should be replaced. Previous studies who contrast 
print and digital teaching material highlight affordances of print materials such as the 
option to write in ink (Laughlin Davis et al., 2021), that text in print is easier to read 
(Abuloum et al., 2019), and the more natural sequencing of content in print (Gould, 
2011).  

The digital media, on the other hand, have many useful features that makes digital 
teaching material a very strong contestant to the traditional printed textbook. Such 
features, used in mathematics teaching material are for example, automated feedback 
(Van der Kleij et al., 2015; Stevenson, 2017), animations (Mamolo, 2019; McAlpin et 
al., 2019), dynamic visualisations of mathematical relations (Demir, 2018; Poon & 
Wong, 2017, Çeziktürk, 2020), drill-and-practice games (Beserra et al., 2019), and 
options to receive hints or access definitions (Stevenson, 2017; Arroyo et al., 2013). 
Analyses of contemporary digital teaching material do however reveal that much of 
the potential of the digital media is not taken advantage of (Glasnovic Gracin & Krišto, 
2022; Mato-Vázquez et al., 2018; Dyrvold & Bergvall, 2023; Dyrvold, 2022). 

1.2 Learning with dynamic and interactive material 

Intervention studies contrasting learning with print material and digital material re-
veal different affordances of the digital media. For example, dynamic mathematics 
software (GeoGebra) has proven to be a powerful tool to help students think mathe-
matically and to act like mathematicians and deduce hypotheses with the help of dy-
namic representations (Çeziktürk, 2020). Analyses of students’ reasoning revealed 
that the connections that can be identified in multi representational mathematics 
software are crucial for the reasoning. Baccaglini-Frank (2021) also found that dy-
namic mathematics software contributes to students’ development from a ritualistic 
discourse to a more explorative participation and thereby contribute to the construc-
tion of abstract mathematical objects. The usefulness of digital material is also re-
vealed in a study evaluating evidence-based instruction, where results indicate that 
the instruction was helpful only for acquiring and maintaining mathematical 
knowledge if digital support was offered in the learning situation (Reinhold et al., 
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2020). Another affordance of digital materials is the possibility to offer virtual manip-
ulatives, which for example can support understanding of patterns and concepts 
(Alagic, 2013). Furthermore, the option to digitally manipulate objects can increase 
students’ motivation to persist. A meta-analysis of affordances of teaching materials 
offering dynamic representations of mathematical objects reveals that these materials 
can motivate students to persist at mathematical tasks. Other affordances revealed in 
the analysis are that these kinds of materials can encourage creativity, contribute to 
constraining students’ attention to relevant content, and visualise relations between 
objects in relation to students’ actions (Moyer-Packenham & Westenskow, 2013). 

The digital media are useful for providing feedback of various kinds (e.g., Pinker-
nell et al., 2020; Ruthven, 2018) but rapid short feedback can also hinder learning if 
trial and error behaviour is used (e.g., Rezat et al., 2021b; Pinkernell et al., 2020; 
Nurmi & Jaakkola, 2006) whereas more elaborated feedback has proven useful for 
learning (Van der Kleij et al., 2015). The results of an in-depth analysis of individual 
learning with material offering automated feedback highlight that the design of the 
feedback is crucial to receive the desired effect (Rezat, 2021). Several studies reveal a 
positive relation between time spent reading digital teaching material and course 
grades (e.g., Junco & Clem, 2015), and furthermore, the time spent using certain parts 
of digital tools also predicted achievements in mathematics (Bokhove & Drijvers, 
2012). 

1.3 Interaction with dynamic and interactive teaching material 

Digital material allows dynamic and interactive functions not possible to include in 
print, functions that also have proven to support learning. Students’ interaction with 
these materials can however be shallow or without engagement and if so, the intended 
learning may be absent. But the opposite is also possible. It is argued based on the 
results of a meta-analysis that to foster motivation and persistence seem to be an un-
der-emphasised affordance of virtual manipulatives (Moyer-Packenham & Westen–
skow, 2013). An expected raised interest and willingness to engage is also a prevalent 
argument for use of digital games in learning. A study evaluating games in mathemat-
ics learning reveal that when a game mitigates anxiety, motivation and learning are 
enhanced (Huang et al., 2014) but there are also results revealing that a raised interest 
in a mathematical game-based activity can markedly decrease across sessions. Based 
on these results, Rodríguez-Aflecht et al. (2018) argues that game-based learning shall 
not be used to motivate students but rather used based on proven learning outcome. 
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If a chosen digital teaching material is engaging but does not scaffold learning, stu-
dents' invested time is not fruitful, but the opposite is also true; if the teaching mate-
rial has the best potential but students choose to not engage with it, the learning po-
tential gets lost.  

Design aspects of teaching materials are not new, but due to the diversity of dy-
namic functions and the modalities offered in digital media there is a huge increase in 
the kinds of learning opportunities that are possible to offer in a digital environment, 
in contrast to in print. This diversity gives rise to questions about which kind of digital 
features are useful in relation to which kind of mathematical activities and about the 
combination of dynamic and static elements in digital teaching platforms covering 
whole courses. Analyses of digital teaching platforms in mathematics reveal that dy-
namic and interactive functions are used only to a limited extent (Dyrvold, 2022; 
Mato-Vázquez et al., 2018), but also that when used such functions can extend the 
learning opportunities for example through activities where students can interact with 
the material or by adding a personal voice in a film (Dyrvold & Bergvall, 2023).  

There is a growing research field focusing on digital teaching materials and many 
studies focus on some particular technology, investigating learning effects (e.g., Bray 
& Tangney, 2017;) or use in classrooms (e.g., Vahey et al., 2020). When it comes to 
teaching material that include a diversity of static and dynamic elements and students’ 
use of such materials less is known, especially regarding students’ interaction with the 
materials. Some recent studies focus on digital textbooks offering different kinds of 
elements (Pohl and Schacht, 2017; Brnic & Greefrath, 2022), others focus on students 
viewing time in different parts of online digital textbooks (O’Halloran et al., 2018; 
Kanwar & Mesa, 2022). The dynamic media used for such teaching material allows 
the reader to create their own reading path and to choose what to see and not. Rein-
hold et al. (2020) raises a question about ecological validity in studies about technol-
ogy use in mathematics education, questioning whether results about potential bene-
fits of technology use holds outside the experimental environment. For teaching ma-
terial including a variety of static, dynamic, and interactive elements where students 
can choose whether to actively engage with all parts of the material, to what extent, 
and in what order, the use of digital features can be rather different than in an exper-
iment. This dynamic and multimodal feature of digital teaching platforms in mathe-
matics means that knowledge about their affordances, constraints and possible bene-
fits must be built based on a variety of research studies. Knowledge built based on an 
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accumulated bulk of research is nothing new, the issue here is that the variety of func-
tions possible to include in digital teaching platforms means that separate studies can 
only comprise certain aspects of the material. For example, research reveals that rapid 
right/wrong feedback can foster trial-and-error behaviour whereas elaborated feed-
back and an option to choose to receive feedback step by step has been suggested as a 
better alternative (Rezat et al., 2021b; Heeren & Jeuring, 2019; Rezat et al., 2021a). If 
feedback options are included in a digital teaching platform with several other func-
tions, however, the different types of feedback may be useful in relation to different 
parts of the material. For example, a few questions with rapid short feedback on the 
answer, in relation to theory presented as film, may foster active engagement.  

 Because of all options of reading paths and of what to visualise and interact with 
in digital teaching platforms, the opportunities to learn with the materials can differ 
substantially between users depending on their choices. Even materials with the best 
potential to support learning risk to miss their goal if the users do not invest time in 
the material and are not willing to explore and to be persistent. Designing digital 
teaching material that evidently aids all students in their learning is therefore a de-
manding task. Many studies do not reveal any convincing learning gains related to use 
of some digital teaching material despite thorough design of the materials. For exam-
ple, materials developed with research based instructional design principles did not 
reveal a learning effect for all student groups (Reinhold et al., 2020). Another study 
synthesising results from 35 single-case studies on virtual manipulatives found that 
the use of commercially developed materials had a larger effect on students’ mathe-
matical accuracy after practice than researcher-developed materials (Shin et al., 
2021). Together these results signal the complexity of both design of and learning with 
digital learning material. 

In the current study our aim is to contribute knowledge about how students choose 
to interact with different kinds of dynamic and interactive elements. In digital teach-
ing platforms students can choose what to display and the presence of one element is 
likely to have an impact on how other elements are read. Accordingly, the focus on 
interaction with different types of digital elements in the current study also includes 
analyses of students’ distributed attention between various digital elements within a 
mathematics item. 
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2 Theory 

2.1 Social semiotics 

The current study is part of a research project with a social semiotic theoretical frame 
(see, Bergvall & Dyrvold, 2021). Taking this perspective on language means that var-
ious semiotic resources available in communication are considered as means for 
meaning making; these resources are signifiers whose meaning is dependent on the 
social and cultural context they are offered in (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2013; van 
Leeuwen, 2005).  

The resources offered as means for meaning making do request different kinds of 
interaction from the reader. Halliday (1985) stresses that speech acts, also from text, 
are dialogic. Two commonly used speech acts are ‘offering information’ and ‘demand-
ing information’. These two speech acts are frequently used in mathematics teaching 
materials. For example, in theory sections, information is often offered as statements 
or agreed upon facts. In exercises, on the other hand, the speech act of demanding 
information is frequently used, in the form of questions or requests to engagement of 
some kind (see also Bergvall & Dyrvold, 2021). In a digital environment it is reasona-
ble to also complement these categories with the speech acts related to ‘offering goods 
and services’ and of ‘demanding goods and services’ (cf. Halliday, 1985), because in a 
digital environment the dialog between the text and the reader includes other acts 
than offering or demanding information. For example, the reader may be demanded 
to use interactive elements to access information. All types of digital elements utilised 
in the section with facts (Figure 1, Method) in the items used in this study offer infor-
mation. More dynamic and interactive digital elements do also, to a varying extent, 
demand ‘digital acts’, and in some cases also information in terms of responses, and 
the offered information is only provided after particular ‘digital acts’. The theory con-
stitutes an analytical framework in such a way that students’ interaction with digital 
elements expressing different speech acts are compared. 

2.2 Eye-movements and attention 

Attention and gaze are strongly associated. The acuity in the centre of the fovea is far 
better than in the periphery, and accordingly, when some element is of particular in-
terest it generally makes sense to fixate the gaze on it (e.g., see Pashler, 1999). Subjects 
can also attend away from where the gaze is fixated and shift the attention without 
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moving the gaze. This divergence does not imply that shifts of attention and eye move-
ments are unrelated, rather it is an expression of a person’s ability to attend also to 
stimuli in the periphery. Two pairs of categories of attention and the relation between 
attention and gaze contribute to understanding the relation between the two. Firstly, 
visual attention can be either overt; that is a conscious act of physically directing the 
gaze to a stimulus, or covert; that is a mental shift of attention not related to a physical 
movement of the gaze. Typically, covert attention precedes spatial eye movements 
(e.g. Rai & Le Callet, 2018).  

Secondly, attention can be either voluntary (endogenous attention) or involuntar-
ily (exogenous attention) but despite different triggers, these types of attention often 
have similar perceptual consequences. Some exceptions indicate that endogenous at-
tention is fairly flexible, in contrast to exogenous attention (Dugué et al., 2020). En-
dogenous attention emanates from the subject’s mind whereas exogenous attention is 
caused by external stimuli. The current study is not designed to achieve data that dis-
criminate between these categories, but these different kinds of attention are im-
portant to keep in mind when interpreting the results. For example, a student that 
interacts with a task can with an intention to grasp the offered content direct endoge-
nous attention to a particular dynamic element. On the other hand, in interaction with 
dynamic elements particular visual displays may cause exogenous attention. 

In summary, gaze fixations do not capture covert visual attention, because covert 
attention is the selective processing of information without change in gaze. Such cov-
ert visual attention does however precede a shift in visual attention to the particular 
location, and the coupling of attention and eye movements is mandatory. Interest-
ingly, this relationship holds both for eye movements with exogenous control and with 
endogenous control (e.g., Hoffman, 1998). Attention and eye movements are not com-
pletely interdependent, but the relation is sufficiently prominent to be used as a foun-
dation to learn about how texts are read. This widely accepted relation is often re-
ferred to as the eye-mind hypothesis.  

3 Method  

Data for this study was gathered using an eye-tracking analysis of 124 students in 
grade nine, drawn from four different schools in different parts of Sweden, while 
working on a set of five mathematics items. Data from 3 students were excluded due 
to poor calibration or missing eye-tracking data. One student rushed through all tasks 
in four minutes and data from this student was also excluded. This resulted in 120 
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students being included in the analysis. The group of participants do well represent 
the diversity in regular class in Sweden, with varying grades (for more information 
about the participants see also Dyrvold & Bergvall, 2023). The within-subjects design 
where all participants do all items and use all types of dynamic elements (Table 2) 
allows for inclusion of participants with different achievement levels without compro-
mising the reliability of the study.  

 The students were informed that the overall purpose of the study concerned work 
with digital teaching platforms in mathematics and that the analysis would be carried 
out with eye tracking analysis to follow the participants’ work with five mathematics 
items. The students were also informed that all participants are de-identified and that 
they can withdraw their consent at any time. All students who had reached the age of 
15 gave consent to participate in the study (or their guardian in other cases). 

3.1 Item design and included element types 

The five mathematics items were designed to touch on areas of mathematics that are 
new to the students. The level of difficulty of the items was determined based on a 
review of Swedish textbooks in grade nine and thereafter adjusted in collaboration 
with two experienced teachers and textbook authors. The five items are about the in-
scribed angle theorem, maximum and minimum of quadratic functions, set theory, 
the relation between power and roots, and permutation and factorials. All five items 
had the same structure, consisting of four parts: introduction, task, facts essential for 
solving the task (hereafter called Facts) and answer options. Each of these four parts 
constitutes an area of interest (AOI). The eye-tracking analysis was built on how the 
student’s gaze moved between these AOIs. These areas (that were not visualised on 
screen) were drawn closely around the constituents to minimise false positives (fixa-
tions that do not belong to the AOI) but not too small to avoid missed fixations that 
belong to the AOI. The shaded overlay around “Task” in Figure 1 visualises such an 
AOI. 
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Figure 1.  Basic design of the items and visualisation of an area of interest (AOI). 

The presentation of the Facts using different element types (ETs) did not demand 
equal space, because different constituents were needed in the different versions. Be-
cause the number of fixations is likely to increase in larger AOIs (Holmqvist et al., 
2011), these differences in occupied space were adjusted by somewhat enlarged con-
stituents and row spacing. However, because different types of elements (Table 4) de-
mand different kinds of constituents to present the Facts, equally sized AOIs would 
not have contained the same amount of information. Tightening constituents to 
achieve the same size if the AOI could instead diminish readability, and accordingly 
the best compromise between size and readability was sought in the design of the 
AOIs.  

The Facts were designed in five versions, based on a typology of elements designed 
with an increasing interactivity and dynamism (Table 1) (Dyrvold, 2022). Elements 
are defined as a coherent part of a text that can contain both words, symbols, and 
images, where the components can be static and/or dynamic. Some of the elements 
are also interactive. Consequently, there are five versions of each item, and each ver-
sion is dynamic and interactive to varying degrees depending on the element type (I–
V) used in the Facts. All students were offered all five items in the same order, but the 
order of element type was varied (Table 2). 
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Table 1.  Typology of elements used in Facts (Dyrvold, 2022). 

Element type Dynamic and interactive characteristics 

I static presence: elements are presented similar to a printed counterpart but on screen 

II opted presence: elements whose appearance is dependent on the readers’ actions (e.g. click on a 
button) 

III dynamic presence: elements that change over time, typically content in a film or an animation 

IV dynamic feedback: elements that respond to and whose appearance is dependent on choices 
made by the reader (e.g. responses to students’ answers) 

V continuous dynamic feedback: elements that change continuously over time depending on 
choices made by the reader (e.g. changing a slope in a coordinate system or moving geometric ob-
jects). 

 

Because a central aspect of the method was to compare students’ interaction with 
digital material depending on element types used for presentation, the different ver-
sions of Facts for a particular item should ideally offer the same information. Obvi-
ously, that is not possible because different semiotic resources contribute meaning in 
different ways, but as far as possible the offered meaning was kept similar. The typol-
ogy (Table 1) allows for some variation within a particular ET. The same kind of dy-
namic and interactive features was however used within each ET in the study to in-
crease consistency. For ET I, a static presentation of the Facts was used. For ET II the 
same static presentation was used but the Facts were hidden behind a button with the 
instruction “Click here to open”. For ET III the same constituents (words, images, and 
symbols) were used as in ET I–ET II, but the content was presented in a film where 
the information appeared part by part simultaneously as a voice read the information 
out. Symbols were referred to by their names, but images were not referred to in the 
film. ET IV in all items consist of the same Facts as in the other ETs but the initial 
information was incomplete. In relation to some central aspect of the Facts two op-
tions of how to complete the facts were offered. The student was expected to ‘tick’ one 
of the alternatives and press “Check”. If the response was “False” the correct alterna-
tive could be chosen to receive “Correct”. In ET IV therefore, the students contributed 
to create correct Facts. In ET V a mathematical relation central in the Facts is visual-
ised aided by a dynamic change of some kind. Typically, the students drag a slider that 
dynamically visualises for example values as 1, 2, 3. These dynamically changing val-
ues correspond to for example exponents in a mathematical expression and 22=4; 
23=8 and so forth, is visualised corresponding to the values chosen by the slider.  
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The use of different ETs to present Facts means the reader is invited to different 
kinds of interaction depending on ET. Using ET I–ET III means the reader is ‘offered 
information’ and the demand of interaction is fairly small (i.e. to open a box [ET II] 
and to start a film [ET III]). In Facts where ET IV or ET V are used, parts of the infor-
mation are instantly offered, but further information is offered only after some de-
mands of interaction or information is met by the reader. For ET IV the reader must 
contribute to make the Facts complete, while receiving feedback regarding its accu-
racy, and for ET V the reader is demanded to move or drag constituents to be offered 
further information about the relation between the mathematical content in the 
moved spot and other central content (e.g. selecting a number of fruits [three] result 
in visualisation of the faculty [3!] for the number of ways the fruits can be ordered). A 
prominent difference between ET IV and ET V is that ET V offer information that 
dynamically change depending on the reader’s action whereas ET IV changes instantly 
(not dynamically) in response to the reader’s clicks.  

To diminish potential carryover effects because of the within subjects’ design, par-
tial counterbalancing of the items was used. Five different items and five element 
types used to present the Facts gave 25 versions of the items (Table 2). These 25 ver-
sions were combined in ten different timelines where the order of the mathematics 
items was the same, but the element type used to present the Facts were altered. 

Table 2.  Items with different element types to present Facts combined in timelines. 

Timeline Item A Item B Item C Item D Item E 

1: Facts ET I Facts ET II Facts ET III Facts ET IV Facts ET V 

2: Facts ET II Facts ET IV Facts ET I Facts ET V Facts ET III 

3: Facts ET IV Facts ET V Facts ET II Facts ET III Facts ET I 

… …continued… 

 
Before working with the mathematics items, the students were provided individ-

ual information about the eye-tracking equipment, and an example item was shown 
on a screen. The students were informed that all items to be solved had the same type 
of layout and the main parts of the item (introduction, task, facts, and answers) were 
pointed out on the screen. The students were also informed about how the dynamic 
functions in the tasks work, either by being shown the dynamic functions by the ex-
perimenter or by having them try using the functions themselves. This instruction was 
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provided in relation to a test item with a very easy task, an item that also was included 
before the five items during the eye-tracking. The inclusion of this test item before the 
five items contributed to diminish unwanted effects caused by distractions while the 
participants got acquainted with the digital environment. 

3.2 Eye-tracking apparatus and measures 

A portable eye-tracker was used because data collection was made at schools to make 
it equally accessible for all students to participate without a large effort. The eye-
tracker uses binocular eye-tracking with a sampling frequency of 60 Hz with a preci-
sion of 0.10 degrees and accuracy of 0.3 degrees in optimal conditions. Tobii Pro Lab 
software (Tobii Pro AB, 2014) was used during data collection which provided good 
support to ensure the right distance between eyes and screen, by the provision of a 
virtual headbox to adjust to. The viewing distance was ≈ 68 cm and the monitor size 
was 15.6 inches.  

Calibration procedure and AOIs. Students were allowed to wear glasses be-
cause the eye-tracker tolerated glasses well. If the calibration of a participant failed, it 
was repeated at maximum two times. Independent of the calibration results, all par-
ticipants completed the assigned timeline but participants with bad accuracy values 
were excluded. The limit for exclusion was set at >1.0 degrees. This limit is reasonable 
because only four AOIs are used in every item and the distance between them is in 
most cases larger than 3 cm and never less than 2.5 cm (e.g. see Hessels et al., 2016). 

Fixation filer. The threshold for fixations was set at 30 degrees/second. Adjacent 
fixations were merged with limits of a maximal angle between fixations of 0.5 degrees 
and maximum time between fixations of 0.5 degrees. Fixations shorter than 60 msec. 
were discarded. 

3.3 Analysed variables and statistical analyses 

The data from fixations used in analyses are accumulated fixation duration (AFD) 
within each of the AOIs and total number of fixations (NF) within each of the AOIs. 
Both AFD and NF are analysed because these variables represent similar but not the 
same kinds of attentive behaviour. Analysis of both variables is also valuable because 
similar results in relation to both variables is an indication of high reliability. Accord-
ingly, the first two variables used in analyses are AFD and NF on the Facts. These 
variables are extracted in relation to the five types of element (ET) used to present the 
Facts. In addition to these variables, ratios of AFD on different AIOs in items with 
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different types of elements (ET) used to present Facts are analysed. The ratio used in 
this variable is AFD on introduction (I) and task (T) in contrast to AFD on the Facts 
(F) ([AFD I+T]/[AFD F]). This means a larger ratio represents a minor share of AFD 
on the Facts in contrast to a smaller ratio. This variable is valuable in relation to po-
tential high ADF on an ET because if the presence of a particular ET leads to increased 
attention and interaction, this increased attention is likely to be reflected also in a 
larger share of AFD on the ET in contrast to on the introduction and task (that is ex-
actly alike in all versions of an item). 

Because the focus in the current study is on various types of digital element types 
(Table 1), the analysed variables represent the five distinct different ET used to pre-
sent the Facts. The design with five versions of every item and counterbalanced order 
of the items in timelines (Table 2) ensures that varying difficulty of the items depend-
ing on different content in Item A–E does not affect the reliability of the results. 

To investigate whether there are differences in AFD, NF and ratios of AFD, be-
tween the five ETs a Kruskal-Wallis H test was used. A normality test revealed that 
the data do not meet the normality assumption which is why ANOVA was not used. 
Kruskal-Wallis H test is a non-parametric alternative to an ANOVA that can be used 
to determine if there are statistically significant differences between two or more 
groups of an independent variable on a continuous or ordinal dependent variable. In 
the current analysis, a null hypothesis suggesting no differences between the different 
ETs was investigated with a significance level of .050. A post hoc pairwise comparison 
was used to analyse differences between ETs (see Field, 2009). Effect sizes are calcu-
lated for pairwise comparisons, using Cohen’s (1992) rule of thumb for effect sizes: 
r=0.10 small effect, r=0.30 moderate effect, and r=0.50 large effect. 

4 Results 

The first research question in this study concerns how students’ interaction with 
mathematics differs with the element type used for presentation. Based on the eye-
mind hypothesis, there is a connection between gaze and thought (Hoffman, 1998). 
By investigating how the accumulated fixation duration and total number of fixations 
on the different ETs differ, we gain information about students’ interaction with the 
teaching content when it is presented using different ETs. A previous study has high-
lighted how different ETs have the potential to offer meaning in different ways 
(Dyrvold & Bergvall, 2023), which may have implications for the time and engage-
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ment students choose to spend on mathematics content when presented with differ-
ent ETs. 

Table 3.  Descriptive statistics on accumulated fixation duration (AFD) and total number of fixations (NF) for 
Element type I – V. 

Element type   AFD         NF 

ET I Mean  17092.46 50.15 

 Median  14506.5 47 

 SD 9794.373 26.65 

ET II Mean  17377.28 51.08 

 Median  16288.5 47 

 SD 10312.64 30.368 

ET III Mean  28424.48 80.29 

 Median  25499 73.5 

 SD 15775.58 41.136 

ET IV Mean  37419.12 106.6 

 Median  33318.5 94.5 

 SD 19807.28 61.098 

ET V Mean  31548.48 77.73 

 Median  27639.5 71 

 SD 19717.69 48.683 

n = 120, Values for AFD presented are milliseconds 

Table 3 shows that the mean and median values for both AFD and NF are lower in 
ET I and II compared to the other ETs. The Kruskal-Wallis H test showed that there 
was a statistically significant difference in AFD between the ETs, H(4) = 147.6, p= 
<0.001. There was also a statistically significant difference in NF between the ETs, 
H(4) = 138.13, p= <0.001, and thus that the null hypothesis should be rejected for 
both AFD and NF. The mean ranks for each ET used in the Kruskal-Wallis H test is 
displayed in Table 4. 
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Table 4.  Mean rank of accumulated fixation duration (AFD) and total number of fixations (NF) on element 
type (ET). 

 AFD  NF 

Element type Mean rank Rank order  Mean rank Rank order         

ET I 197.53 5  205.93        5 

ET II 203.66 4  208.87        4 

ET III 335.98 3  343.39        2 

ET IV 415.90  1  422.85        1 

ET V 349.44 2  321.47        3 

 
The mean ranks for ET I and ET II are fairly similar and, a post hoc pairwise com-

parison (Table 5) reveals no differences between ET I and II, neither for AFD, nor for 
NF. These two ETs contain the same text, the only difference between the ETs is that 
the student must click to access the information in ET II, while it is statically presented 
in ET I. The largest effect sizes are found for the comparison between ET IV and ET 
I–ET II, and thus the contrast in number of fixations and fixation duration that stands 
out the most is on ET IV in compared to the more static ETs. All comparisons between 
ET I or ET II with the other ETs (ET III-V) reveal significant differences both in fixa-
tion duration and number of fixations. These differences signal that the more dynamic 
and interactive ETs (ET III-V) receive more attention both in form of accumulated 
fixation duration and number of fixations. The test also shows that there is no differ-
ence in fixations between ET III and ET V. One similarity between these ETs is that 
both, to a large extent, offer continuously dynamically changing content (see also 
Analysis and discussion).  
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Table 5.  Pairwise comparison of accumulated fixation duration (AFD) total number of fixations (NF) on ele-
ment types (ET). 

Compa-
risona 

AFD  NF 

Test sta-
tistic Zb Sig. 

Adj. 
sig.c rd  

Test 
 statistic Zb Sig. 

Adj. 
sig.c rd 

ET I- ET II -6.137 -.274 .784 1.000 -.018  -2.942 -.131 .895 1.000 -.008 

ET I- ET III -138.450 -6.187 .000 .000 -.399  -137.458 -5.163 .000 .000 -.333 

ET I- ET V -151.917 -6.788 .000 .000 -.438  -115.538 -6.143 .000 .000 -.397 

ET I- ET IV -218.371 -9.758 .000 .000 -.630  -216.917 -9.693 .000 .000 -.626 

ET II- ET III -132.313 -5.912 .000 .000 -.382  -134.517 -6.011 .000 .000 -.325 

ET II- ET V -145.779 -6.514 .000 .000 -.420  -112.596 -5.032 .000 .000 -.388 

ET II- ET IV -212.233 -9.483 .000 .000 -.612  -213.975 -9.562 .000 .000 -.617 

ET III - ET V -13.467 -.602 .547 1.000 -.039  21.921 .980 .327 1.000 .063 

ET III - ET IV -79.921 -3.571 .000 .004 -.231  -79.458 -3.551 .000 .004 -.229 

ET V- ET IV -66.454 -2.969 .003 .030 -.192  -101.379 -4,530 .000 .000 -.292 

aEach row tests the null hypothesis that the sample 1 and sample 2 distributions are the same. 

bStandardised text statistic.  
cThe significance values was compared to significance values adjusted by the Bonferroni correction for multiple tests, with the 
same results.  
d r is the effect size for pairwise comparisons (Field, 2018). 
 

The second research question “Is there any difference in how students read static 
parts of an item due to presence of dynamic element types in other parts of the item, 
and if so, how?" was investigated using a ratio between accumulated fixation duration 
(AFD) on the static parts of the item, that is Introduction and Task, and the Facts. The 
assumption is that a low ratio means that the students spend more time on the Facts 
in relation to the rest of the task, which is interpreted as if the interaction with the 
Facts is informative enough to reduce the time spent on reading the introduction and 
solving the task. Table 6 shows descriptive statistics on the ratios, and the ratios for 
ET I and II are on average slightly higher than the ratios for ET III–V. 
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Table 6.  Descriptive statistics on ratios of accumulated fixation duration (AFD) between areas of interest 
within items for different element types (ET). 

Element type     AFD on Introduction and Task/ AFD on Fact 

ET I Mean 2.59 

 Median 1.57 

 SD 8.44 

ET II Mean 2.96 

 Median 1.45 

 SD 9.00 

ET III Mean 1.20 

 Median .85 

 SD 2.39 

ET IV Mean .77 

 Median .73 

 SD .43 

ET V Mean 1.49 

 Median .81 

 SD 2.28 

n = 120 (ETI. ET III. ET IV. ET V), n = 119 (ET II because AFD on Fact was 0 on ET II for one student) 

 
The mean ranks of rations between accumulated fixation duration (AFD) on In-

troduction together with Task and Facts for each ET used in the Kruskal-Wallis H test 
is displayed in Table 7. The Kruskal-Wallis H test showed that there was a statistically 
significant difference in ratios between the ETs (H(4) = 151.7, p < 0.001). The ratio is 
between AFD on the three areas of interest: (Introduction + Task)/Facts. 
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Table 7.  Mean rank of ratio for accumulated fixation duration (AFD) between areas of interest within items 
for different element types (ET). 

Element type Mean rank 

ET I 411.51 

ET II 392.77 

ET III 235.77 

ET IV 191.18 

ET V 269.54 

 

The result of a pairwise comparison of the mean ranks of ratios is presented in 
Table 8. A possible difference between ET I and the other ETs illustrates the difference 
between being offered only static text on screen and being offered also various types 
of dynamic elements in digital learning materials. The pairwise comparison indicates 
no difference between ET I and II, while ET III–V differ from the former in terms of 
ratios on ADF. All significant differences, except for between ET IV and ET V, have a 
moderate or high effect size. The ratios are lower for the more dynamic ETs, indicating 
that more time is spent on Facts compared to Introduction and Task. Table 3 shows 
that the students spend more time on the more dynamic ETs III–V and, moreover, 
Table 6 shows that the relative time of fixations on Facts in contrast to other text ele-
ments in an item is larger when ET III–V are used for presentation in contrast to ET 
I and II. A long AFD can, based on the eye-mind hypothesis, be interpreted as the 
student spending more time processing the mathematics content when ET is more 
dynamic. 
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Table 8.  Pairwise comparison of ratio for accumulated fixation duration (AFD) between areas of interest 
within items for different element types (ET). 

Comparisona Test statistic Zb      Sig. Adj. sig.c rd  

ET IV - ET III -44.583 -1.995 .046 .460 -.129  

ET IV - ET V -78.358 -3.507 .001 .005 -.226  

ET IV - ET II -201.590 -9.004 .000 .000 -.581  

ET IV - ET I -220.325 -9.861 .000 .000 -.637  

ET III - ET V -33.775 -1.512 .131 1.000 -.098  

ET III - ET II -157.006 -7.013 .001 .000 -.453  

ET III - ET I -175.742 -7.866 .001 .000 -.508  

ET V - ET II -123.231 -5.504 .001 .000 -.355  

ET V - ET I -141.967 -6.354 .001 .000 -.410  

ET II - ET I -18.736 -.837 .403 1.000 -.054  

aEach row tests the null hypothesis that the Sample 1 and Sample 2 distributions are the same. 

bStandardised text statistic.  
c Significance values have been adjusted by the Bonferroni correction for multiple tests.  
d r is the effect size for pairwise comparisons (Field, 2018). 

5 Analysis  

All analyses in the current study reveal significant differences in fixations between the 
more static ETs, ET I–ET II, and the more dynamic/interactive ETs, ET III–ET V. 
There are however no significant differences in fixations between ET I and ET II. The 
reader needs to click-open the Facts in ET II. When opened, the Facts are identical for 
ET I and ET II. If there were a significantly higher number of fixations (NF) and/or 
accumulated fixation duration (AFD) for ET II that could be a positive effect of a per-
ceived agency or ‘investment’ in the item, because actively opening the Facts is an 
investment of effort and engagement in the item. No such differences between ET I 
and ET II were identified and accordingly an option to limit the amount of infor-
mation by hiding the Facts seems not to increase attention to the mathematical con-
tent.  
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In contrast to ET I–II, more attention (NF) is paid to ET III–ET V and there is also 
a larger share of fixations (AFD) on the Facts in items where ET III–ET V are used for 
presentation. At the least, these results reveal that the participants chose to attend a 
great deal to the Facts presented using ET III–ET V. A goal with teaching materials is 
to get the readers persistently engaged to learn with the material, and in this respect 
ET III–V meet the expectations. 

An analysis of the speech acts that come into play when ET III–ET V is used gives 
another lens on the results. All three ETs offer information whereas ET IV–ET V de-
mand more from the reader, that is, not only information but also, in Halliday’s terms, 
‘goods and services’ (in this context some digital acts). ET III differ from ET IV–V 
because ET III (film) demand a minor ‘digital act’ namely, to start the film, whereas 
ET IV–V demand both information and digital acts. Facts presented using ET IV as 
well as ET V do not offer sufficient information to solve the task without the readers’ 
digital acts. ET IV offer incomplete statements and the reader needs to choose how to 
make the Fact complete, and thereafter check if the choice is correct via a button. If 
the wrong option is chosen, several trials is demanded to receive the correct infor-
mation. This means there is not only a demand of digital acts from the reader, but also 
information because the reader has to choose options based on their knowledge. ET 
V utilizes drag-and-drop or sliders that when used results in visualization of dynami-
cally changing content. Digital elements of type ET V are possible to use in a digital 
act without responding to demands of information by using the element type explor-
ative. It is likely, however, that the reader also responds to demand of information, by 
choosing digital acts based on knowledge about the mathematics. An example of such 
an act of voluntary offering of information is when students pause a movement to 
visualise a particular mathematical relation or a critical value. 

In summary, the analysis of speech acts reveal that ET IV demands the most from 
the reader. The analysis of fixation duration and number of fixations (AFD and NF, 
Table 3) also reveal the highest values for ET IV. The significantly higher values for 
ET IV indicate that the students choose to meet the demands of both digital acts and 
information, and that they thereby engage with mathematics. It is possible the stu-
dents use trial and error behaviour (e.g. see Pinkernell et al., 2020) and choose not to 
use their own understanding while reading, but at the least ET IV demand information 
from the readers and they can choose to interact consciously. 
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6 Discussion 

This study concerns five element types, and what their presence in mathematics text 
means for students’ interaction with the material. The five element types are used to 
present Facts and are designed to reflect increasing dynamism and an increasing in-
vitation to interact, from ET I to ET V (definitions of ET I–V can be found in Table 1, 
Method). Accordingly, the ETs differ in how information is offered and demanded (i.e. 
speech acts) from the student. Recall that ET I define static elements like print mate-
rial but presented on screen. All other ETs have some dynamic features, not possible 
to offer in print.  

Before a more in-depth discussion of the results, a reminder of what eye-tracking 
can and cannot say, is in place. Firstly, fixations do reliably represent attention, but 
the attention can be due to for example either complex constituents or attractive, joy-
ful constituents. Secondly, many fixations and/or high accumulated fixation time rep-
resent persistent attention but does not reveal the extent to which the offered content 
is understood. The reasons why a participant choose to focus on the Facts can however 
vary. Persistent interaction can be caused by hard struggle to understand or by amuse-
ment from using a highly interactive ET. While interpreting these results it is there-
fore important to keep in mind that we study interaction, exploration, and persis-
tence, not the reasons why the participants interact with the element types in partic-
ular ways. However, persistence is a prerequisite to grasp new and demanding con-
tent, and this study highlights more and longer fixations on content when some ele-
ment types are used (ET III–ET V). The study do not analyse learning, but according 
to the theory behind eye-tracking (e.g., Pashler, 1999; Hoffman, 1998) the number of 
fixations and fixation duration is tightly related to either endogenous or exogenous 
attention. Based on the high interdependence between eye movements and attention 
the results can be used to understand more about how texts are read. 

The results of the current study show that students spend time and attention on 
dynamic resources to a greater extent compared to when the information is offered as 
static text. Previous analyses of digital teaching materials in mathematics have shown 
that different dynamic elements have different potential to offer a reader meaning 
(Dyrvold & Bergvall, 2023). Regardless of the extent to which some dynamic resource 
can support meaning making, students must spend time reading and processing the 
information to take advantage of its potential. The importance of spending time has 
been highlighted in other studies revealing positive relations between achievement in 
mathematics and time spent on digital material as well as on using particular digital 
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tools (Junco & Clem, 2015; Bokhove & Drijvers, 2012). Time is a blunt measure, but 
at the same time, it is easily understood that learning will not happen if the required 
effort is not invested. Accordingly, the indications of preference for dynamic and in-
teractive elements revealed in the current study is worth reflecting over in the design 
of digital teaching materials. 

ET III–V can be assumed to have an inherent demand of time, which has a direct 
bearing on the conclusions possible to draw based on the results. There are however 
reasons to assume that the extended attention on dynamic ETs is not solely caused by 
inherent demand of time in these ETs. The extent to which, for example ET V contrib-
utes to make mathematics accessible varies between the different items, but despite 
these differences, the differences in attention according to ET are significant. For ex-
ample, in the easiest item about the inscribed angle theorem, the Facts of ET I is some-
what straightforward to interpret, whereas the version of the same item with Facts of 
ET V demand the reader to make connections between two dynamically changing an-
gles. In more demanding items however, there are many meaning relations between 
constituents in the Facts, and in the more static versions of the Facts (ET I and ET II) 
the reader must understand all these relations, reasonably by circulating in the text, 
something that requires a great deal of attention. In ET V for such demanding items, 
on the other hand, the meaning relations are partly made apparent through dynami-
cally changing objects in Facts. For example, in the item about permutations and fac-
torials, the information in Facts can be rather hard to interpret for a student who is 
unfamiliar with the content. In static Facts, it is likely that the reader needs to read 
back and forth to fully understand the relations between quantity, permutations, fac-
torials, and the meaning of the sign “!”. In Facts using ET V on the other hand, the 
reader is supposed to move fruit in and out of a casket and the permutations and the 
related factorial are instantly visualised. Accordingly, the consistent higher attention 
to Facts presented with ET V, possibly reflect an extensive exploration of the mathe-
matics content rather than barely meeting the demand for interaction. These argu-
ments support the claim that students attend more to content presented using inter-
active and/or dynamic elements (i.e. ET III–V) based on their own urge to gain un-
derstanding needed to answer the task, rather than based only on demands of time 
spent on the ETs because of their inherent features. In contrast to game-based learn-
ing that is criticised for only raising temporary interest, not to scaffold learning (e.g., 
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Rodríguez-Aflecht et al., 2018), ETs that invites to exploration and thereby makes re-
lations in mathematics more apparent have more of a scaffolding function. The scaf-
folding function is however conditioned by persistence. 

One example of a dynamic element that students pay a great deal of attention to is 
ET III in the current study. A reason to interpret the time spent on ET III and as ac-
tively opted is that students in a pilot study (Dyrvold & Bergvall, 2022) expressed an 
experience that the film provided more information compared to the static ETs, de-
spite the text on screen being the same. A conclusion is that the auditory resource in 
the form of a text reading voice in the film was experienced as “more” information 
that provided support for the reader. The pilot also revealed that participants chose 
to see the film repeatedly or to pause the film. 

In items where ET IV is used, the student is requested to complete statements by 
choosing an option that makes a statement complete and correct. If the wrong option 
is chosen, the student needs to try again. Apparently, this kind of ET demands pro-
longed attention, especially if the wrong option is chosen in the first trial, and this 
demand of attention likely explains much of the fixations (NF and AFD) on Facts pre-
sented using ET IV. Because the results show that students pay a lot of attention to ET 
IV, one conclusion about the use of ET IV is that students are persistent enough in the 
strive to access the information needed to complete a task and that they are willing to 
make an effort and contribute to make offered Facts complete. From a didactical per-
spective, such investment of attention can potentially support learning more deeply 
compared to if the Facts were only read. While completing the facts through the op-
tions students need to evaluate and reflect over central concepts and mathematical 
relations. Being aware of wrong conclusions while learning new content is valuable 
(Boaler, 2015).  

The downside of ET IV is that it can be used with a trial-and-error behaviour with-
out learning gains. Previous research revel that automated feedback can be beneficial 
for learning but also that feedback in the form of short rapid response may not con-
stitute the support needed, or that it even can be detrimental for learning if trial and 
error behaviour is used (Rezat et al., 2021a; Pinkernell et al., 2020). More elaborated 
feedback has been suggested to avoid such behaviour (e.g. Rezat, 2021; Heeren & 
Jeuring, 2019; Rezat et al., 2021b) but those suggestions are adapted to feedback in 
tasks. In the design of the items in the current study response options in ET IV, are 
used not as feedback in tasks but as guidance to complete facts needed to solve a task. 
This is quite a different way to use digital response options. A possibility is that the 
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demand of ‘digital acts’ to complete the needed information is sufficient when it comes 
to this type of feedback as guidance to how the mathematical facts is to be understood. 

For ET V on the other hand the demand of ‘digital act’ is minor, and the offered 
information is provided instantly. Because of the dynamic manner of ET V there are 
connections between constituents in the offered mathematics that the students need 
to grasp part by part. The demand of ‘digital act’ while reading content presented us-
ing ET V does therefore also entail a demand to be part in making sense of the offered 
information. A reader does of course always need to make sense of the offered mean-
ing, but in contrast to static ETs where all information is present simultaneously, the 
meaning making while reading ET V can be considered a more constructive process. 
This process of meaning making can be an explanation to students’ persistence while 
working with items with ET V as well as to their attention (high AFD and NF), because 
active learning engages. A previous meta-analysis about affordances of teaching ma-
terials with dynamic representations of mathematical objects highlight both that such 
materials can contribute to constrain students’ attention to relevant content and that 
these materials can motivate students to persist at mathematical tasks (Moyer-
Packenham & Westenskow, 2013). Together with other studies highlighting the ben-
efits of dynamic material while learning mathematics (Alagic, 2013; Baccaglini-Frank, 
2021) the meta-analysis strengthens the conclusion that ET V is likely to not only in-
crease attention but also contribute to learning. The current study contributes to these 
previous studies by emphasising that dynamic elements have a great potential also in 
presentation of theory, not only in tasks which seems to be the most common way to 
use them (e.g. Dyrvold, 2022). 

In conclusion, the results of this study highlight that the inclusion of more dy-
namic and interactive elements in digital teaching material can be useful to increase 
students’ persistence and time spent on the mathematics content. The most promi-
nent results from the statistical analyses are significantly higher attention (in the form 
of number of fixations and accumulated fixation duration) on Facts presented using 
dynamic and interactive element types (RQ1) compared to when static, or less dy-
namic, elements are used. Moreover, the increased attention on dynamic and interac-
tive element types seem to reflect a persistence to sort out the information offered 
through these element types, either mathematical or linked to the dynamic function 
(the increase in accumulated fixation duration is allocated to the element types, not 
to the whole item) (RQ2). 
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In this way, our study elucidates that a more extensive inclusion of dynamic and 
interactive elements in digital teaching materials can be advantageous. This kind of 
resources are unique to digital teaching materials, and it is important to explore their 
function and advantages in teaching. The results can be useful as a guide when decid-
ing in what manner these resources are beneficial, and when a static version reminis-
cent of a printed textbook is preferable. Thus, these results have implications for the 
development of digital teaching materials, but also for the teaching practice. When 
school leaders and teachers choose teaching resources, digital teaching materials of-
fering dynamic and interactive elements must be considered based on an awareness 
that these elements can increase students’ engagement in mathematics. Whether this 
engagement also leads to increased learning is not shown by this study and to inves-
tigate that further studies are needed. 
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